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Abstract 
 This thesis explores the ways in which objects are constructed as meaningful and thus converted into various forms of 'heritage'. Made objects, termed as 
made artefacts have formed part of the research, these include tea-pots, military caps and bouncy castles, and they comment on, critique and challenge prevalent conceptions and products of heritage. The notion of the souvenir is used to guide the thesis through the various types of object, with their different functions, markets/audiences and institutional locations.    The different functions of the souvenir include the generation of nostalgia, the making of treasured experience and the attempt at innocent or simple memorial and documentary. The made artefacts challenge the notion of the innocent or simply commemorative souvenir, showing in a combination of reasoned argument and humorous or satirical form that and how they are in fact doing some very un-innocent work. That work includes the ideological labour of turning a painful and exploitative history into nature, an attractive marketing opportunity and the construction of an idealised past.  The thesis addresses the meaning of the souvenir and how it is positioned in and by the heritage industry. This thesis asks how souvenirs produce meaning and values for individuals and institutions and how they are used by the heritage industry in an attempt to make explicit the hidden processes of meaning making and ideological valorisation.   It does so by focusing on three concepts – nostalgia, innocence and the ’treasured experience’ - utilising two modes of enquiry: first, exegesis and analysis of key concepts and terms (the souvenir, the object, kitsch) via a theoretical framework largely based on the work of Barthes, Baudrillard and Saussure ( connotation, semiology, cultural analysis) ; secondly, through the analysis and interpretation of a series of ‘made artefacts’ which augment the main discussion and function as ‘catalysts’. Adopting a multi-disciplinary approach, it argues that this is a ’political 
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project’ in that it seeks to prove that so-called mass-produced souvenirs are ideologically charged commodities and experiences.  As a contribution to original knowledge the research uncovers hidden and less obvious tasks that souvenirs perform. These include activities such as supporting class identity, acting as a vehicle for the demonstration of personal and institutional values, identifying individual and group hierarchy, providing social and political persuasions and defining boundaries in terms of taste, appropriateness and discernment. Through three key concepts; nostalgia, innocence and the treasured experience the thesis provides a critical explanation of the function of souvenirs; providing a metaphoric negotiation of the relation between past, present and future, indicating the significance of the role played by the past and the future in the present. 
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Introduction    The research question of this PhD is: How can the concept of the souvenir explain heritage production and consumption? This question arose for me when I visited Southern China for a period of residency0F1. Here a first-hand insight was gained into a different world of heritage production and consumption. I found traditional western notions of heritage were questioned by witnessing a totally different approach to both the conservation and the destruction of the urban landscape. In China, wholesale falsifications of the urban tissue are commonplace, and unfold incredibly fast. As a good example of this process I saw the Old Cotton Dock garden in Guangzhou transformed into a leisure park.    
 
   Figure 1 – Zak Jones, Yuntai Garden, Guangzhou, China (2012).   
                                                        1 2-year residency at the Chamberlain Academy, Guangzhou / Hong Kong as lecturer on Fine Art Foundation course in association with UAL.  
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Construction on this derelict industrial site began with the total demolishing of all existing buildings and the excavation of an enormous hole. The entire area was then flooded via a large pipeline from the Pearl River. The project was completed in the following five weeks and consisted of the construction of piers, pagodas, statues and an immense temple. Finally, the garden was turfed and planted with mature trees and shrubs. Boats were then placed in the lake, and Chinese lanterns were hung from the trees.   
 
  Figure 2 – Zak Jones, Yuntai Garden boating lake, Guangzhou, China (2012).   The garden was ceremonially opened after only eight weeks by a contingent of Guangdong dignitaries. The historic Cotton Dock Temple was listed in the Guangdong tourist guide before the roof had been finished. On the west side of the park is a visitor experience centre built in the style of a Guangdong ancestral home. This complex includes projections of footage from the Cultural Revolution1F2, demonstrations of traditional Chinese crafts people at work and a two-story gift shop. The approach taken by the Chinese authorities in the                                                         2 The Cultural Revolution, formally the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, was a socio-political movement that took place in China from 1966 until 1976. Headed by Moa Zedong, chairman of the Chinese communist party. Its goal was to preserve a communist ideology in the country by purging remnants of any capitalist traditional elements from Chinese society, and to re-impose Maoist ideology within the Party and thus imposing communist ideology across the whole of China.  
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recreation of this cotton dock, built, originally managed and operated by the British at the height of the Industrial Revolution provided me with strong comparisons to similar ‘heritage’ sites in Britain, particularly industrial era museums such as Beamish colliery and National Trust properties, for example.   
 
  
  Figure 3 – Zak Jones, Ancestral Home/ Mao, Guangzhou (2012), Plastic and Bronze.  On visiting the gift shop in Yuntai Garden two souvenirs (Fig. 3) positioned side-by-side caused me to question the contradictory nature of their proximity to each other. The first is a bronze bust of Chairman Mao, the leader of the Cultural Revolution; the second is a plastic model of a traditional Guangdong ancestral home. It was during the Cultural Revolution of 1966 under the leadership of Mao that virtually all the ancestral homes of the wealthy in Guangdong were systematically destroyed; the families either executed or put to hard labour.  I purchased both objects as souvenirs of my visit to the garden, at the same time igniting a process of questioning and research into the ideological work that these souvenirs are performing, their possible meaning to purchasers such as myself and a wider examination of how these objects would be interpreted by different individuals and social groups. Three concepts regarding the meaning of these souvenirs and their possible interpretation began to take form. Firstly that of nostalgia and the link that these objects make with the past and Chinese cultural and social history, secondly how these souvenirs act as a memorial of my 
treasured experience visiting China, and thirdly how through the unavoidable political nature of these souvenirs they are performing ideological work of a very 
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non-innocent nature. These three concepts: nostalgia, experience and innocence and how all three concepts can exist in the very same souvenir became the backbone of my research into souvenirs and will form the basis of my arguments throughout this thesis.  
Research aims 
 
 The research has four principle aims. First to explain how the concept of the souvenir is more far-reaching than the research title definition would suggest – that it has cultural, political and class functions not commonly understood.  Second to identify and explain the different functions of the souvenir including the generation of nostalgia, the making of treasured experience and the attempt at innocent or simple memorial and documentary. Third to investigate how the souvenir is used by such institutions as the National Trust, British tourist/heritage attractions and commercial stores including London’s Harrods to create meanings for the would-be purchaser, in doing so sharing those institution’s agendas. Fourthly, my made artefacts attempt to challenge these principles and the notion of the innocent or simply commemorative souvenir, showing in a combination of reasoned argument and humorous or satirical form how they are in fact doing some very un-innocent work.  Through the production and presentation of these souvenirs, institutions politically and culturally inform their messages conveying meanings of nationalism, values held, taste, class and patriotism. I shall uncover whether these groups of people have unwittingly followed the institutions intentions or is something else happening? The chapters of this research demonstrate how the souvenir provides links to the past; yet inform our understanding of the present and the future, showing how they are signifiers of our own identity and the values held by our individual cultural groups. The findings are based on succinct semiotic fields with relation to the meaning of the souvenir by means of three concepts: nostalgia, innocence and experience. I shall prove that the same souvenir as part of a structural and relational complex system provides different meanings to different individuals and groups of all three principles.  
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Contribution to original knowledge   As this thesis will demonstrate in the following chapters the production and consumption of souvenirs plays an important economic role in heritage production and consumption. The souvenir does however perform other less obvious tasks such as supporting class identity, acting as a vehicle for the demonstration of personal and institutional values, identifying individual and group hierarchy, providing social and political persuasions and defining boundaries in terms of taste, appropriateness and discernment. It is identifying and presenting these less recognised tasks to the reader that form the framework of my contribution to original knowledge. The thesis examines the souvenir through the lenses of three key concepts; the relation of the souvenir in terms of it being an object triggering nostalgia, to determine whether or not a souvenir solely performs an innocent task and how the souvenir operates in the celebration of a treasured experience. There exists academic writing and comment individually on these three principles in relation to the souvenir, however my contribution to knowledge exists in bringing all three active concepts into focus on an individual souvenir. This thesis additionally argues and demonstrates that the concepts of nostalgia, innocence and the treasured experience are intrinsically linked with our understanding and relation to individuals/groups histories and the passage of time. The souvenirs are tools which assist in navigating and comprehending our past, present and future.  Individuals knowledge and hopes for the future is part of the present experience of the souvenir object, which is also a reminder of the past.  These objects of nostalgia, innocence and the treasured experience are performing a crucial role in providing clarity of individual’s memories, they govern how we react in the present and provide a portal to the future. This thesis critically explains the function of the souvenir; that of providing a metaphoric negotiation of the relation between past, present and future, indicating the significance of the role played by the past and the future in the present.  
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Methodology and the form of my research  In The Rustle of Language Barthes (1989) asks:  What is a piece of research? To find out we need some idea of what a result might be. What does one find, what does one want to find? What is missing? In which axiomatic field will the phenomenon be isolated, the meaning revealed, the statistical discovery placed? No doubt, in each case this depends on the particular [field] solicited. But once a piece of research concerns the text (and the text reaches much farther than the work), the research itself becomes text, production: and result is literally im-pertinent (Barthes 1989: 316).   The form that my PhD research has taken and the subsequent thesis presented does not follow the methodology of a practice-based research model rather that of a theoretical/ practice-led research program. In Practice Based Research Candy (2006) notes that:   The use of the term practice-based research has become widespread but it has yet to be characterised in detail in a way that is agreed across the various fields of research where it is in use. There are differences in conceptual and applied uses of the term between those fields where it is most often found: design, health, creative arts, and education. There are, in fact, differences in the type of research in respect of whether it is practice-based or led (Candy 2006: 3).  My rationale for adopting this theoretical/practice-led route is as follows: There are essentially two research models that are commonly followed in post-graduate studies; Practice-based research and Theory/practice-led research. Practice-based research is an original investigation undertaken in order to gain new knowledge partly by means of creative practice and the outcomes of that practice. In a doctoral thesis, claims of originality and contribution to knowledge may be demonstrated ‘in part through creative outcomes in the form of artwork, 
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designs, performances and exhibitions’ (Candy 2006:3). Whilst the significance and context of the claims should be described in words through a written thesis. A full understanding can only be obtained with direct reference to both outcomes.   Creative output can be produced, or practice undertaken, as an integral part of this research process. However, the outcomes of practice must be accompanied by documentation of the research process, as well as some form of textual analysis or explanation to support its position and to demonstrate critical reflection. A thesis arising from a practice-based research process, is expected to show evidence of original contribution to knowledge with material that can be both published and exhibited.   
Theory/ practice-led research is concerned with the nature of practice in terms of academic literature research and leads to new knowledge that has operational significance for that practice. Candy (2006) explains that ‘In a doctoral thesis, the results of theory/practice- led research may be fully described in text form without the inclusion of a creative outcome such as artwork or exhibition’ (Candy 2006: 3). Artwork may well form part of the research, yet in the case of my methodology the made artefacts are only complimenting/challenging selected content of the written thesis and as such are simply acting as catalysts within my wider academic research. The primary focus and activity of my PhD is to advance knowledge about existing theoretical academic thought related to my research question.   Because art practice is an open and speculative discipline, artistic research, subsequently, is also essentially exploratory. In Thinking Through Art Macleod and Holdridge (2006) suggest that methods appropriate to artistic research are ‘not fixed or predictive, but arise through and from the research itself’ (Macleod and Holdridge 2011: 355). In other words, research is particular to its author, its contexts and the balance adopted between academic theory and practice/objects produced and the part they play in the overall research program. This points out the importance of research as ‘the uncanonised and liminal sphere of wild 
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knowledge that possesses an openness to experience the unknown’ (Busch 2009: 6). The probability that research may not be standardised underlines the importance of each ongoing and existing model, either practice-based or practice-led, as an incommensurable and singular case, particular to its researcher, circumstances, and context.   Through careful consideration and analysis of the role played by my made 
artefacts in my overall research, it is the theory/practice-led research route that accounts accurately for the final research outcome and thus the methodology that I have adopted. In achieving this theory/practice-led model I have followed a coherent theoretical research process, where my made artefacts do not play a central role, demonstrating a critical appreciation of the context of the academic research, its relationship to existing literature and received opinion, and shown that the research has produced an original contribution to knowledge through the submission of only a written thesis.  Returning to Barthes (1989) he summarises the outcome of research through its linguistic path resulting in the axiomatic requirement of written work. He notes:  Research is then the discreet name which, under the constraint of certain social conditions, we give to the work of writing: research is on the side of writing, it is an adventure of the signifier, an excess of exchange; it is impossible to maintain the equation of a result against a piece of research. This is why the discourse to which a piece of research must be submitted has a purpose beyond its parentic function (write) it is intended to recall research to its epistemological condition: whatever it seeks, it must not forget its nature as language- and it is this which ultimately makes an encounter with writing inevitable (Barthes 1989: 316).   I have augmented my research by making copies, fakes and pastiches of original souvenir objects, twisting and inventing their biographies visually in order to draw attention to the constructions of meaning (innocence, experience and nostalgia).  These objects represent my arguments and are evidence in support of these arguments - by showing what happens when the commercial, political, 
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and cultural nostalgic functions are no longer present in the objects. Throughout I shall be referring to these objects as my made artefacts. My made artefacts are meaningful only in relation to other artefacts and the process of meaning production will be explained in structural terms using theories by Baudrillard, Barthes and Saussure. The production, analysis and interpretation of my series of ‘made artefacts’ augments/complements the main discussion topics of this thesis and function as ‘catalysts’ drawing attention to elements of the arguments around the commercial, political and social functions of souvenirs available for purchase in gift shops and other retail outlets. They also assist my arguments regarding ‘oversized’ souvenirs installed in London streets and used by institutions such as Selfridges, Harrods and Westminster council, which are constructed and presented to the public to further those institutions commercial, political and propaganda agendas.  The final analysis rests on those souvenirs commercially available or presented by institutions exposing their hidden cunning and not my own made artefacts. Fig. 4 below shows how my made artefacts relate to, and expand upon my arguments around the three concepts of 
Nostalgia, Innocence and Experience.  Artefact Souvenir research Nostalgia  Innocence  Experience Cultural influences Terraced housing/ tower block 
Ceramic collectables/ Souvenirs 
Changes of urban landscape Memories of home Compared with crested ceramics Historical/ Contemporary housing Army cap Pastiche/parody History of uniform caps and understood power significance 
Personal and collective memory Souvenir of place and event. Jamaica Inn baseball cap 
Disney 
Inflatable castle Bouncy castle and real castle opposition 
Studies on English Heritage/ country houses 
Childhood/adult nostalgia and experience 
Recreation  Class 
Teapots Historical ceramics Artefacts/ souvenirs for sale in gift shops 
Generations/ handing down of possessions 
Souvenir of location, NT property Social history and welfare 
Statue restoration Public/private devotional objects Authorised historic discourse Traditions and ceremonies Experience of project/ place/church 
Shifts in lifestyles and meanings of devotional objects 
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Skip Distinction by quality What objects are or are not worth keeping 
Family/ personal collections IKEA memories personal and collective 
Kitsch and changing fashions. Chintz versus IKEA Figures Counterfeit antiquity Victoria and Albert Museum. Museum of Childhood, Bethnal green 
Childhood Learning experience, user versus creator 
Toys to play with/not to play with 
Alms bag Historical examples and usage.  
The church / theatrical religion. The history of welfare 
Things were better in those days Events and fund raising Charity/ politics/ wealth.  Make Poverty History etc. Dinner for twenty Dinner services and traditional table settings 
Britishness/ nationalism Pottery industry decline Event  Culturally changing eating practices and home life 
 Figure 4 – Zak Jones, Made artefacts diagram.   The methodology will be broadly following an interpretative or hermeneutic method including research material from various disciplines in the humanities: cultural studies, sociology, philosophy, anthropology, semiology, history and critical theory, as well as concepts and theories from colonial and post-colonial studies. As such, I have not followed a single approach, this is not, for example, a sociology PhD. I have taken a series of positions on the central concepts that are qualitative, and interpretative. I have analysed the writer’s meaning in the texts I study, developing my own interpretation and find my critical position and arguments. Each area of questioning has been accompanied by relevant examples of commercially available souvenirs and by the made artefacts, which in turn interrogate and often parody or challenge the meaning of the originals, this has assisted in articulating visually the argument being discussed. My PhD thesis has therefore been inter-and cross-disciplinary theory based.   
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 Figure 5 – Zak Jones, Interdisciplinary approach diagram a.   In order to address my research question I shall be focusing on the souvenirs that are available within the gift shops primarily at British locations. I shall be using snow globes and tea towels throughout the chapters as they are to be found for sale widely in all the locations I have researched and I shall demonstrate how they are particularly good vehicles to use in the discussion of meaning and values of different groups and individuals. I shall on occasions also use examples from other parts of the world to expand on my principal questions, the first being, how is the souvenir used by institutions and individuals in heritage production and consumption? Secondly how does the institution drive people to purchase these objects and with what intention? Thirdly what meanings do these souvenirs hold for the purchaser? To answer these questions I shall be using examples throughout this paper of ‘souvenir’ artefacts, that I have made and which I will use to interrogate and attempt to challenge or deny the central concepts of the research (nostalgia, innocence and treasured experience). These objects endeavour to make explicit the hidden processes of meaning making and heritage by drawing attention to the fact that they have no such heritage and therefore no such meaning.  Saussure argued that linguistic signs only make sense as part of a system of signs. His understanding of signs was purely structural and relational, as such 
interdisciplinarity
Cultural Studies
History
Sociology
Anthropology
Social History
Philosophy
Political studies
Art Practise
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not referential. He argued that ‘primacy is given to relationships rather than things’ (Chandler 2002: 18). By this Saussure means that signs have to refer to each other in a complex system.  Within the language system ‘everything depends on relations’ (Saussure 1983: 121). Here he is claiming that words, as signs make no sense on their own, only in relation to other words as signs. He states that ‘both signifier and signified are purely relation entities’ (Saussure 1983: 118). Chandler explains this as ‘an individual word such as tree does have some meaning for us, but Saussure’s argument is that meaning depends on its relation to other words within a system, such as bush’ (Chandler 2002: 19).   In the same way that words mean nothing outside of the network of relations to other words, for Baudrillard (1996) objects also mean nothing outside of their relations to other objects. They also mean nothing outside of their places in institutional contexts. The made artefacts can be defined in these terms as well – ‘there is a whole range of objects that seem to fall outside the system we have been examining. They appear to run counter to the requirements of functional calculation, and answer to other kinds of demands such as witness, memory, nostalgia or escapism’ (Baudrillard 1996: 41). I would also argue that in this writing Baudrillard is additionally demonstrating the lack of innocence in objects. As Baudrillard, Barthes and Saussure present all three of my concepts regarding souvenirs; nostalgia, experience and innocence, my research methodology will find a basis in their work.    Through my made artefacts existing and being tested I have been able to critically judge whether or not they are being effective in behaving differently from other souvenirs, products and consumer commodities within the network system of heritage production. As fake copies of gift shop souvenirs, my made artefacts relate to, yet intentionally differ from other souvenirs, purposely shifting their interpretation to demonstrate the research arguments whilst continuing to function as a sign within the system. In the Subjective Discourse of 
Marginal Objects Baudrillard states:  
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It is tempting to treat them as survivals from the tradition, symbolic order. Yet for all their distinctiveness, these objects do play a part in modernity, and that is what gives them a double meaning  (Baudrillard 1996: 77).   As stated above the work that my made artefacts perform is therefore catalytic in function; they are not actually souvenirs, as they only exist to be different from and cast different meanings to the souvenirs available at gift shops. Neither are they straightforwardly or simply artworks as contemporarily understood as they make no effort to play a part within the art world institution, rather they signify themselves as being oppositional. On their own they serve no contextual purpose within this research, however in relation to other objects they do: that being to demonstrate or illustrate the construction of ‘meaning’.    Baudrillard, writing about antiques, makes a relevant statement applicable to the made artefacts when he says:  The antique object [artefact in my case] no longer has any practical application, its role being merely to signify. It is astructural, it refuses structure, it is the extreme case of disavowal of the primary functions. Yet it is not afunctional, nor purely decorative, for it has a very specific function within the system, namely the signifier of time (Baudrillard 1996: 41).    I would argue therefore that my artefacts are not objects or commodities or souvenirs or documents, yet they can be objects, insomuch as they are objects in relation to the other gift shop souvenir objects which I use as examples in the following chapters – those that document a treasured experience, that provide nostalgia or that claim innocence. The signifiers in the case of the artefacts are many, including the ideological labour of turning a painful and exploitative history into nature, an attractive marketing opportunity and the construction of an idealised past. My methods are therefore combining deliberate forms of manufacture with reasoned argument in written form. 
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Research question and the three stage primary sub questions  To address the research question, how can the concept of the souvenir explain heritage production and consumption? the research pattern is based upon the observation and interpretation of cultural phenomena: cultural phenomena including commodities, events and all objects participating in the production of heritage. The research takes a multidisciplinary approach and adopts a number of methods from several angles, including personal observations, biographical experiences of other writers, reporting on the interaction with objects of varied groups of consumers, and explaining how various institutions commercially and politically exploit the object we call the souvenir.    This research ignites a debate on how issues of value and social and cultural identity are negotiated through commodities’ journeys within popular and ‘high’ culture2F3 and reflect upon art's own status and critical potential within those cultures. Questioning heritage in its historical manifestations could teach us all lessons on the relativity of what is worth keeping, and ultimately, reaffirm the necessity of political and aesthetic debate there, where things seem to be so fixed and eternal.   By engaging with writings on cultural studies, history, sociology, anthropology, social history, philosophy and political studies, a different way of considering certain objects is proposed, creating a new type of object, where paths of diversion and displacement are collapsed. This is a political project: as the production of ideologically charged commodities and experiences continues, there remains an opportunity to formulate an effective antidote.   
                                                        3 Two positions usually follow from the rhetorical question of the difference between high and popular culture. First, it is said that high culture “the best that has been thought and written in the world” is in danger, or is indeed already “lost,” because of widespread popular education, popular communications systems, and what is often called “mass society.” Secondly, that high culture “the tradition” is, in the main, the product of past stages of society, that it is ineradicably associated with ruling classes and with elites, and that it is accordingly being replaced in modem democratic conditions by a popular culture. (Williams 1986: 67)  
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To answer the research question, it is necessary to begin by tackling three primary sub questions containing concepts key to building up the argument of the research question. These questions will be addressed individually later in this introduction, and continue to provide the base structure of my arguments through all the chapters regarding the role played by the souvenir in heritage production and consumption.    
• Firstly, what is heritage production and consumption? How does it operate, and what part does the production and consumption of souvenirs play?  
• Secondly, how do we understand cultural heritage and its relation to the souvenir?  
• Thirdly, what role does the souvenir play in the proliferation of the heritage experience industry in Britain?   The core of my research has been the questioning of the meanings of the souvenir to different cultural groups and how the social values of those groups influence the interpretation of these objects. It also investigates how an institution or social group uses an object to impose their beliefs and values on another group, through the mechanism of heritage production and consumption.  I shall be exploring this control that one group has over another with examples of souvenirs old and modern, cheap and expensive that signify the values of different cultural and social groups. This use of objects to inform, influence and control is not only restricted to souvenirs, as all objects signify beliefs, values and lifestyles of people from different social groups.  
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  Figure 6 – Zak Jones, Interdisciplinary approach diagram b.  Next this complex research question ‘how can the concept of the souvenir be used 
to explain certain examples of heritage production and consumption?’ requires the extraction and research of secondary subsidiary questions that relate back to the souvenir object. The secondary group of subsidiary questions are:   
• What is meaning? 
• What is a souvenir? 
• What are these contemporary strategies? 
• Why are these important in contemporary culture? 
• How I have used other sources to tackle these issues?  For example, when asking ‘what is a souvenir?’ it could relate to an object commonly thought of as something bought in a gift shop. It may commemorate an event, place, person, or may act as a record of someone’s experiences.  Alternatively it may be an object that has a life of diversion for example, a Royal Doulton ‘Real Old Willow’ Booths dinner service starts life as a functional sumptuary solution for dining. In a relatively short time, i.e. two generations, this service has a varied biography. It may be fragmented as children leave the family to set up their new homes, pieces are broken; the service diminishes in size and 
Souvenir
People/Groups
Class
Gender
Ethnicity
Values Meaning
The Institution
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changes location. Subsequently remnants turn up at car boot fairs or charity shops. The perceived monetary and social value has shifted, and its meaning changes for the new owner. It may become a powerful object in terms of cultural meaning if it happens to be invested by a chic aesthetic in the eyes of a discerning consumer and acts as an object indicating the class, values and group belonging of the individual. It will always have a meaning, but these will not be the same for each social group/background.   These subsidiary questions are then followed by a more detailed research into:  
• Who are these groups, why do they visit attractions and what drives them to purchase certain objects? 
• What is the function/meaning of the souvenir in the context of my three concepts: nostalgia, innocence and experience? 
• How does this explain the commercial/political strategies of heritage production and consumption?  All these subsidiary questions (Fig. 7) form a broad spectrum of research giving a structured approach to my research, whilst stemming from the central research question.  
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 Figure 7 – Zak Jones, Subsidiary research questions diagram.  It is through a broad yet detailed study and reading on these subsidiary questions that concrete focused ideas and concepts are formed. So, for example, in order for the question of heritage discourse to be understood, it has been necessary to approach the subject through reading and defining of history, personal and collective memory, and cultural values. It is by this network of questioning and forming links between different categories of research areas that my knowledge base has grown and my research question addressed. This approach is how I have been led to the three concepts I have discovered with relation to the meaning of the souvenir: nostalgia, innocence and experience. Each of these concepts is given a distinct chapter within this thesis.  When reading and researching these themes, the approach has followed an analytical system enhancing my knowledge and understanding of the subject area, whilst searching to uncover voids in previously written, or more importantly unwritten, works on my research question. This system has taken the structure shown in Fig. 8.   
How can the meaning of the souvenir be used to critically analyse and explain contemporary strategies of heritage production and consumption?
Heritage Discourse
History
Personal/ Collective Memory
Heritage
Cultural values
Souvenir
Personal History
Evocative Objects
Meaning
Memories
Nostalgia
Identity/ Loss
Innocence
ExistingParadoxes
Experience
Meaning /functions of the souvenir
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 Figure 8 – Zak Jones, Analytical research system diagram.  The questions above have been investigated through others writings, studies of visitor centres, analysis of gift shop merchandise and detailed study of a range of objects, including public sculptures, shop window displays, bought souvenirs and my made artefacts. For example, the army cap artefact interrogates the wide range of meanings to individuals and groups that its holds against the interpretation by the same individuals and groups of the newly made copy.   The three key areas of research centre on the souvenir and its meaning. They are the production and consumption of heritage as nostalgia, innocence and treasured experience. The research asks how souvenirs are constructed as meaningful and thus converted into various forms of 'heritage’.  My made artefacts, including ceramic buildings, teapots and military caps, comment on, critique and challenge those conceptions and products of heritage. These artefacts act as portals creating a vision of forgotten, possible or past worlds. These objects endeavour to make explicit the hidden processes of meaning, 
Subsidiary question
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What questions are they  posing or answering
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How can I respond to these gaps
What other research is needed in order to achieve this
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making and heritage by drawing attention to the fact that they have no such heritage and therefore no such meaning. To adopt the jargon of football or rugby, they ‘sell the dummy’3F4 of meaning, thus alerting viewers, once they realise that they have been sold the dummy, to the missing processes that would in other circumstances make them into 'genuine' souvenirs, available in the Gift Shop. The tower block/Victorian terrace artefact for example interrogates this missing 
process through the concept of urban heritage (Fig. 11).   We continually witness the battle fought over Britain’s urban landscape by the forces of conservation, capitalization, new development and gentrification, and the fluidity and changeability heritage discourses. Two examples of the opposing views by town planners on what buildings should be saved or demolished are the destruction of terraced housing during the last 50 years and Columbia Road flower market in London which was demolished in 1958.  
 
 Figure 9 – London News, Columbia Road Market (1869).   
                                                        4  The expression “Sell the Dummy” is used in rugby and soccer to deceive an opponent by feigning a pass or kick.  I am using it in the sense of providing an imitation of a real or original souvenir, intended to be used as a practical substitute.   
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Located one mile from Bethnal Green the original Columbia Road Market building was completed in 1869. With its magnificent neo-gothic architecture it was the vision of the philanthropist Angela Burdett-Coutts, heiress of the Coutts4F5 banking company, to make the building a covered food market with rentable units. Following the English tradition of weekly farmer’s markets the building was generally used only once a week on Saturdays. As the social profile of the Bethnal Green area shifted in the following twenty years, accommodating Jewish migrants and traders, one of the earliest recorded Sunday trading laws was implemented by Parliament.  The market day was moved to Sunday, respecting the Jewish Sabbath. This practice remains to this day.   Despite its architectural grandeur and prime location within the Jewish and Huguenot quarter, competition from nearby Covent Garden and Spitalfields markets proved overwhelming. Rents of the interior units were high as the construction costs of this speculative project were enormous. In response traders tended to move their stalls to nearby streets and alleys. Unlike Covent Garden and Spitalfields, Columbia Market had no rail or canal link. All produce had to be transported by barrow through unsuitable streets, produce was often of an inferior quality to its rivals, and the market subsequently suffered economic decline resulting in its closure only seventeen years later.    For many years the building was under-used or disused, occupied mostly by squatters, cheap warehouse space and an occasional rentable venue for local events. It was damaged during the Second World War and eventually demolished in 1958 to make way for social housing. Today the Columbia Road still has a busy Sunday flower market, which was established by Huguenot immigrants during the eighteen nineties.                                                           5  The bank which was to become Coutts & Co, was originally a goldsmith-banker's shop. It was formed in 1692 by a young Scots goldsmith-banker, John Campbell. Upon receipt of her inheritance, Angela Burdett-Coutts became the wealthiest woman in Britain. She devoted her life to philanthropy, giving away an estimated amount of between £3 million and £4 million. Her charity ranged widely: she supported the Church of England and its Anglican offshoots overseas, as well as the arts, but the main thrust of her charity was directed toward improving the lives of the poor. (Coutts 2005)  
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In Lost Victorian Britain, Stamp (2010) discusses the demise of the Columbia Road Market building in terms of economic/political will as an adversary of architectural preservation.    The market building was protected under the wartime system by a provision in the Town and Country Planning Act 1947 covering England and Wales. This act protected buildings of historical importance which were damaged during the blitz from demolition.  It also received Grade 2 listed status. Grade II: buildings that are of special interest, warranting every effort to preserve them. These are registered as a heritage asset. 5F6  Unfortunately, until the preservation act was revised in England and Wales (Secretary of State by the Planning Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas Act 1990), buildings in danger of decay or considered unsafe were subjected to the decision making of local, rather than national planning authorities.  Under pressure from unscrupulous developers and internal corruption, many buildings were demolished without correct consent and with obvious failings to adhere to central government guidelines; Columbia Road Market was one of these victims.  A listed building may not be demolished, extended, or altered without special permission from the local planning authority, which typically consults the relevant central government agency, particularly for significant alterations to the more notable listed buildings. Exemption from secular listed building control is provided for some buildings in current use for worship, but only in cases where the relevant religious organisation operates its own equivalent permissions procedure. Owners of listed buildings are, in some circumstances, compelled to repair and maintain them and can face criminal prosecution if they fail to do so or if they perform unauthorised alterations. The listing procedure allows for 
                                                        6 A heritage asset is a part of the historic environment that is valued because of its historic, archaeological, architectural or artistic interest.   
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buildings to be removed from the list if the listing is shown to be in error (Stamp 2010:115).  
 Figure 10 – Zak Jones, Flower market project concept (2013), digitally printed plastic manufactured inflatable, 1000 x 500 x 500 cm.  In 2013 I conceived a reconstruction project of the Columbia Road Flower Market (Fig. 10). The project concept for the inflatable Columbia Road Market is designed to interrogate the original issues concerning the building.  From the inception of the project the construction budget could only be achieved with the support of a private initiative or Arts Council grant6F7. The inflatable would be manufactured in the Guangdong region of Southern China.  In the same way that the original building had issues concerning usage during its short life, the inflatable would be a temporary home erected in the grounds of Loughborough University to be used for a range of different activities including; film screening, seminar space for 15 delegates, gallery space and catering.   As a contemporary sculptural artwork, it comments on a range of issues concerning preservation, historic architecture, heritage assets, and urban                                                         7 In 2014 I received a grant from the Crafts Council to produce a piece of work commenting on socially conscious artwork. This was realised and consists of 54 pairs of bronze chicken feet. The work is entitled Generation and is written about in Chapter 4.  
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development.   The inflatable requires two industrial electric air pumps and can be erected and demolished within twenty-five minutes. The project budget eventually reached over £10,000 and was never realised. A smaller ceramic project (Fig.11) did however interrogate the concerns about building usage and construction. 
 
The handmade ceramic ornament  This small ceramic artefact has a humorous and peculiar title, which is quite intentional. The object is constructed from 12 slab cut pieces of earthenware.   
 
 Figure 11 –Zak Jones, Willy Wonka's guide to post-soviet building projects (2013), glazed ceramic 10 x 11 x 6cm.  
 Three square slabs are arranged at right angles to each other forming the base and two sides of a box. The other nine thin slabs have been glazed and stacked in a random pile inside the box.  The glaze used for this piece is a high gloss effect iron pigment; the result is that of the appearance of slightly melted chocolate. The short finger like pieces resemble closely the Kit Kat chocolate bar originally made by Rowntree, now owned by Nestle. The advertising slogan for this confectionary has for many years been " Have a Break, Have a Kit Kat", a phrase that links well with the abandonment of building projects. The source for the design of this artefact was taken from the images of unfinished houses and buildings in Central Europe. There are many building projects undertaken within the former Soviet Union during the Communist era; tower blocks, private family houses, schools, 
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hospitals, factories, warehouse, cultural centres and even whole towns, which were subsequently abandoned after the collapse of the Soviet Union. Many of the projects were abandoned due to lack of funds, decentralisation of public utility companies such as gas and electricity resulting in lack of service supply to many regions, restitution of property ownership and changing political agendas. As the manufacturing and industrial mechanisms of the Soviet Union were privatised and no longer operated by central government many factories, towns or whole regions were abandoned. This particularly affected military installations, sea ports, territorial borders and other remnants of the Cold War era7F8.  During the 1960s and 1970s in Britain rows of Victorian terraces were demolished to be replaced with tower blocks and housing estates, which, less than twenty years later, were demolished to make way for individual terraced housing again. Robinson’s recent illustrated book (2011) provides fascinating visual evidence of this. This example of a false ceramic souvenir supports this visually through taking the form of a Victorian terrace and tower block that satirically celebrates this urban renewal, whilst referencing crested ceramic souvenirs collected by many from British holiday destinations such as Blackpool and Brighton.  As an example of a fake souvenir, it celebrates not a tourist attraction or an event but rather reminds us of who we are and where we have come from. It comments on our class, social identity and the institutional forces that govern the way we live.  
                                                        8  The Cold War was a state of geopolitical tension after World War Two between powers in the Soviet Union and powers in the Western Bloc, the USA and its NATO allies. Historians do not fully agree on the dates, but a common timeframe is the period between 1947, the year the Truman Doctrine a U.S. foreign policy pledging to aid nations threatened by Soviet expansionism, was announced, and either 1989, when communism fell in Eastern Europe or 1991, when the Soviet Union collapsed. The term "cold" is used because there was no large-scale fighting directly between the two sides, but they each supported major regional wars known as proxy wars. (Encyclopedia Britannica 2017)  
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 Figure 12 – Zak Jones, Victorian terrace, tower block (2014), glazed ceramic, 15x 20x 30cm approx.  
Primary sub question texts  This section will focus on each of the primary sub questions in turn detailing key texts which will provide answers to the questions, also developing the concepts and analytical framework used in the thesis chapters which follow.  What is heritage production and consumption, how does it operate, and what part does the production and consumption of souvenirs play?  This question seeks an explanation of how heritage itself is a souvenir. Until the 1980s, heritage tourism in Britain was almost solely concerned with heritage that tended to be more than a century old. ‘The National Trust and English Heritage properties have for many years been primarily concerned with historic aspects of the lifestyles, homes, possessions and collections of the rich, famous, and privileged, together with highbrow culture’ (Mandler 1997: 295). Most of this heritage reflects aspects of British life and society that no longer exists, hence the term used by Lowenthal ‘dead heritage’ (1985: 214). Almost all foreign and UK visitors went to sites and attractions for this dead, but picturesque, 
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heritage. However, since the 1980s the heritage product has changed. There is still a considerable emphasis on the past, yet also a growth of heritage centres and attractions that focuses on industrial-era history, the on-going social story of ordinary people’s lives and more contemporary aspects of British life and culture. In the late 1990s, we saw the rise of the so-called Cool Britannia8F9 image that again focused on the attractions of modern rather than yesterday's Britain.  The term Cool Britannia originated in 1967 as the title of a short song by the band called Bonzo Dog Doo-Dah. It was set to the tune by Edward Elgar of Rule 
Britannia with the words changed to ‘Cool Britannia, Britannia you are cool, Britons ever, ever, ever shall be hip’ (Harris 2004: 17). Its rhyming couplets are not very well structured yet it became very popular. In 1995 it was chosen as the name of a variety of ice cream by the Ben & Jerry company. The following year in November 1996, two days after the publication of a Newsweek article by Stryker McGuire which explained ‘Why London rules’, the phrase was taken up by John Major’s decaying Tory government. A press release issued by the Department of National Heritage, which was then led by Virginia Bottomley read:   London is universally recognised as a center of style and innovation. Our fashion, music and culture are the envy of our European neighbours. This abundance of talent, together with our rich heritage, makes Cool Britannia an obvious choice for visitors from all over the world (Jury 1996: 2).  
Cool Britannia during the mid-1990s was closely associated with a renewed celebration of youth culture in the UK. The emergence of permanent skate-parks on the South Bank, the rise of street artists such as Banksy, new young fashion                                                         9 Cool Britannia was a period of increased pride in the culture of the United Kingdom throughout most of the 1990s, inspired by 1960s pop culture. The success of Britpop and musical acts such as the Spice Girls, Blur, and Oasis led to a renewed feeling of optimism in the United Kingdom following the tumultuous years of the 1970s and 1980s. The name is a pun on the title of the British patriotic song "Rule, Britannia”. The election of Tony Blair’s Labour government in 1997, seen by some as young, cool and very appealing, was a main driving force in giving Britain a feeling of euphoria and optimism. ‘By the mid 1990s, Britart, Britpop, Blairism and lofts = Cool Britannia’ (Kerr and Gibson 2003: 233) 
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designers including Alexander McQueen, the Young British Artists and the transient fashionable London house music scene, including clubs such as the Ministry of Sound and the underground Megatripolis at Heaven, all contributed to the Cool Britannia image. Harris (2004) notes that:   
Cool Britannia also summed up the mood in Britain during the mid-1990s Britpop movement, when there was a resurgence of distinctive British rock and pop music from bands such as Oasis, Blur, Suede, Supergrass, Pulp, The Verve and Elastica, as well as the Spice Girls (Harris 2004: 25).   During this period there was a renewal in British pride reinforced by the strong and uninterrupted growth of the British economy from 1993. Again, this was celebrated and symbolised in iconic imagery such as Noel Gallagher's Union Flag guitar and Geri Halliwell’s skimpy Union Jack dress, worn at the 1997 Brit Awards. Sport also played a part in this feel-good factor and the Euro 96 football tournament, hosted in England, is also considered an event that encouraged a resurgence of patriotism, particularly in England. ‘John Major, who was prime minister at the time, famously took credit for this rebranding of the UK as Cool Britannia’ (Jury 1996: 2). The fortunes of the Conservative party however were soon to change and as New Labour swept into power on the 2nd May 1997 Prime Minister Tony Blair and his people portrayed New Labour as the epitome of everything fresh and new, fully in tune with a popular culture that was suddenly brimming with infectious confidence. Blair habitually talked about his wish to re-create Britain as a young country. ‘He laid claim to being a member of the 
rock’n’roll generation’ (Harris 2004: 32). As the economy boomed, the housing market peaked, the fortunes of young British artists went stratospheric and London swung as British music became the in thing; Blair built himself into the ‘giddy cultural fantasia that became known as Cool Britannia’ (Kerr and Gibson 2003: 77).  Tony Blair even adopted a Caesar haircut for a brief period in 1997, a fashionable choice that was extensively commented on in the metropolitan press. His new 
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haircut was dubbed the Antonius Caesar, and Blair became the target of much criticism from journalists, who made no comment when the haircut was worn by thousands of young men on the streets in London. His lad haircut seems to have been another aspect of the rebranding of London as the center of Cool Britannia, which had been part of the new labour governments political agenda, and ‘had led to invitations to Noel Gallagher of the Britpop band Oasis (complete with Caesar haircut) and his wife Meg Matthews to Downing Street’ (Kerr and Gibson 2003: 77).  Nevertheless, to many visitors, heritage in the UK still means kings and queens, stately homes and castles, quaint villages and grand 19th-century museums and galleries. This focus on dead heritage has several negative impacts on the image of Britain. Writing in 1985 several years before the term Cool Britannia came into use Lowenthal noted that the focus on dead heritage ‘implies that Britain is still living in the past, remembering past glories rather than creating new futures’ (Lowenthal 1985: 214). The concentration on the industrial-era and the social story still implies that British industry is a thing of the past, rather than having a future. This is a problem because while modern culture attracts young visitors to London and many other cities, the emphasis on dead heritage in other parts of Britain limits the appeal of the country and non-urban regions to this potential young market.  More recently the heritage industry has been developing a preference for soft heritage, in other words, comfortable, consensual, non-controversial history. It is clearly thought that controversial, embarrassing or distasteful aspects of history may put off visitors. However, as Davis (1979) notes ‘it is an ethically dubious practice for the heritage industry to endeavour to censor history’ (1979: 111). The heritage industry has responded to this in part and there are increasing numbers of attractions that tackle hard heritage issues that are central to British history.  Social history museums and attractions, such as the Beamish Colliery and the Tolpuddle Martyrs museum are more common now, focusing on issues such as slavery and its role in the development of ports like Bristol and Liverpool, racism and the oppression of minority groups, hunting and its role in 
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the traditional rural economy, the colonial era and the British Empire. By tackling such difficult issues, the heritage industry seems to be making itself more relevant to life in modern day Britain. In the following chapters I will address why heritage production is socially, politically, and economically of importance. 
At heritage locations, there does exist a tension between commercialisation and conservation. As heritage sites are commercialised to attract visitors, there is the inevitable fact that the attractions may suffer physical damage because of the popularity with visitors. This can be seen clearly with concerns over damage inflicted to Stonehenge over the years, resulting in its current cordon radius preventing any direct contact with the stones.  As attractions have become more popular, so has the necessity to rope off many areas to prevent damage. This has in turn has led to an increase in reconstructed heritage sites and experience attractions which the public can interact whilst posing no threat to actual objects or buildings. These reconstructed experience attractions are viewed by some groups of visitors as fuelling the Disneyfication, falsification and cheapening of visitor sites. The term Disneyfication (also Disneyization) describes the transformation of a society to resemble the theme parks of The Walt Disney Company. The latter term appears, attributed to Peter K. Fallon. In his 1991 book, Christian Contradictions and the World Revolution Kehoe argues that ‘This bogus culture imposed hour after hour on the people by the media is a serious interference with free thinking and therefore free action’ (Kehoe: 1991: 54).  Swarbrooke (2002) refers to this as a ‘double-edged sword, as with dwindling financial recourses available and cuts in government funding, the commercialisation of heritage sites is often essential to generate revenue to help conserve them’ (2002: 55). This is a significant point for my research, as entrance fees, restaurants and souvenir shops are now heavily relied upon as the main source of income to sustain the visitor attraction. In the case of Stonehenge, it’s Disneyfication according to Bryman (2004) can be reduced to several underlying principles: 
First the removal of the sites original purpose. Archaeologists believe Stonehenge was constructed between 3000 BC to 2000 BC. There are many 
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theories as to its intended use, yet there is evidence that it was a burial site and a place of worship. Over the centuries many have worshiped, carried out ceremonies and laid claim to its original use. In The Heritage Crusade Lowenthal (1998) notes that:    Stonehenge as a pagan relic has been ascribed to Satan, to Phoenicians and to druids. Demonised by the medieval church, fount of Tudor sovereign claims, and icon of Welsh nationalism. Stonehenge has served [and suffered for] myriad purposes (Lowenthal 1998: 28).  Since the 1950s Stonehenge has been sacred to modern druids and hippies, celebrants at solstice rituals. The druids posed little threat, but their dawn vigils lumped them together with New Age cultists, commune nostalgists, ley-line mystics and drug dealers who were accused of damaging the stones, unsociable behaviour and littering the surrounding area with rubbish, excrement, condoms and needles. In 1983 English Heritage and the National Trust, in an attempt to make the site suitable for paying visitors, swept away any activities which may have related to the original purpose of Stonehenge. Solstice visits were banned, the stones cordoned off by fences and according to Lowenthal ‘Set Wiltshire police on any would-be intruders. Over three summers convoys and encampments for miles were broken up, heads smashed and hippies jailed’ (Lowenthal 1998: 28).  Second the separation of the historic objects from its setting. In 1993 English Heritage chairman Jocelyn Stevens is reported to have bragged that ‘We have managed to separate the stones from their setting’, quoted by Christopher Chippendale (1990) in Who Owns Stonehenge, the comment continues with ‘we have surrounded a great monument to the genius of the early British with the worst excesses of the 20th century’ (Chippendale 1990: 7). The separation of Stonehenge from its setting has unfortunately been achieved through many factors. In Stonehenge- A Final Solution, Peter Stone (2008) explains that ‘The Landscape is dissected by two roads that cut through this part of the World 
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Heritage site and pass within metres of the stone circles, shattering its tranquillity’ (Stone 2008: 524). The site is also surrounded by a metal fence and ditch preventing entry by any means other than through a concrete tunnel from the visitor’s centre. On the north side of the site a coach park has been constructed with high lighting poles and large information boards. It is no longer possible to take an uninterrupted photograph of Stonehenge; from the north the coach park obscures the view, from the south the visitors centre is in the distance, from the east the road cannot be avoided and from the west (the best view) the metal fence remains in the shot. Photoshop remains the only option of a clear frame or a crane installed in the carpark which could offer a 45-degree perspective. Somehow Stonehenge no longer feels real, it now gives the sense of being a large sculpture haphazardly placed in the countryside with its entourage of gift shops, carparks and visitors centres. One could imagine that it is a temporary installation by an artist such as Anthony Gormley, soon to be move to outside the Baltic in Newcastle.   Baudrillard writing about Disneyland suggests it’s the most real place in the U.S. because it is not pretending to be anything more than it actually is, a theme park. He writes: Disneyland is presented as imaginary in order to make us believe that the rest is real, when in fact all of Los Angeles and the America surrounding it are no longer real, but of the order of the hyper-real and of simulation (Baudrillard 1981: 123). Even as far back as 1900 there have been arguments over access by visitors to Stonehenge. During the last night of the century two of the upright stones had fallen and the Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings clashed with the Commons and Footpath preservationists when the owner, Sir Edmond Antrobus took protective measures which included the introduction of a turn-style and admission charge. In his book, Back to the Land, Jan Marsh (1982) notes:  The preservation of monuments is one thing, but it is quite another to limit public access to places where, as Hardwicke Rawnsley of the 
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National Trust put it ‘men’s feet all up the ages have been as free as air to come and go (Marsh 1982: 52).  Third theming– infusing a place or object with a particular idea. In The 
Disneyisation of Society Bryman (2004) refers to this element of Disneyisation as ‘Where institutions or objects are given an overall narrative that is unrelated to their history or function’ (Bryman 2004: 87). In the case of Stonehenge this has been achieved by transforming Stonehenge into a visitor experience. Linked with hybrid consumption this process prevents visitors from simply seeing and mentally absorbing Stonehenge. You need somehow to take part in the experience. This could be by watching the Stonehenge experience video in the exhibition centre or by witnessing the druid summer solstice ceremony re-enacted by actors or simply by eating in one of the two cafes and using the toilet. Even if you choose to simply go through the tunnel to see the stones, visitors are encouraged to rent the audio commentary that explains the detail and background of the site to the sound of druid chants and Enya.  Again Baudrillard criticises the hidden corporate nature of the Disney company and its relentless theming. He notes:  The whole Walt Disney philosophy eats out of your hand with these pretty little sentimental creatures in grey fur coats. For my own part, I believe that behind these smiling eyes there lurks a cold, ferocious beast fearfully stalking us (Baudrillard 1981: 124).  Fourth hybrid-consumption – a collection of multiple consumption opportunities in a particular location. Providing other goods and services help the consumer have other opportunities to do at that location. According to Bryman (2004) this is ‘a general trend whereby the forms of consumption associated with different institutional spheres become interlocked with each other and increasingly difficult to distinguish’ (Bryman 2004: 2). 
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In Heritage Harrison (2013) states that ‘Both theming and the encouragement of hybrid consumption form key aspects of how heritage is marketed and consumed as an experience in late-modern societies’ (Harrison 2013: 85). 
Fifth merchandising– promoting a goods or services with objects bearing promotional images or logos. As with Beamish Colliery and National Trust properties, the Stonehenge visitors centre is saturated with branding logos. The gift shop offers a large range of Stonehenge souvenirs, from locally made honey to plastic Stonehenge models, from tea towels to hoodies and from guide books to tennis balls, everything is branded with English Heritage and Stonehenge logos. 
Sixth performative labour– making employees not only providers of services, but also entertainers. Again, as at Beamish colliery many staff are required to dress-up, generally at Stonehenge as either druids or peasants. In the café and restaurant the staff are dressed as medieval maids and out in the car-park area there is a traditionally dressed gentleman giving a blacksmith demonstration. 
The management of heritage locations, the way they are presented to the public and the methods by which they are funded, as can be seen above, evolve through time adjusting to the social and political concerns of the day.  
In the case of Stonehenge its management and its perceived Disneyfication is according to Stone (2008) ‘A staggeringly negligent position’ (Stone 2008: 533). He notes that: 
Stonehenge is such an important site that it surely merits doing an additional valuation study, using all the techniques and all the advances and political changes which have occurred in the last six or seven years. With hindsight, there have been unreasonable assumptions and decisions made on the development of the site which have been forced upon those responsible for the identification, protection, conservation, presentation and transmission to future generations during the course of the work (Stone 2008: 532). 
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This thesis shall be presenting an analysis of the way in which the National Trust and industrial era museums are managed and operate today. In order to see the development of its operations it is necessary to first look back at the history of the National Trust. 
The National Trust was founded on 12 January 1894. Its patrons were from aristocratic stock, comprising of; Octavia Hill, Sir Robert Hunter, The Very Rev. Hardwicke Canon Rawnsley and the 1st Duke of Westminster. The original formal purpose of the Trust was the ‘preservation of open public spaces and parts of the countryside that had unique/precious wildlife and natural beauty’ (Crouch 1963: 18). Whilst the Victorians were busy cultivating public parks in cities for the benefit and health of the masses, the National Trust was seeking to extrapolate this preservation ethos over the whole country. This included fen lands, coastal paths and historic woodlands being protected for the benefit of all.   The National Trust we now recognise has its concerns overwhelmingly rooted in the acquisition and protection of country houses and gardens. Crouch (1963) explains that this shift took place in the mid-20th century and was a ‘response to the crisis of the manor taking place due to de-industrialisation, ever shifting tax and death duties and the private owners of these properties inability to able to financially maintain them’ (Crouch 1963: 7). A solution was to donate the property to the National Trust.  Many commentators, including Cannadine (1995) suggested this was a ‘quick fix tax-break that would ensure the longevity of the landed elite’ (Cannadine 1995: 20).  This proved to be true to some extent as most owners of country houses continued to live in the properties, the repairs are taken care of by the National Trust, and the only requirement is to open several rooms to the public for a few weeks a year. The National Trust relies on several sources of income in order to maintain its large portfolio of properties. With little government or regional funding, the Trust is supported by donations, both personal and corporate, membership subscriptions, hiring of locations for commercial corporate events, rent from locations used in film production, income from tenant farmers, restaurants, cafes and gift shops.   
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How do we understand cultural heritage and its relation to the souvenir?  When relating the souvenir to the concept of cultural heritage9F10 and the part it plays in its production it is necessary to first survey a group of definitions of heritage. According to Urry (1990) ‘heritage is not so much a thing as a set of values and meanings’ (Urry in Smith 2006: 11).  Walsh (1992) notes that ‘heritage is not a historical or political movement, but refers to a set of attitudes to, and relationships with the past’ (1992: 31). Harvey (2001) states that heritage ‘fosters relationships with tangible and intangible objects, institutions, buildings, places and practices which influence our understanding of the present's relation to the past’ (Harvey 2001: 139).   In Heritage in Danger, Patrick Cormack (1976) writes beautifully that:  When I am asked to define our heritage, I do not think in dictionary terms, but instead reflect on certain sights and sounds. I think of a morning mist on the Tweed at Dryburgh where the magic of Turner and the romance of Scott both come fleetingly to life; of celebration of the Eucharist in a quiet Norfolk Church with the medieval glass filtering the colours, and the early noise of the harvesting coming through the open door; of standing at any time before the Wilton Diptych. Each scene recalls aspects of an indivisible heritage, and is part of the fabric and expression of our civilisation (Cormack 1976: 87).  
Cultural heritage as defined by Robinson (2011) is ‘a collective commemoration and conservation of objects, buildings, events, traditions and landscapes, both natural and man-made’ (2011: 24). Souvenirs allow a connection to the past and its associated buildings, events and landscapes to be constructed, making it                                                         10 Harrison notes that heritage as an activity can be termed as heritage management. ‘Heritage management in its various forms – ‘public’ archaeology, state protection and management, museums – is the most important employer of archaeologists and that most seeking employment within archaeology can expect to work within the cultural heritage sector at some point in their lives’ (Harrison 2008:10) 
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possible to tap into ever-expanding heritage narratives. People making decisions govern what is kept or worth keeping, and heritage narratives are often used to back political agendas. Heritage could be understood as a commodity shaped by complex economic and political forces. Gigantic, seemingly unmovable heritage apparatuses and minute, transportable and disposable souvenirs might be connected in ways which their telescopic scale difference obscures. Rodney Harrison states that:  Heritage largely exists within a historical context that has been created by various influences that reached their zenith throughout Westernised societies with the increasing professionalising of cultural heritage practice in the late twentieth century (Harrison 2008: 10).  In Godfrey Evans’s Souvenirs (1999) a sequenced chronological survey of cultural heritage examines the main types of Western souvenirs of places and events from Late Roman times to the present day. It is in this book that three main categories of souvenirs of places and events are set out in terms of cultural heritage: Firstly, the found natural objects, such as the stones from religious and archaeological sites or the pebbles and shells from beaches; secondly, the kept normal items: travel tickets, receipts, programme leaflets, beer mats and wine labels; and thirdly, the purpose-made souvenir, which, as discussed in my sample text above, range from cheap and nasty vulgarities to expensive luxury goods. Souvenirs from these three categories build up a narrative, act as an archive and document human cultural heritage both ancient and modern.  Roman and Byzantine pilgrims were in some part motivated by the belief that the sanctity of holy relics, objects and places was transferable by physical contact. They believed that these items could transfer a physical or spiritual blessing. This presented a problem for the custodians of the holy sites, as pilgrims were in the habit of chipping away fragments from buildings and holy grounds. Also, the problem of how to satisfy the growing demand for holy souvenirs required attention. As early as 313AD, small souvenirs containing small amounts of holy earth, dust and water were being sold to pilgrim tourists. These miniature vessels were generally made from earthenware clay with a 
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string attached so the pilgrim could wear it around the neck.  This tradition has survived over the centuries and plastic pilgrim flasks, which are made in China, are still for sale in Jerusalem souvenir shops.  Evans’ survey tracks souvenirs commemorating places, people and events as wide ranging as Roman flasks, medieval collectable buttons, reproductions of classical antiquities sold in Pompeii in the 18th century to Elvis Presley: Graceland experience bumper stickers, 9/11 World Trade Centre snow globes, Scarborough tea towels and plastic, chiming Big Bens. He attributes this longevity and increase in demand for the souvenir to be due to the increasing prosperity of most people in the developed countries. Greater leisure time has led to an enormous rise in mass travel.  Tourism has become the world largest industry, with an estimated value of 7.2 trillion dollars in 2005 and predicted to grow to 19 trillion by 2015. Over 1.5 billion domestic and international travellers and tourists are visiting cities, beaches, theme parks and other tourist attractions each year and the demand is constantly increasing to buy all manner of souvenirs.  What role does the souvenir play in the proliferation of the heritage experience industry in Britain?   This question unpacks the idea of heritage as reflecting all my three concepts: nostalgia, experience and argues that it cannot be innocent. This research will argue that as no event from the past is repeatable, since time moves forward not backwards, then technically any object could be a souvenir. The research texts used in the thesis will play an important role in the demonstration of these three concepts individually. Supporting my arguments, the selected texts will assist in the merging together of all three concepts into one, which can then be applied to the role the souvenir plays in the proliferation of the heritage experience industry in Britain. Stewart (1984) states that ‘we do not need or desire souvenirs of events that are repeatable’ (Stewart 1984: 135). This suggests that a genuine souvenir is only one that can link back to place or time in the past, 
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creating a biography. If the experience is repeatable then the object in question cannot be a souvenir.   Following both Appadurai (1986) and Stewart (1984), the souvenir will have a different meaning to various individuals and groups. A souvenir contains the information code for the owner to connect with their past, evoking personal memories of family, locations, events or individuals and is only accessible to the current owner at each level of the object’s diversion path. As soon as the diversion path moves on, as the object is sold or changes hands, so does the meaning for the new owner and its cultural code. Chandler notes that ‘understanding such codes, their relationship and the contexts in which they are appropriate, is part of what it means to be a member of a particular culture’ (Chandler 2002: 148). This argument can be expanded on by adding that that beyond personal history, souvenirs might offer evidence to the power of class structures, the affirmation of belonging to a determined social group and the intelligence of aesthetic choices. Any objects or actions that have meaning to members of a particular cultural group, are seeking to identify the rules or conventions of the codes that underlie the production of meaning within that culture.   Writers including Barthes (2009), Smith (2006), Boym (2001) and Sturken (2007) have all explored the way objects and souvenirs hold particular meanings for individuals and how this plays an important part in our interpretation of the past. They all give an insight into how ownership or acquisition of souvenirs provides an indication of our identity and the social codes that govern this.  To an extent these authors have provided useful information on how souvenirs are of commercial concern in the heritage industry and are frequently used to politically inform the institutions agenda. These disciplines do not however provide the concepts regarding multiple interpretations of the same object helping us understand the past and informing us of the present and future. In addition these writers have not addressed my three principles concerning the meanings that a single souvenir may hold of nostalgia innocence and experience to different individuals and groups. Also the concept of all objects being 
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souvenirs and the possibility of objects merely aping souvenirs, thus creating fake souvenirs has not been covered by these writers.   The concept of a souvenir appearing to be innocuous or innocent, whilst in fact holding other much less innocent meanings is also not explored by these authors. The contribution to knowledge this research provides address each of these deficiencies. The souvenir examples from gift shops at tourist locations and the made artefacts provide a detailed analysis of how souvenirs operate in the past, present and future clearly applying the concepts of nostalgia, innocence and the treasured experience. Other writers have explored each of these concepts, none however have applied all three to a single object in the way that creates multiple meanings to individuals and groups and shows how this is used today as a strategy for heritage production and consumption.  Appadurai and Stewart have explained the souvenir in terms of views on materialist desire (Appadurai) and nostalgia (Stewart), but not in terms of my three concepts. Arjun Appadurai (1986) explains the role of the souvenir as an example of diversion: ‘the diversion of commodities from specified paths is always a sign of creativity or crisis, whether aesthetic or economic’ (Appadurai 1986: 26).  When Appadurai talks about the diversion of objects, it could be understood that he is focusing on the desirability of the actual physical object itself. He is not discussing personal memories that the object evokes to the new owner, which all objects succeed at doing, rather he is commenting on the object's changing hands and the fluctuating level of materialistic desire given to the object during its journey through time.    This is different from Stewart's more acute description of how the object, the souvenir, is understood in terms of the nostalgia the object imbues and the longing it provides for its keeper for its place of origin. Stewart (1984) notes:  We might say that this capacity of objects to serve as traces of authentic experience is, in fact, exemplified by the souvenir. The souvenir distinguishes experiences.  We do not need or desire souvenirs of 
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events that are repeatable. Rather we need and desire souvenirs of events that are reportable, events whose materiality has escaped us, events that thereby exist only through the invention of narrative (Stewart 1984: 135).   Through narrative the souvenir substitutes a context of perpetual consumption for its context of origin. It represents not the lived experience of its maker but the second-hand experience of its possessor/owner.   According to Arjun Appadurai’s analysis of commodities ‘all objects have a biography’ (1986: 23). What he means by this is different owner’s links back to place and time through these objects. Objects, buildings and places have links mediated by the people who have owned, lived, worked or otherwise related to them.  Different times and places connected through these links are part of what makes objects meaningful to people in a variety of different ways. The objects used as examples in the following chapters are focused particularly on those to be found in gift shops, which almost without exception accompany every type of visitor centre in Britain. Commonly available souvenirs including tea towels and snow globes are used to investigate the industry commercial and political motives that fuel the production of these objects, their reason for being and the appeal or dislike they offer to differing groups.   The made artefacts are intended to provide no links and no narrative or relations to these people that Appadurai and Stewart talk about, rather they ape or pastiche these links and relations therefore giving the impression of having similar kinds of meanings. This conceptual and theoretical project provides the ideas with which to critically analyse and explain the structures and processes that make the production and consumption of both kinds of objects possible. 
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Chapter summaries   The main body of the research, (chapters one, two, three and four), contains the principle research evidence on the souvenir and how it negotiates the relation between past, present and future and indicates the role played by the past and the future in the present. The vital concepts building the research arguments are 
nostalgia, innocence and the treasured experience. In these chapters it will be argued that the same or similar souvenirs contain meaning to individuals of all three elements, each repeatedly relating to the past, present and future, containing a spectrum of associated emotions and meanings including negativity, neutrality and positivity.   Throughout, the focus is on souvenirs: both those available in gift shops and fake made artefacts. Through these individual and distinct concepts: Nostalgia, 
innocence and the treasured experience the often hidden meanings they have to individuals will be revealed. Some objects will be discussed in more than one chapter, as the interpretation and meaning of the objects convey a complex array of different layers according to individual groups cultural background and understanding.  Chapter One: The Object and its Meaning aims to provide a theoretical account of the object, its meaning to its audience, where it comes from and its connection to the members of cultural groups who hold or possess the values in relation to which the object is meaningful. My research about objects has included writings from philosophy, historians, artists, social commentators, collectors and enthusiasts and journalists. The areas of study can be divided into the categories shown in Fig. 13 below:  
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 Figure 13 – Zak Jones, Research reading material categories diagram.  The first column in Fig. 13 lists object-reading sources, whilst the second gives examples of the type of object relevant to that source. For example, if I am researching urban environments and buildings, I may approach this through reading on history, e.g. Ashworth (1994), Robinson (2011). Another area of reading may be considering buildings through reading on culture and materialism, e.g. Attfield (2005), Dant (2000).         This chapter focuses on the object, its meaning and interpretation by different groups of people and the values they hold concerning these objects. Consequently, I need to explain what meaning is and how it is constructed: I will follow a structuralist/cultural studies account of this. The basics of this account are as follows:  People are members of different cultural groups; the values and beliefs they hold are what make them members of those groups. These values and beliefs are what generate the different meanings or connotations of objects. Different people and members of different cultural groups will also have slightly different takes on the ‘beliefs, values and knowledge that characterise the cultural group’ (Barthes 1977: 35). The meanings of the construct will therefore be different according to 
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the social, gender and political characteristic of individuals within a group from those constructed by other people, even if these individuals are members of the same group.  In order to unpack in detail the theory of the meaning of objects, examples will be used of different types of souvenirs available at various locations and their relationship with the core research concepts of nostalgia, innocence and treasured experiences.  Chapter one will expand on the theory of the object making reference to the work of Baudrillard, Barthes and others. It will interrogate semiotics and important concerns about the meaning/values of souvenirs to different individuals, groups and consumers. It investigates the principles of the meaning of the object through semiology, connotation, and ideology, also introducing concepts of pastiche, parody, and kitsch which will be referred to in terms of an objects meaning through the subsequent chapters.   Chapter Two: The Souvenir: Nostalgia begins by exploring the historical and contemporary understandings of the concept of nostalgia, its definition, its influence on philosophical and political thought and its use as a commercial opportunity in today’s heritage industry. Reporting on the results of surveys carried out by Laurajane Smith at two different visitors centres, it will be explained how nostalgia is understood by different groups of people, and provide a critical analysis and explanation of how nostalgia is exploited in the merchandising of souvenirs to be found in gift shops at these locations. Using examples of objects purchased at these visitor centres and made artefacts, the meanings, often negative, these objects have for some will be explored and challenged. The mechanism by which the souvenir can contain for some a sense of loss, a yearning for the past and by reporting on the experiences of diasporas three distinct uses or functions of the souvenir will be demonstrated. The souvenir firstly reminds us of the past and the lives we used to have, secondly it is able to filter out the unpleasant aspects of the past, and thirdly can be used as a comforting mechanism helping us deal with the very real problems and anxieties of the present and the future.  
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Chapter Three: The Souvenir: Innocence focuses on an ostensibly neutral notion of how an object can have a meaning of innocence to the owner. It will show that whilst the souvenir acts in part as a record or a document, the object can also portray a false connotation of innocence.  I argue that whilst these objects can pretend to be innocent or neutral, they are not actually either innocent or neutral because they are doing ideological and meaningful work. I shall also argue that the place and mode of manufacture or origin of a souvenir is frequently overlooked and is often an irrelevance for the owner. The souvenir will be shown to be much more reflexive than simply recalling narratives of locations, personal experiences and the past, by revealing issues of class, taste discernment and the social identity of the giver or owner.  The objects used as examples in this chapter have connotations of harmlessness and innocuousness. As souvenirs they seem to have an innocent quality or meaning/state of being which is free from sin or moral wrong. Their apparent meaning of innocence gives the sense of an absence of guile or cunning connotations. They seem to have a certain naiveté; this is not however always the case as for various audiences the meaning and interpretation that these objects generate will be different.  Using the artefacts as vehicles for discussion these different, more negative meanings will be explored. In the case of the teapots, it will be demonstrated that for some these will be interpreted as neutral and decorative objects that illustrate interesting historical prints of industrial era scenes. For others the teapots (Fig. 14) with their prints of child labour and social housing solutions will trigger feelings against elitism, past social injustice and class struggles. The analysis of the meaning of innocence will be focusing on several institutions and the people/audiences operating within these institutions that generate or manipulate the meaning of innocence within objects. It will argue that these objects existing in the present are not apparently nostalgic, they have connotations of innocence and a neutrality performing a function which is here and now. Yet this is not possible, as for in the example of the teapots they are ‘doing’ a job that harks back to the past and the working conditions during the period of the industrial revolution. So they are in the 
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present, and in themselves not nostalgic yet are too conduits to nostalgic thought and pain of the past.  
 
 Figure 14 – Zak Jones, Child worker in cotton mill (2014), ceramic teapot, decal print. 30 x 20 x 20 cm. Ceri Hand Gallery, London.  Chapter Four: The Souvenir: Treasured Experience shows how objects are meaningful as or which generate the meaning of the treasured experience; holiday trinkets, fun gifts, snow globes and items that could be thought of as positive reflection on events such as excursions, holidays. Whilst this chapter will consider the audience specific meaning of souvenirs, what these meanings are and what generates them from a more positive and celebratory view, it will also demonstrate how the other less positive elements detailed in the previous chapters still invade this meaning. This chapter also explains the concept of the souvenir acting as a record of places visited and experiences in the past forming personal meanings of the collection in the present and informing the future is explored. Stewart (1984) suggests that in order for souvenirs to acquire meaning and value for the possessor there has to be a definite link to location and the past. She explains that acquired souvenirs ‘like the collection; it always displays the romance of contraband, for its scandal is its removal from its natural location. Yet it is only by means of its material relation to that location that it acquires its value’ (Stewart 1984: 136). I will argue that this is only true in part, and will demonstrate that ownership of a particular souvenir and its meaning to 
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the individual will be more dependent on the values held by the social group that the owner is part of rather than its place of origin.  I will discuss the rhetorical and persuasive functions of souvenirs to demonstrate how one looks forward to re-remembering the treasured experience in the future. This is part of the experience and meaning of the souvenir. The accounts of the Harrods and Westminster snow globes are not only about generating or remembering treasured experiences, but also about constructing group identity, visitor’s experiences, tourism and commercialisation.    
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Chapter One. The Object and Its Meaning(s)  
  
Introduction 
 As suggested in the Introduction, an object will have different meanings for different people in different cultures; this chapter aims to provide a theoretical account of the object and its meanings to its audiences, where those meanings come from and their connections to the members of cultural groups who hold or possess the values in relation to which the object is meaningful.  I shall explain what meaning is and how it is constructed, following a structuralist and cultural studies account of this and how pastiche, parody, kitsch, cultural codes and evocation all play a part in our interpretation of objects. The basics of this account are as follows:  As stated in the Introduction, people are members of different cultural groups; the values and beliefs they hold are what make them members of those groups. These values and beliefs are also what generate the different meanings or connotations of objects. Different people and members of different cultural groups will also have slightly different takes on the ‘beliefs, values and knowledge that characterise the cultural group’ (Barthes 1977: 35). The meanings of the construct will therefore be different according to the social, gender and political characteristic of individuals within a group from those constructed by other people, even if these individuals are members of the same group.  Below I shall explain the theory of the meaning of objects, examples of different types of souvenirs and their relationship with the concepts of nostalgia, innocence and experiences will be used. The souvenirs commonly available in gift shops will be able to identify the group(s), their beliefs, values and knowledge and provide an explanation of the meaning of the objects purchased, and the buyer’s intention and motivation. I shall be using both bought souvenirs and my own made artefacts to demonstrate the theoretical concepts in this chapter. 
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With the examples of my made artefacts I know my own beliefs and values and thus the meaning that these objects have for me. I will however also be imagining or reconstructing the beliefs, values and knowledge of possible audiences and markets that hypothetically I envisage viewing the objects. This will explain their either constructing and understanding or not constructing and understanding the meanings that I have constructed. Also, as will be seen in later chapters my made artefacts will be used to twist the understood meaning, creating a detournement of the coded meaning they possess for different individuals and groups. Some of them also illustrate what happens when the ‘genuine’ relation to the cultural group’s values and beliefs is not there and the ‘artificiality’ of the object’s claim to meaning is highlighted – or when the values and beliefs ‘behind’ the object are counter or contradictory to those of the object as it might have been had it actually appeared in a gift shop or museum. This will give a theory of cultural difference and of how different meanings of the souvenir are possible, what the souvenir is, and what the souvenir does, due to the different values involved in different cultures. Memory is a recurring theme; objects as are scars and tattoos10F11 are meaningful partly as a product of memory, the past and the archive. This leads to the concept of the souvenir and into the relation of the object to the souvenir. The souvenir is a subset of the object, in the sense that all souvenirs are objects but not all objects are souvenirs. So when we are trying to understand and explain the nature of an object we have to take into account a huge range of logics and discussions. The positioning of the object in time, place, and being will alter how we categorise it and its meaning. The many logics I will be discussing are all interlinked, sometimes complementary and often paradoxical.   
                                                        11 A tattoo is a form of body modification where a design is made by inserting ink, dyes and pigments, either indelible or temporary, into the dermis layer of the skin to change the pigment. Tattoos fall into three broad categories: purely decorative (with no specific meaning); symbolic (with a specific meaning pertinent to the wearer); pictorial (a depiction of a specific person or item). Tattoos have long been associated by 'the west' with the uncivilised and over the last 100 years with sailors and working men. By the end of the 20th Century many western stigmas of the tattoo culture had gone and it moved into the realm of being a fashion accessory for people of all genders. (Gilbert 2000: 5)  
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What is meaning and how is it constructed? 
 A defining feature of signs is that they act on behalf of, stand for or representing other things. In Gulliver’s Travels, Swift (1992) gave a fictional account of academics from Lagado, who, rather than using words, would communicate by showing objects.   
 Figure 15 – Penguin, The Lagado Academics, Gulliver’s Travels (1992).  In his book Swift stated that:   A great advantage proposed by this invention was, that it would serve as a universal language, to be understood in all civilised nations, whose goods and utensils are generally of the same kind, or nearly resembling, so that their uses might easily be comprehended. And thus ambassadors would be qualified to treat with foreign princes, or ministers of state, to whose tongues they were utter strangers (Swift 1992: 102). 
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 This highlights the difficulty encountered with the simplistic notion of signs being direct substitutes for objects around us, leading to the belief that words are only names for things. Chandler (2002) argues that ‘according to this position there is a one to one correspondence between word and referent, and that language is simply a nomenclature, an item by item naming of things in the world’ (Chandler 2002: 60). Saussure noted that ‘if words were simply a nomenclature for a pre-existing set of things in the world, translation from one language to another would be easy’ (Saussure 1983: 114). The fact is that languages, cultures and different groups differ in how they understand and classify objects in the world. The signifieds in one social group simply do not neatly correspond to those in another. Within a language, many words may refer to the same thing but reflect different evaluations of it. Chandler’s example is ‘one person’s hovel is another person’s home’ (Chandler 2002: 60).  Furthermore what is signified by a word is subject to historical change. In this sense, the language we use creates the reality of the world. This argument insists on the primacy of the signifier.   Saussure’s model of meaning stressed that signs are not meaningful in isolation, but only in relation to each other. This is performed by a complex system of codes operating within different individuals and social groups.  Any objects or actions which have meaning to members of a cultural group should be treated as signs. By understanding these [or not] we begin to identify the rules or conventions of the codes that underlie the production of meanings within that culture. Understanding such codes, or as Baudrillard names this concept ‘unconscious social logic’ (Baudrillard 1981: 61), their relationship and the contexts in which they are appropriate, is part of what it means to be a member of that particular culture. As such these codes govern our individual understanding and consumption of the object. Baudrillard (1981) explains this consumption as being dependant on a logic of significations. He notes that ‘the empirical object given in its contingency of form, colour, material, function and discourse (or, if a cultural object, in its aesthetic finality) is a myth. The object is nothing’ (Baudrillard 1981: 63). It only exists and has meaning by the 
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significations and different types of relations that ‘converge, contradict themselves and twist around it’ (Baudrillard 1981: 63). He terms this as ‘the hidden logic that not only arranges this bundle of relations, but directs the manifest discourse that overlays and occludes it’ (Baudrillard 1981: 65).  Baudrillard lists four logics according to which the object may be apprehended:  
• A functional logic of use value – practical operations or a logic of utility. 
• An economic logic of exchange value – equivalence or a logic of the market. 
• A logic of symbolic exchange – ambivalence or a logic of the gift. 
• A logic of sign value – difference or a logic of status.  Organised in accordance with one of these groupings, the object assumes respectively the status of the instrument, commodity, symbol or sign. Only the last of these defines the specific field of consumption. An object of consumption is defined by ‘its specified differential connotations of status, prestige, or fashion’ (Baudrillard 1981: 66). The object of consumption does not assume meaning through practical operations, exchange value or symbolic relation; it only finds meaning with other objects in difference according to a hierarchical code of significations. This is what defines the object of consumption – consumption as meaning. Consumption is meaningful in that it is one of the ways in which we construct ourselves as cultural identities; members of different cultures consume different things/objects to construct themselves as different from members of other different cultures. Greenslit (2014) states that:  Taken individually, consumer objects have no meaning—that comes from their participation in a system of objects. In this framework, we don’t consume individual objects; we consume the social order that they belong to. We by the vacuum cleaner; we consume assumptions about gender, households, families, and social status (Greenslit 2014: 139).  
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The logic of sign value is one of difference, status, a sign or an object of consumption. Baudrillard states:   An object is not an object of consumption unless it is released from its psychic determinations as symbol; from its functional determinations as instrument; from its commercial determinations as product; and is thus liberated as a sign to be recaptured by the formal logic of fashion, i.e. by the logic of differentiation (Baudrillard 1981: 251).      
The three orders of simulacra  A simulacrum is a likeness or representation of something, for example, a representation of a god or deity. This is also a representation of origin and nature/god. Baudrillard (1981) defines a representation as a copy of an original, where for Baudrillard there is no original. Souvenirs, for instance, are representations in that they serve to remind and act as records for individuals of places visited; also souvenirs perform work as personal memorials of treasured experiences. If however the original visit never took place, the relevant location never existed and the treasured experience was never had, then the raison d'etre of all souvenirs would be nullified, they would and could not be souvenirs. Simulations, on the other hand, constitute entities that, although they may be based on reality, no longer necessitate the existence of an original once the process of construction is finished. Simulacra, which Baudrillard assembles into three distinct orders, are therefore existentially and functionally independent from reality. The three orders of simulacra are:  
• The Counterfeit is the dominant schema in the 'classical' period, from the Renaissance to the Industrial Revolution. 
• Production is the dominant schema in the industrial era. 
• Simulation is the dominant schema in the current code-governed phase.  
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In the Renaissance period we see theatrical examples of this from Stucco churches to palace interiors, theatres and clothes. These representations are just that, they are not real; they are images relating to an originality that is far beyond. This is what we define as counterfeit. Baudrillard cites the example of the Jesuit’s Counter Reformation strategy. This was based on power in the sense of the establishment of an ecclesiastical political system. This merges with the concepts of signification and status in the case of private palaces and aristocratic clothes, it is however at this period a method of control in the public arena particularly in churches, which were to be used as centres for politicised educational agendas. Here we encounter human ambition and the breaking away from the controlled days of feudalism and rank status. Ambition was suffocated before the Renaissance, as the concept of counterfeit could not exist when outward signs of power and wealth were governed by appointed rank. We are not talking here about production, which is to come later. For the Jesuits, in order to create a state political elite all the visual trappings were essential. This counterfeit environment was required to exist in order to control the masses. In different forms this is still visually evident in contemporary society. ‘The counterfeit still only works on substance and form, not yet on relations and structures, but at this level, it is already aiming at control of a pacified society, cast in a synthetic substance which evades death, an indestructible artefact that will guarantee eternal power’ (Baudrillard 1968: 52). Accordingly, the counterfeit only works where there is an original, yet Baudrillard’s point is that in postmodernity we have no original, rather there is a constant re-creation of pastiche from the past. It is all simulacrum, in this case the third order – simulation or code governed phase. Jameson says that ‘this is precisely why it seems to me essential to grasp postmodernism not as a style but rather as a cultural dominant: a conception which allows for the presence and coexistence of a range of very different, yet subordinate, features’ (Jameson 1991: 4).  Baudrillard argues that a simulacrum is not a copy of the real, but becomes truth in its own right – hyperrealism. Deleuze (2004) sees simulacra as a method by which accepted ideals or privileged position could be challenged and overturned, defining simulacra as ‘those systems in which different relates to different by 
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means of difference itself. What is essential is that we find in these systems no prior identity, no internal resemblance’ (Deleuze 2004: 81). He argues that simulacra are neither copies of copies involving infinite resemblance, rather he states that ‘simulacra are precisely demonic images, stripped of resemblance. They have externalised resemblance and live on difference instead’ (Deleuze 2004: 155). This concept is demonstrated with my made artefacts the army cap, as one is an exact copy of the other, only using different fabric (Fig. 16). The difference between the caps is only their difference. The copy of the cap lacks the genuine relation to the person and the past that makes the other one meaningful – it illustrates its own hollowness – it is the simulacrum and the genuine cap is not a simulacrum. This object will mean something different to everyone who experiences and will have a different relevance for each viewer. It is different because of its differences. It cannot fail to achieve this, and therefore it will always succeed in this task.   
 Figure 16– Zak Jones, The Two Army Caps (2013), printed textile, 10 x 25 x 2 cm.   As an exact copy, other than fabric type, it has a powerful resemblance to the other cap. This however does not alter its positioning within the order of simulacra as, if the cap should produce an external effect of resemblance, then Deleuze argues ‘this takes the form of an illusion, not an internal principle; it is itself constructed on the basis of a disparity’ (Deleuze 2004: 155).  
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Whereas Plato saw two steps of reproduction; the object and the image of the object: faithful and intentionally distorted (simulacrum), Baudrillard sees four: firstly the Basic reflection of reality, secondly the Perversion of reality, thirdly the Pretence of reality, where there is no model and lastly the Simulacrum, which bears no relation to any reality whatsoever. In making the two army caps I have endeavoured to position them into all steps of reproduction testing Baudrillard’s concepts. Initially we may be led to believe that they fit the criteria of each, below however I will demonstrate that they only belong within the concept of 
simulation, re-production where the difference between the two is only their difference.    
The counterfeit schema  Following the concept of the counterfeit the automaton is the stage at which the 
resemblance and representation takes that of the image of a man. The likeness can be quite compelling visually and through movements. The automaton is however not an equivalence of man it is only a likeness and remains responsive to man’s instructions. Such automatons often resembled physically the human, mimicking man’s actions, and became popular with clock striking mechanisms, decorative mechanical objects and circus entertainment.   The robot or machine is very different. Here the robot becomes an equivalent of the human. The physical appearance is no longer of importance. It is not about likeness rather the idea of replacing the human. Up until the 1980s it was still common to see an attendant issuing tickets in a public car park and calculating the parking fee. With the advent of computerisation, this role was replaced by a machine, a robot, an equivalence which can fulfil all the tasks of the human, indeed faster. The physical resemblance had completely been eradicated. This payment machine illustrates the new generation of the logic of objects arising with the industrial revolution and the digital technological era where counterfeit too is eliminated. In the case of my two army caps we could be led to think they fall into Baudrillard’s concept of counterfeit, they have a resemblance to each other, the likeness is quite compelling as they are identical in form, yet I have 
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purposely used different fabric to force them into the category of simulation where they are a re-production, different from each other because of their difference.   
Production schema  With the advent of the Industrial Revolution we enter the second order of simulacra. Production allowed the creation of identical series of objects to be mass produced. Counterfeit is eliminated; this is no longer the original and its copy. As with the robot this is the logic of equivalence. Here we are referring to the logic of the market and logic of the commodity. Baudrillard (1968) states that this production schema:  Erects a reality without images, without echo, without mirrors, without appearances: such indeed is labour, such is the machine, such is the entire industrial system of production in that it is radically opposed to the principle of theatrical illusion. No more semblance or dissemblance, no more God or Man, only an imminent logic of the principle of operativity (Baudrillard 1968: 54).   Production in essence offers no hierarchical difference of signification. Due to their difference the two army caps therefore do not full into this category, for this re-production is required.  
Code governed simulation [re-production] schema  Re-production brings us into the realms of fashion, designer goods, status, and signs etc. Counterfeit, as in first simulacra, no longer exists. Serial production, as in the second simulacra, no longer exists. We are now in the third simulacra, one of reproduction where considered difference is understood as the arena of consumption. The Two army caps follow the simulacra order of simulation/re-production, as it is code governed by its difference. As further discussed in Chapter Two, these caps will mean something different to everyone who 
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experiences them and will have a different relevance for each viewer. The copy of the original is different because of its differences. 
 Semioticians have developed many systems of understanding and interpreting codes. Codes are often arranged into groups and sub groups, of which there are many. Social codes are perhaps the most fundamental in terms of individual cultural groups and govern our interpretation of the following sub-groups; verbal language, bodily codes, commodity codes and behavioural codes.   Social/cultural codes in many ways build up and define who we are. They are not generally invented or created, rather are inherited and evolve though time. We are all born into a social culture of codes, which can govern who we are from cradle to grave. This also informs the notion of class and social differentiation. Chandler explains 'We learn to read the world in terms of the codes and conventions which are dominant within the specific socio-cultural contexts and roles within which we are socialised. In the process of adopting a way of seeing, we also adopt an identity' (Chandler 2002: 155). Remaining loyal to an inherited set of codes can enable us to identify ourselves and be identified by others as being part of a certain social group. We can (and often do) consciously or unconsciously adopt elements of codes belonging to other social groups; this however is often not accepted by people within our inherited social group, yet is actually unavoidable as social codes are constantly evolving. They can be challenged or resisted - using alternative values to construct alternative meanings. 
 
Punk, pastiche and parody  In the 1970s Punk11F12 was used as a pejorative description of delinquent youth or those with an anti-authority attitude. Challenging the political and social systems                                                         12 The punk subculture emerged in the United Kingdom, Australia, and the United States in the mid-1970s. Exactly which region originated punk has long been a matter of controversy within the movement. Early punk had an abundance of antecedents and influences, and Jon Savage describes the subculture as a "bricolage" of almost every previous youth culture in the Western world since World War II, "stuck together with safety pins"(Savage 2007).  
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of the 1970s, Punk involved the appropriation and twisting of meaning of everyday objects and clothing, which would then be practically affixed to the body in an act of defiance. The different usage and particularly the weaving of certain objects into punk clothing can be termed bricolage and the punk style was very much about shifting the meaning of objects in order to self-glamorise and forcibly/visually make political and social comment. Throughout the punk movement the cultural and political values of the earlier generations (the individual’s parents/political leaders) were being challenged by the punk’s own cultural and political values. Objects (and behaviour/manners/conduct) hold meaning for each cultural group, they are signs which convey the values individually, collectively and politically of that group. This system defines who 
that group is and what they stand for. By appropriation of the very same objects, behaviour/conduct and ‘using the same repertoire of signs’ (Clarke 1976: 18), yet twisting their usage and positioning through bricolage, a new territory for the demonstration of the punks cultural/political values was established.  In 
Working Class Cultures, Clarke (1976) supports this argument. He notes through Baudrillard’s theory of the sign that:  Together, object and meaning constitute a sign, and, within any one culture, such signs are assembled, repeatedly, into characteristic forms of discourse. However, when the bricoleur re-locates the significant object in a different position within that discourse, using the same overall repertoire of signs, or when that object is placed within a different total ensemble, a new discourse is constituted, a different message conveyed (Clarke 1976: 18).   By the late 1970s a veritable hair revolution had occurred within the punk movement. As a reaction against previous hippie values and styles - ‘one of the slogans of punk was Never Trust a Hippie’- (Kerr and Gibson 2003: 75) mid or                                                                                                                                                               A designer associated with early UK punk fashion was Vivienne Westwood, who made clothes for Malcolm McLaren’s (the manager of the Sex Pistols punk band) boutique in the King's Road, which became famous as "SEX".    
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long hair was rejected in favour of an aggressive urban hedgehog style as sported by the lead singer of the Sex Pistols, Johnny Rotten and the Mohican (Fig.17). Tony James of the punk band Generation X explained that to get the vertical Mohican effect he ‘used a combination of lemon juice spit and orange’ (Kerr and Gibson 2003: 75). The use of lurid colours and rigid form the Mohican added to the performative artificiality of the punk look. Although punks are frequently categorised as having left wing or progressive views, punk politics cover the entire political spectrum. Punk-related ideologies are mostly concerned with individual freedom, gender liberation and anti-establishment views. The reaction against the perceived oppressive past generations and political injustice saw the use of difference and re-production as a vehicle of demonstration. These ideologies are at first according to Hebdige (1979) secret 
identities and [alternative political/social agendas], the punk movement however moved these agendas into the public arena by what I would term in-yer-face fashion statements and cultural behaviour. It is the way that the punks used certain objects and commodities in their subculture that marked the punk culture off from other more orthodox cultural formations. Individuals within these more orthodox cultural groups (often meaning our parents’ generation) would typically interpret punk individuals and their image as being violent, aggressive or offensive; this was exactly the intention of the punk, yet the orthodox group was in fact being sold the dummy as, unlike the skinheads, punks actually had a reputation for being non-physically violent. As Hebdige (1979) points out, ‘Although it was often directly offensive and threatening punk style was defined principally through the violence of its cut-ups [rather than actually beating people up in the streets]’ (Hebdige 1979: 106). Vivien Westwood called this ‘confrontational dressing’ and as Hebdige accounts, ‘anything within or without reason could be used as long as the rupture between ‘natural’ and constructed context was clearly visible’ (Hebdige 1979: 107). Within the punk subculture style the use of objects as bricolage would signify to other members of the group the shared values of punk life. The appropriated objects when reassembled were ‘made to reflect, and resonate...aspects of group life’ (Hall 1976: 43). The objects chosen were either intrinsically or in their adapted forms homologous with the focal concerns, activities, group structure and collective 
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self-image of the subculture. They were ‘objects in which the subculture members could see their central values held and reflected’ (Hall 1976: 43). Punks definitely bear out this theory and Hebdige (1979) notes that ‘The [punk] subculture was nothing if not consistent’ (Hebdige 1979: 115). He adds that:  There was a homological relation between the trashy cut-up clothe and spikey hair, the pogo and amphetamines, the spitting, the vomiting, the format of fanzines, the insurrectionary poses and the soulless, frantically driven music (Hebdige 1979: 115).   Within punk culture it was not solely the objects appropriated by individuals for clothing that made their protests known, it was also the way ‘natural’ objects were treated and reused. This was showcased in Vivien Westwood’s shop on the Kings Road where the actual shop sign ‘SEX’ was constructed from dismantled street signs, a baby’s tin bath was used as an ice bucket for beer, a holy water vessel converted to a condom dispenser and bunting was sewn from old school ties. In 1977 on the occasion of the Queens Silver Jubilee, school children were presented by some local authorities free commemorative mugs and plates; forty years later I still use mine as an ashtray.    Through conspicuous consumption (an area I cover extensively in Chapter 4) the punks made deliberate choices of appropriation and subsequent bricolage to meet their subcultural needs. Regarding this conspicuous consumption Hebdige (1979) notes that:  These subcultures are cultures of conspicuous consumption- even when, as with the punks, certain types of consumption are conspicuously refused- and it is through the distinctive rituals of consumption, through style, that the subculture at once reveals its secret identity and communicates its forbidden meaning. (Hebdige 1979: 103).   In Punk Baudrillard’s logic of sign value – difference or logic of status, is employing both pastiche and parody in its fulfilment – pastiche and parody 
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whilst often overlapping are however quite different concepts. Punk subculture has an abundance of antecedents and influences, which Jon Savage (2007) describes as being ‘a bricolage of almost every previous youth culture in the Western World since World War II, stuck together with safety pins’ (Savage 2007: 16). 
 Figure 17 – Zak Jones, Punk style young man, London (2014), photograph.  Punk and later Post Punk or New Romantic pastiche can be compared with what the architecture historians call historicism, and Jameson (1991) describes as postmodernism – the random cannibalisation of all the styles of the past, the play of random stylistic allusion, and in general what Henri Lefebvre in Critique of 
Everyday life called ‘the increasing primacy of the neo’ (Lefebvre 2008: 78). Punk uses pastiche through the appropriation of materials and styles from many historical eras. Roman, Gothic, Baroque, Celtic, Edwardian and Victorian styles all contribute to making up the fashion image termed punk which performs the task of directly challenging authority by being different.   The image of the ‘Camden punk’ (Fig. 17) was taken in 2014, over forty years later than the punk movement was establishing itself in London. In the 1970s it would be common to see people, particularly in the Kings Road, Carnaby Street and Camden Town London dressed like the young man in this photo. The pastiche of clothing styles, tattoos and Mohican haircut, developed a counter 
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culture look that to this day is copied by some and still recognisable as being ’punk style’. Here, I intentionally use the words ‘punk style’ as the young man in the image (Fig. 17) cannot be an original punk, he is over forty years too late. He is aping the style, making a tribute, a simulacrum of punk, he is not a ‘genuine’ 1975 punk.  Unlike parody, pastiche generally celebrates rather than mocks the styles it imitates. Pastiche generally does not communicate political intent in the way parody does. Pastiche is a stupid, un-rhetorical, gormless aping of styles; whereas parody has political intent. Jameson states that:  This omnipresence of pastiche is not incompatible with a certain humour, however, nor is it innocent of all passion: it is at the least compatible with addition – with a whole historically original consumers’ appetite for a world transformed into sheer images of itself and for pseudo-events and spectacles [the term of the Situationists]. It is for such objects that we reserve Plato’s conception of the simulacrum, the identical copy for which no original has ever existed (Jameson 1991: 18).   By contrast, parody has political intent. It operates and communicates its messages by mocking, poking fun at, or commenting on by means of satire or ironic imitation. Parody should not be confused with examples of satire. Although parody can be used to develop satire, it differs from satire to a certain extent. Parody mimics a subject directly to produce a comical effect. Satire, on the other hand, makes fun of a subject without a direct imitation. Parody as used in punk clothing, music and culture is often polemic and is intended to affirm a specific understanding via attacks on a contrary position using visual/audible or behavioral appearance as the weapon. For example, Simon Dentith defines parody as ‘any cultural practice which provides a relatively polemical allusive imitation of another cultural production or practice’ (Dentith 2000: 65).   
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Sociolinguist Mary Pratt identifies parody as ‘one of the arts of the contact zone, through which marginalized or oppressed groups selectively appropriate, or imitate and take over, aspects of more empowered cultures’ (Pratt 1991: 18). This theory, used in reverse, can be seen in the Selfridges Christmas snow globe discussed in Chapter Four. Souvenir, Experience. The snow globe is considered by some to be a cheap kitsch souvenir/ornament, incongruous with Selfridge’s signifieds of quality, wealth and sophistication. Selfridge’s decision to position an oversized globe containing a model of its own store as the window display on its Oxford Street store at Christmas is an example of parody, used in this case to facilitate dialogue between different cultures or subcultures to a commercial end. This piece is coded in a way that immediately informs us of its ironic humour; the parodic gesture here is performed by Selfridges as a double twist by in effect poking fun at itself, yet it is not in fact doing that, rather it is mixing signifiers appropriated from different cultures to draw the viewers’ attention to its own signifieds. This is rare, as the signifiers of Selfridges do not usually allow this combination to happen.  
 
 Figure 18 – Zak Jones, Snow globe, Selfridges, Oxford Street, London (2013), Photograph, 300 x 250 x 250 cm approx.  
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The souvenir and kitsch 
 In my analysis of souvenirs and the concepts of nostalgia, innocence and experience, I shall be using several examples of souvenirs available for purchase from gift shops and visitor attractions, these include tea towels, snow globes and others. In my arguments in Chapter Four, I will interrogate the concept of the souvenir and their relation to kitsch12F13, demonstrating that a souvenir is performing much more ideological and meaningful work than simply behaving as an object which Davison terms ‘a memento, a keepsake’ (Davison 2002: 953). Davison’s description does not refer to its material composition, its mode of production, or its origins as an object. Instead, his definition only alludes to the importance of the souvenir as memento mori, a memorialisation or symbol of a past experience or an event and/or place. I will demonstrate how souvenirs do not only fall into two distinct types: a souvenir of a place, or a souvenir of an event, rather they hold meaning and narratives that encompasses much more, often hidden agendas. The souvenirs are performing vital ideological work controlled by the marketing decisions made by different institutions in terms of desirability, taste and kitsch in order for those institutions to present their values and agendas through these objects. The meanings they hold to individuals and groups cover a range of interpretations which I analysis in terms of nostalgia, innocence (or lack of) and celebration of the treasured experience. Each of these concepts overlap, and with the souvenir examples provided we will see how each is intrinsic to the narrative of the object.  
Kitsch is a German word, used to describe a style of mass-produced art or design using popular or cultural icons. The word was applied in response to artwork with aesthetics that favored exaggerated sentimentality and melodrama. According to Roger Scruton, ‘Kitsch is fake art, expressing fake emotions, whose purpose is to deceive the consumer into thinking he feels something deep and serious’ (Scruton 2014: 5). Hermann Broch argues that ‘the essence of kitsch is                                                         13 Kitsch describes art, objects, or design considered to be in poor taste because of excessive garishness or sentimentality, but sometimes appreciated in an ironic or knowing way.  
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imitation: kitsch mimics its immediate predecessor with no regard to ethics—it aims to copy the beautiful, not the good’ (Broch 2002: 13). To brand visual art as kitsch is generally pejorative, as it implies that the work in question is gaudy, or that it deserves a solely ornamental and decorative purpose rather than amounting to a work of true artistic merit. According to Walter Benjamin:   Kitsch is unlike art, a utilitarian object lacking all critical distance between object and observer; it offers instantaneous emotional gratification without intellectual effort, without the requirement of distance, without sublimation It usually presents no difficulties in interpretation and has absolutely nothing to do with an aesthetics of negativity. It is unadulterated beauty, a simple invitation to wallow in sentiment (Benjamin 2009: 58).  This quotation by Benjamin is useful as positions a kitsch souvenir as having little or no connection with the owner intellectually, rather purely emotionally and suggests that its interpretation is simple. Later in the following chapters I argue that this is not the case as the interpretation of a kitsch souvenir is far more complex. Kitsch souvenirs identify the owner as being part of a certain social and cultural group and the the interpretation of that souvenir for different social groups will be varied, often extremely complex and frequently polarised. It may not be obvious why an individual is drawn to purchasing a certain souvenir as the motivation will be influenced by several causes including totemism, fashion, a parodic gesture, a satirical comment or simply a materialist love of the object. Later my three key concepts of nostalgia, innocence and the treasured experience present, despite Benjamin’s comment, present the case that the kitsch souvenir does in fact require some considerable intellectual effort to interpret.    Through sentimentality, kitsch objects are frequently signifiers associated with personal memories, nostalgia and religious devotion.  In Holy Kitschen Olalquiaga (2009) distinguishes three degrees of kitsch:  
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First-degree kitsch is when representation is based on an indexical sign. Here, the difference between reality and representation is explicit and hierarchical, since only what is perceived as reality matters, the indexical signifiers are linked causally or existentially to their signifieds. Acting as a mere substitute, the kitsch object has no validity in and of itself. In the case of the plastic virgin and the Welsh snow globe, I would argue that its perceived level of inadequacy to be a plausible substitute for reality (faith, Welshness) due to its material construction, is what categorises it as being kitsch. To demonstrate this concept, one could question whether or not an oil painting by Constable succeeds better than a Welsh snow globe in its representation of reality, or at least perceived as narrowing the gap of difference between reality and representation by some groups. As a substitute for reality does it perform the task better than other objects, thus being perceived as less kitsch for some groups. With his use of melodrama and sentimentality Turner’s dramatic seascapes, sunsets and views of London well may be considered to be kitsch by some. Furthermore different social groups’ understanding or ability to interpret the success or failure of the object as a signifier of the referent (reality) will in turn determine different understandings of its kitschness. This is why I do stress that the snow globe is considered by some to be a cheap kitsch souvenir/ornament, not by all. An important distinction of first-degree kitsch is its devotional agency. Available in a cathedral shop or religious outlet a Virgin Mary statue is sold solely for its iconic value.  Second-degree kitsch collapses this difference between reality and representation by making representation into the only possible referent. It de-familiarises our notion of reality because only the representation itself becomes the real, as with the simulacrum. It is sold on street markets and novelty stores as kitsch. The devotional agency/relation is not present; the second-degree kitsch is only self-referential. It is kitsch solely for kitsch sake, or as Olalquiaga (2009) states it is ‘a sort of kitsch – kitsch, and has lost all the innocence and charm of the first-degree experience’ (Olalquiaga 2009: 397). Greenberg (1929) was highly critical of the commerciality of kitsch and as he saw it, its manipulation of sentiment for profit. I argue that Greenberg was referring to 
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Baudrillard’s theory of the simulacra when he disparagingly stated that:  Kitsch, using for raw material the debased and academicised simulacra of genuine culture, welcomes and cultivates this insensibility. It is the source of its profits. Kitsch is mechanical and operates by formulas. Kitsch is vicarious experience and faked sensations. Kitsch changes according to style, but remains always the same. Kitsch is the epitome of all that is spurious in the life of our times. Kitsch pretends to demand nothing of its customers except their money, not even their time (Greenberg 1929: 61).  Third-degree kitsch is where the object reaches its highest commodification when it loses its specificity to market interchangeability, this is an example of Baudrillard's (1993) logic of the sign/difference discussed above. Through the process of the legitimisation of its signifying and visual attributes by the agency of artists, third-degree kitsch does not perform devotionally, neither in a self-referential manner, rather as Olalquiaga states ‘it is the collapse of the hierarchical distinction between the avant-garde and kitsch, and by extension, between high and popular art, a collapse of what modernity considered a polar opposition’ (Olalquiaga 2009: 401). Artists Pierre and Gilles perform this by the appropriation and recycling of Catholic religious iconography also by the concepts of both pastiche and parody. Madonna and Child (Fig. 19) demonstrates the attributes of third-degree kitsch by its eclectic, humorous, imitation and ironic nature. Hermann Broch (2002) argues that the essence of kitsch is imitation, ‘kitsch mimics its immediate predecessor with no regard to ethics—it aims to copy the beautiful, not the good’ (Broch 2002: 13).  
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 Figure 19 – Pierre and Gilles, Madonna and Child (1990), Digital print, 329 x 500 cm.  Kitsch is absolute and instantaneously availability for consumption, offering according to Benjamin (2009) ‘instantaneous emotional gratification without intellectual effort, without the requirement of distance, without sublimation’ (Benjamin 2009: 41). Kitsch, it could be argued, is less about the object observed rather more about the observer. According to Roger Scruton, ‘Kitsch is fake art, expressing fake emotions, whose purpose is to deceive the consumer into thinking he feels something deep and serious’ (Scruton 2014: 23).  This analysis and concept of kitsch is important in the understanding of souvenirs in terms of taste and in Chapter Four I will apply these theories to the Royal wedding tea towel souvenirs and explain how marketing decisions are made by different institution in terms of kitsch and how this is vital in those institutions presenting their values and agendas through these objects.  
The souvenir – meaningful objects   In Chapter Two. Souvenir, Nostalgia and Chapter Four. Experience, I use examples of souvenirs that have been described by Turkle (2007) as being evocative.  What makes an object evocative? The object world, its thingness, is crucial to our 
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use of it. We live in an evocative world that is so because objects have integrity of their own. According to Christopher Bollas (2009) ‘this integrity of an object [the character of its thingness] has an evocative processional potential. Upon use by the self, it may, or may not, put the individual through a complex psychosomatic experience’ (Bollas 2009: 79). Evocative is an adjective derived from the Latin 
evocativus, which means 'called forth'. It is defined as ‘bringing strong images, memories, or feelings to mind’ (Oxford English Dictionary 2000). This word is commonly used in conjunction with an object, however is often also used to describe sensations triggered by a range of visual and other stimulants including sound, smell and even temperature.  In Evocative Objects. Things We Think With (2007), Turkle is rephrasing Levi-Strauss’s description of material things as ‘bonnes a penser -good(s) for thinking’ (Leach 1970: 34). Using a French pun, Levi-Strauss is noting that objects including food are ‘goods to think with and good to think with as well’ (Leach 1970: 34). Levi–Strauss is referring to social differentiation, the survival of mankind through the ingestion of food and cultural identity. To support this Levi-Strauss states that ‘our survival as human beings depends upon our use of categories which are derived from cultural classifications imposed on elements of nature’ (Levi-Strauss 1968: 23). By this I interpret Levi-Strauss meaning that the social use of categories of food, and cooking is universally a means by which nature is transformed into culture. The categories of cooking, cultural values of objects to be cooked (fish, pork, beef) and preparation methods (Halal, Kosher) are always appropriate for use as symbols of social differentiation and cultural identity.  Turkle is focusing on something different; the individual’s connection to simple objects and the meaning they hold for those individuals. Using the word 
evocative she describes objects as ‘emotional and intellectual companions that harness memory, sustain relationships and links with the past and present, and provoke new ideas’ (Turkle 2007: 307). Reworking Levi-Strauss’s words, she states ‘We think with the objects we love; we love with the objects we think with’ (Turkle 2007: 307). I would argue that all objects including food are meaningful, 
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vehicles to think with, objects to love or hate according to our cultural values and being evocative is no different from being meaningful. The meaning of a totemic souvenir is always evoked, generated and produced for the possessor according to cultural identity. Souvenirs are meaningful things and differently meaningful for different individuals and cultural groups, thus, just as with food the interpretation of meaning according to social differentiation.   Turkle (2007) proposes that an object or a bricolage can become evocative when linked with a sense of loss, or due to the unavoidable changes experienced through the life cycle from cradle to grave. Nostalgia is often linked with periods of transition in one’s life: from adolescent to adult, from working to retirement and so on. This is also the case for evocative objects that somehow return us to these points in life. These transition points are termed as liminal or threshold periods by Victor Turner (1969), and are periods rich with creative possibilities, provoking new ideas. Turkle's personal experience of a sense of loss had been due to never having known her father. He separated from her mother when she was just two and never returned.  For many years she rummaged through closets in her grandmother’s house looking for traces of this unknown man. For her, the objects that generated strong evocative sensations were the ones that gave clues to her own identity through examining the past. The objects were often photographs, ‘Every photograph of my mother on a date or at a dance became a clue to my possible identity.’ (Turkle 2007: 3)   Identity is an important element to consider in terms of the evocative object; indeed, identity can be seen as an antidote to loss. We generally label or insure the objects that surround us, or are important/precious to us, in case of the possibility of loss. In other words, we give the identity of the owner of objects, or at least provide clues.  We use invisible ink to postcode our valuables, lost and found offices are almost museums of unidentified objects; we know what the objects are (umbrella, mobile phone, spectacles for example) but we do not know the identity of the owner, therefore they are lost. Just as lost personal objects give clues to the character profile of the owner, so personal identity, class identity 
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and cultural identity are constructed and communicated through the consumption of souvenirs.  This can also apply to people. The cadaver pulled from the river is not only lost in terms of the life being exhausted, but also the identity of the owner of the body is lost as well; the newspaper headline reads “unidentified white blonde haired male.” As the previous owner of this object is now dead (the person who is deceased), technically and legally someone else now possesses this body object: either a relative or if not claimed after a reasonable period of time, the state. An unknown father, a recently deceased relative or missing people are all lost objects. In the psychoanalysis both persons and things are often referred to as objects and it is suggested that we can deal with their loss in a similar way.  For Freud, ‘when we lose a beloved person or object, we begin a process that, if successful, ends in our finding them again, within us’ (Freud 1953: 239).  Susan Stewart, in On Longing (2007), gives a perspective on the evocative nature of the souvenir and its relationship with this loss of origin, place, person and displacement of time. Here the souvenir evokes memories of what I term in Chapter Four as the Treasured Experience. Stewart states that ‘the capacity of objects to serve as traces of authentic experiences, in fact, is exemplified by the souvenir. The souvenir distinguishes experiences’ (Stewart 2007: 135).  The souvenir does not behave evocatively and is not required with events that are repeatable, rather as Stewart states ‘we need and desire souvenirs of events that are reportable, events whose materiality has escaped us’ (Stewart 2007: 135). The past treasured experience is lost; it is history and exists now only through narrative. The souvenir provides this narrative substituting itself as ‘a context of perpetual consumption for its context of origin’ (Stewart 2007: 135). The souvenir provides links to this origin/place of loss through what Stewart calls ‘a language of longing’ (Stewart 2007: 135). The evocative souvenir does not exist in accordance with Baudrillard’s logics of need or use value; rather it is what Baudrillard calls a symbolic object. It has a genuine non-parodic, non-pastiche, and un-ironic meaning for an individual. In Chapter Four I will demonstrate how this concept is challenged by the examples of the Selfridges and Harrods snow 
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globes, which behave as ironic parodies of souvenirs. In Chapter Two. Souvenir: 
Nostalgia, I shall also explain how the souvenir is more usually an object arising out of the necessarily insatiable demands of nostalgia. According to Christopher Bollas (2009) however, the nostalgic object is only one amongst many possible forms of evocative objects.  
Meaningful objects – thinking and experiencing  In the following chapters, I argue that the meaning subscribed to an object by individuals or groups is as active in the present and the future as it is in reminding us or connecting us with the past. As discussed above, we experience and construct meanings for objects whether material or non-material in various different ways, one of these experiences is frequently termed nostalgic, as I shall explain in Chapter Two. Nostalgia, the emotion of loss, separation and yearning for the past is however not the only meaningful and ideological function being performed by the object.  The meaning of the object is one we can also experience in the present and extends its possibilities into the future by way of ideas and thought. We share companionship with objects; in short as discussed above in the section detailing the writings of Levi-Strauss, we use objects as objects to think with, additionally we experience with objects. This experience or lines of thinking follows what Dewey (1981) describes as ‘thinking in trains of ideas’ (Dewey 1981: 557). In our daily encounter of the world of objects, we are processional in a continuous absorption of signifieds. The association of objects tangible or not, evokes or calls 
forth a continuous flow of infinite associations with other objects and signifieds. These associations unfold in the present and take place with every encounter with an object. Bollas (2009) states that upon these encounters ‘we both use and are used by them. We come upon an object which evokes thought within us because of its integrity, so the object and the thought become inseparable from each other’ (Bollas 2009: 82).   These thoughts become processional both consciously and unconsciously. On 
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entering a sport shop we embark on an odyssey of relational processional thought meandering from the past to the present and into the future though a complex matrix of codes. A display of boxing gloves begins this train of thought; signifieds of championship, violence and death evoke nostalgic thoughts of friends long gone. In what seems like an instant our thoughts make associations with a police siren on the street outside, dead cats and the breadknife on the kitchen table, reminding us that the food store closes early that evening. This companionship with objects as objects to think with is never ending, unpredictable and often surreal. Allen Ginsberg’s (1955) poem Supermarket in 
California takes us on such an odyssey13F14:   In my hungry fatigue, and shopping for images, I went into the neon fruit supermarket, dreaming of your enumerations!  What peaches and what penumbras! Whole families shopping at night! Aisles full of husbands! Wives in the avocados, babies in the tomatoes! and you, Garcia Lorca, what were you doing down by the watermelons?  I saw you, Walt Whitman, childless, lonely old grubber, poking among the meats in the refrigerator and eyeing the grocery boys.  I heard you asking questions of each: Who killed the pork chops? What price bananas? Are you my Angel?  I wandered in and out of the brilliant stacks of cans following you, and followed in my imagination by the store detective…   (Extract, Ginsberg 1955).   I find this extract from Ginsberg’s poem relevant and useful as it demonstrates well the processional nature of meandering conscious and unconscious thought, seemly to effortlessly link object to object confirming, in this case quite wittingly,                                                         
14 Odyssey is a Greek hexameter epic poem traditionally ascribed to Homer, describing the travels of Odysseus during his ten years of wandering after the sack of Troy. He eventually returned home to Ithaca and killed the suitors who had plagued his wife Penelope during his absence. Today an odyssey is generally used to describe a long and eventful or adventurous 
journey or experience.   
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Bollas’ theory of associations. It paints a dreamlike narrative bouncing off each object encountered in the supermarket ricocheting the author’s thoughts onto the next mini sequence of often acutely personal comments about the characters present in the store that evening.             As said, Dewey argues that we think and interpret objects, tangible or intangible, through sequential lines thought and uses Freud’s metaphor of the train of thought. In The Interpretation of Dreams Freud (1954) states that ‘thinking through objects concerns itself with the connecting paths between ideas’ (Freud 1954: 602). Due however to the intensity of these thoughts and ideas we are frequently led astray and our thoughts appear to become quite random, this is quite so as Freud explains ‘since they substitute one idea for another, they cause a deviation from the path which would have led on from the first idea’ (Freud 1954: 602). We may become what is commonly termed lost in thought or day dreaming where objects are our companions of thought, usually conscious, yet not always. Objects encountered during the day may enter our dreams by night.  Our unconscious dreaming will contain packets of thought linked with experiences of objects consumed during the day. These objects leave a trace in our unconscious that are related both to the object and its association with other objects encountered during the day and as a result of our individual interpretation of their meanings. If any of our conscious daytime encounters with objects hold particularly strong meaning for us, they will, according to Freud ‘drive a shaft down into the unconscious’ (Freud 1954: 607) where they will merge with existing and continually active lines of unconscious thought. These shafts operate in both directions between the conscious and unconscious, between daydreaming and night dreaming.  
Signs and meaning – French toys  As discussed above, all objects are meaningful and perform meaningful, ideological and political work. I have termed them as vehicles to think with, what Levi Strauss called ‘bonnes a penser’, a pun on the French for good/goods for thinking. Objects to love or to hate according to our cultural values. Humans have 
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a constant desire to make meanings. We make meanings through the creation and interpretation of signs subscribed by objects. I shall now explore these concepts of signs and the meanings of objects using Peirce, Saussure and Roland Barthes in relation to his analysis of French toys and then apply these theories to my made artefacts, wooden figures (Fig. 20) to demonstrate how Barthes’ theory differs in relation to the meaning imbued in my wooden figures. Explained below is Barthes’ theory of how wooden French dolls are ‘used’ by the bourgeois child through play to prepare for the adult world. The child, according to, Barthes can only interact with the wooden dolls as a user (the use in this case is preparation for adult life) and not creator. Interaction according to Barthes with wooden blocks does however allow the child to operate as a creator, yet not user. I believe this interpretation of the meaning of the wooden dolls and blocks to be incorrect, and my challenge has been to prove this by making my own wooden dolls and blocks to demonstrate how both objects can equally be interacted with as both user and creator. This exercise has been vital in my research as in the following chapters I shall be applying this duality of purpose to a range of souvenirs demonstrating the variation of their meaning and function to different individuals and groups. Later with other made artefacts I will again undermine these principles and meaning of souvenirs; demonstrating through my made dummy souvenirs how the theory of interpretation of meaning can be challenged and emptied of their original meaning or intent showing how people relate to souvenirs as both users and creators.  According to Peirce 'we think only in signs' (Peirce 1931: 20). Signs in the form of objects such as toys have no intrinsic meaning and only become meaningful in relation to other objects. In Roland Barthes’s essay 'Toys' in his Mythologies (2009) he states that:  With French toys: one could not find a better illustration of the fact that the adult Frenchman sees the child as another self. All the toys one commonly sees are essentially a microcosm of the adult world; they are all reduced copies of human objects, as if in the eyes of the public the 
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child was, all told, nothing but a smaller man, a homunculus to whom must be supplied objects of his own size (Barthes 2009: 57).   He also explains that ‘invented forms are very rare' (Barthes 2009: 57) providing the example of wooden building blocks that offer the possibility for a child to construct something that is dynamic and not linked to the adult world. To explain this he talks about a child playing with the bricks by rolling them, stacking them, making them bounce or even giving them voices. The construction of these objects into other objects is not an imitation of the adult world; the final outcome does not need an adult name. Barthes says that with these blocks 'the child does not in any way create meaningful objects' (Barthes 2009: 58).   I remember playing with blocks and wooden sticks as a child. These blocks were not rough pieces of wood from the garden; they were smoothly finished carved blocks of various shapes brightly hand painted. The colourful bricks were moved around the floor in an imaginary lorry, unloaded, and constructed into a tower, a house, a palace or a cathedral. These were arguably constructs playfully formed on an adult world.   In contrast to the wooden blocks Barthes states that 'French toys always mean 
something' (Barthes 2009: 57). By French toys he is referring predominantly to dolls, dolls made of wood to be precise. This something is always entirely socialised, constituted by the myths or the patterns of adult life. Barthes explains that the dolls are imitations of the adult world; readymade by man miniature versions of the world the child has no choice but to enter, to accept and to use. These dolls do not allow the child to be a creator as in the case of the bricks, rather they 'constitute for him, even before he can think about it, the alibi of a Nature which has at all time created soldiers, postmen and Vespas' (Barthes 2009:58).   Barthes’s essay Toys (2009) is divided in two. In the second part he describes with consternation the disappearance of the wooden French toy, the demise of 
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the craftsmen, and the introduction of mass production replacing handmade individual artefacts with plastic. He notes the ‘sensual qualities and the warmth of wood. Toys are now made from plastics and man-made chemical compounds as opposed to wood that is from nature’ (Barthes 2009: 58). Wood, Barthes says ‘is a familiar and poetic substance, which does not sever the child from close contact with the tree, the table, the floor' (Barthes 2009: 59). By contrast he describes plastic toys as being 'gross and hygienic, destroying all the pleasure’ (Barthes 2009: 58).   As well as Barthes’s Toys essay being divided in two, so seems to be his opinion about plastic for he says elsewhere that plastics are magical and in his essay 
Plastics Barthes (2009) extols all the virtues of plastic:   So, more than a substance, plastic is the very idea of its infinite transformation; as its everyday indicates, it is ubiquity made visible. And it is this, in fact, which makes it a miraculous substance: a miracle is always a sudden transformation of nature. Plastic remains impregnated throughout with this wonder: it is less a thing than the trace of a movement (Barthes 2009: 117).  In Toys Barthes is strong in condemning plastic, saying it destroys all the pleasure.  Yet in Plastics he states:  The site of the transformation of a singular object into mass produced plastic multiples fills us with amazement. This amazement is a pleasurable one, since the scope of the transformations gives man the measure of his power, and since the very itinerary of plastic gives him the euphoria of a prestigious free-wheeling through Nature (Barthes 2009: 118).  The wooden French toys are described as bourgeois by Barthes, easily identifiable by their functional forms and fine material construct. By comparison Barthes views current plastic toys as ‘being made of a graceless material, the 
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product of chemistry, not nature. Many are now moulded from complicated mixtures; the plastic materials of which they are made has an appearance at once gross and hygienic, it destroys all the pleasure, the sweetness, the humanity of touch' (Barthes 2009: 58).   When Barthes describes the wooden dolls as being bourgeois I would argue he is referring to the notion of conspicuous consumption, formed by several concepts. The term ‘conspicuous consumption’ was introduced by Thorstein Veblen in The 
Theory of the Leisure Class (1899: 400), to describe the purchasing habits of the emerging middle-class during the industrial revolution of the 1860s onwards. Previously it had been the preserve of the upper classes and landed gentry to use their wealth to demonstrate their power, either real or perceived, through the accumulation of property and objects. The newfound wealth of the middle class enabled this visual economic consumption of goods and services to be much broader, in turn allowing the assertion of their social status by the public display of such luxury goods. According to Bullock (1993) conspicuous consumption is ‘the spending of money on and the acquiring of luxury goods and services to publicly display economic power—of the income or of the accumulated wealth of the buyer. To the conspicuous consumer, such a public display of discretionary economic power is a means either of attaining or of maintaining a givens social status’ (Bullock 1993: 162). Marx stated in The Class Struggles in France (2001) that:   The culture of a society is dominated by the mores of the ruling class wherein their superimposed value system is abided by each social class [the upper, the middle, the lower] regardless of the socio-economic results it yields to them. In that sense, contemporary societies are bourgeois to the degree that they practice the mores of the small-business "shop culture" of early modern France (Marx 2001: 98).   Benjamin explained in The Arcades Project (1999) that the shop culture of the bourgeois Marx is referring to ‘established the sitting room as the center of personal and family life; as such, the English bourgeois culture is a sitting-room 
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culture of prestige through conspicuous consumption’ (Benjamin 1999: 54). The material culture of the Georgian/Victorian bourgeois household concentrated on mass-produced luxury goods of high quality. Hand painted porcelain, expensive steel and copper kitchenware and machine printed wallpaper were just some of the objects that furnished these homes. The utility of these things was inherent to their practical functions. By the latter part of the 19th century, the bourgeois home had been remodeled by what Benjamin (1999) calls ‘conspicuous consumption’. Here, the goods were bought to display wealth rather than for their practical utility. The bourgeois had transposed the wares of the shop window to the sitting room, where the clutter of display signaled bourgeois success. Barthes is making a distinction between the wooden dolls as being high quality objects of conspicuous consumption which the bourgeois child engages with through actions of use; preparation for adulthood, and the plastic toys that do not lend themselves to conspicuous consumption, rather predominately indicate cheap chemical processes by which they were created, linking more to the proletariat occupation of production/creation.  These wooden dolls were bespoke, one-off handcrafted toys of the wealthy children. Girls would have dolls with finely embroidered gowns, maids uniforms or nurses outfits. The boy's dolls would be neatly attired in army, sailor or policeman costumes.  Contrary to Barthes, I would argue that the wooden blocks allow the child to be a creator and a user and the dolls encourage actions both of use and an opportunity to create via imaginary social engagements. Whilst the blocks are of an abstract form and would possibly indicate an opportunity to investigate learning issues pertaining to mathematics and physics rather than the social and cultural, they too have been hand carved and painted, and I would argue pave the way for the child to use them in playful exploration of the adult role of builder, architect or quantity surveyor, much in the same way as the dolls allow the child to imagine themselves as a soldier, sailor or policemen. The dolls also, I wish to point out could operate through the position of creator. The scenarios enacted by the child’s engagement with the dolls would differ from that of the blocks (the child would not usually attempt building a wall out of dolls) the position of creator does however still exist, a creator of imaginary social and 
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cultural engagement between the individual dolls and the child based on the child’s developing knowledge and experience of the adult world.         So, what is this meaning that Barthes refers to when talking about the French wooden dolls, and how is this different from the meaning imbued in my wooden figures? In the case of my dolls, the sign made up of the ecclesiastically dressed doll (signifier) and the church (signified) operates in relation to other signs within the system, for example, a doll dressed in military uniform.   
 Figure 20 – Zak Jones, Figures (2013), Jelutong, fabrics, plastic 40x 20x 10 cm. Ceri Hand Gallery, London.   As said, humans have a constant desire to make meanings. We make meanings through the creation and interpretation of signs. To recap, according to Peirce 'we think only in signs' (Peirce 1931: 20). Signs in the form of objects such as toys have no intrinsic meaning and only become meaningful in relation to other objects. 'Nothing is a sign unless it is interpreted as a sign' (Peirce 1931: 172) but, given that everything is interpreted, (everything is thought), then everything is a sign and everything is meaningful. The French toys are only signs if the child sees them as signifying something. This can be called ‘signifier’ that is required to signify something other than itself. The Saussurean model of the sign is a dynamic relationship between the signifier and the signified. This he termed as the 
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'signification' (Saussure 1983: 66). Saussure describes the signifier/signified relationship found in language; for him it is a psychological issue.  As the study of semiotics has continued the signifier has more usually been considered as a material object, sound for Saussure is a material thing, a physical object, whilst the signified is generally an immaterial concept. In the case of the toys, the French dolls in the hands of a child are the material signifiers referring to the signified non-material concept of adulthood. The same dolls however (the signifier) may have a range of different relationships to other signifieds depending on the individual who is considering the doll and their understanding of its meaning. This of course will create other signs or meanings relating to the same signifier. The figures I have carved have been provided with handmade clothes of an ambiguous ecclesiastical nature. When viewed these signifiers could be referring to religion, faith and the church as some of the many possible signifieds.   Saussure additionally argued that signs only operate correctly when part of a system or structure (hence structuralism) and the relational system of signs. For Saussure in addition to signs being formed from the relationship between signifier and signified, signs themselves are part of a system of signs referring to each other. 'Everything depends on relations; no sign makes sense on its own but only in relation to other signs' (Saussure 1983: 121).  Below I shall apply Saussure’s concept of the relational system of signs to other of my made artefacts, the relational system between the tower block and the Victorian terrace (Fig. 24) and in Chapter Two the relational system operating between the military cap and its copy. Saussure called this meaning or identity the value of the sign and stated that it is dependent on and produced by its relationships with all other signs in the system. 'A sign has no absolute value independent of this context; the sign is more than the sum of its parts. While signification clearly depends on the relationship between the two parts of the sign, the value of a sign is determined by the relationships between the sign and other signs within the system as a whole' (Saussure 1983: 112).  
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The garments of my figures are part of this system of signs; the value of the sign in the case of the ecclesiastical figure would be dependent on the sign of another doll dressed in military uniform. The two signs are in horizontal inter-relational dialogue with each other.   
  Figure 21– Zak Jones, Relational vertical sign and horizontal sign value diagram.  The characteristics of the two signifieds in the above example demonstrate the relational system between the signs. The value of each sign will be determined by each other. These characteristics are of course not fixed either, as every social group or individual will have a different understandings/interpretation and as shown in the table below these are often contradictory.   Church and Clergy Military and soldier Holy or religious Secular Peaceful Violent Honest Corrupt Corrupt Honest Dutiful Dutiful Quiet Loud White black red White black red Beautiful Ugly Righteous Non- righteous 
  Figure 22- Zak Jones, Table of Characteristics. 
Church/clergy (signified ) Military/soldier (signified)
Robed doll (signifier) Uniformed doll (signifier)
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Through the making of my wooden dolls, I have challenged Barthes’s argument of the meaning between wooden bricks and French toys. The construction of my figures began with plain wooden blocks of differing dimensions and shapes. These blocks were physically similar in size to those used as a child to construct imaginary buildings. If according to Barthes, with these blocks, as a child the actions performed were not of a user but those of a demiurge, then where lies the difference between them and the activities I now engage with in construction of the dolls? In both cases the actions according to Barthes are that of creator and not user, as I have created a building from blocks as a child and created a doll from blocks as an adult. The dolls have a more refined resemblance to humans than the bricks do to a building, but resemblance is a relative and subjective cultural decision. For my dolls to assume solely the user qualities that Barthes refers to, it would be necessary for them to be presented to a child of the bourgeois in order for them, through engagement, to constitute an imitation of the adult world by the child acting as a user of the object and not creator. My dolls have proved themselves to be the empty signifiers and the non-genuine spoof of the full signifiers and genuine experiences of Barthes French wooden dolls. Through these made artefacts I have successfully subverted the meanings and rhetorical ploys of the (souvenir) object. The way the meanings, or signifieds of my dolls are interpreted will, as demonstrated above, be dependent on the audience, but also upon the context and positioning of the made artefact.   The placement, location or context of the artefacts, the display method employed and the cultural, social and political position of the spectator will all alter the interpretation of their meaning. Additionally individuals’ and groups’ understanding of the meaning of the artefacts remains dependant on who is 
viewing what, where and how.   The identical made artefact will provide different interpretations or meanings due to its context, for example in a public museum or a commercial gallery space. The display method, whether plinth mounted, enclosed within glass vitrine or placed on a chair will again offer different interpretations or suggest different connotations to different viewers. The viewer, according to the cultural group 
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they are part of, will have an individual understanding of the artefact's meaning.  Also the values that a viewer believes are held or represented by these institutions will also be taken into consideration by that viewer in their construction (interpretation) of the meaning of the doll.  A child viewing a doll in ecclesiastical dress through a glass vitrine in a commercial gallery will of course have a different understanding from that of an elderly couple. The same doll in an identical glass vitrine placed in a souvenir shop will again give different results in terms of meaning from the same audience. It is not context alone that does this, or can do this, but the values understood to be represented or held by the institutional context will impinge on the interpretation of the artefacts.  In considering who is viewing what, where and how the interpretation of meaning is dependent on the concept of cultural codes. Chandler (2002) states that 'If the relationship between a signifier and its signified is relatively arbitrary, then it is clear that interpreting the conventional meaning of signs requires familiarity with appropriate sets of conventions' (Chandler 2002: 148). Chandler argues that this convention of codes ‘is a set of practices familiar to users of the medium operating within a broad cultural framework' (Chandler 2002: 148), or as Stuart Hall says 'there is no intelligible discourse without the operation of a code' (Hall 1984: 131).  Human society is formed on this convention of codes. In the following Chapters of this thesis I shall demonstrate that all souvenirs are meaningful and have specific meanings, including interpretations associated with nostalgia, innocence and treasured experiences, to members of a cultural group, generated by the values and beliefs of that group. There are rules and conventions that form the meanings of the objects within that culture. These are often inherited codes of understanding and procedure that govern the behaviour and relationship of individuals within any given group to objects and signs within their cultural environment. Edmund Leach (1970) combining this concept of cultural meaning of signs with that of linguistics states that: 
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 All the various non-verbal dimensions of culture, such as styles in clothing, village lay-out, architecture, furniture, food, cooking, music, physical gesture, postural attitudes and so on are organised in patterned sets so as to incorporate coded information in a manner analogous to the sounds and words and sentences of a natural language. It is just as meaningful to talk about the grammatical rules that govern the wearing of clothes as it is to talk about the grammatical rules that govern speech utterances (Leach 1970: 10).  In the following section I shall apply Leach’s theory of the concept of ‘non-verbal dimensions of culture’ to the totemic values of my made artefact souvenirs and explain how the interpretation for different social groups will be complex, often polarised, and in the case of The Victorian terrace and tower block (Fig.24) will be a cultural contemporary interpretation of past experience.  
Cultural codes and totemism  As already said objects have specific meanings to members of a cultural group, and they are generated by the object's relation to the values and beliefs of that group. I will now explain how this works in the following section. There are rules and conventions that form the meanings of the objects within that culture. These are often inherited conventions of understanding and procedure that govern the behaviour and relationship of individuals within any given group to objects and signs within their cultural environment.  In British Social Anthropology, Stocking (1995) analyses these codes in terms of totemism. Totemism is a system of codes existing within a social organisation of which the central feature is the association of certain groups of a certain class with either animate or inanimate objects, each groups’ association with the object being dependent on belonging to a distinct class. In my arguments about the meaning of the souvenir I explain my theory of the meaning of objects in terms of individual groups/class interpretation of signs. Being part of this group is what gives the meaning. In 
Notes and Queries on Anthropology, Tylor (1951) states: 
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 We may speak of totemism if within the whole population the tribes or groups [totem groups] has a certain relationship to a class of object [totem]. The relationship between each social group and the object are of the same general kind within that group. A member of these totemic groups cannot [except under certain conditions] change his membership of the group (Tylor 1951: 9).   Membership of a group, class or family generally will involve the hereditary transmission of the totem group’s values and traditions. Andrew Lang (1910) defined a nominalistic meaning for totemism stating that ‘local groups, clans, or phratries, in selecting totem names from the realm of nature, were reacting to a need to be differentiated’ (Lang 1910: 29). Being part of a particular group will govern totemistic understanding and behavior towards objects both animate and inanimate. Taboos, conduct, opinions and prohibitions will all be influenced by those groups’ totemic values. For Durkheim (1911) ‘the sphere of the sacred is a reflection of the emotions that underlie social activities, and the totem was, in this view, a reflection of the group consciousness’ (Durkheim 1911: 38). This assertion agrees with Evans-Pritchard (1987) who argues that the reason for totems is metaphoric, believing that totems are a symbolic representation of the group.  This theory of totemism and the anthropological notions of the totem are important in my analysis of the meaning of the souvenir, because they provide a good explanation of how different individuals and groups interpret the meanings held by the souvenir and show how those theories can be applied or challenged by my made artefact souvenirs. The next section discusses the totemic values and meanings of souvenirs and how different cultural groups identify with those meanings according to the social values and past experiences of that group.  Industrial factory conditions for the working classes in the late nineteenth century were bleak and invariably dangerous. One of the more serious and widespread health issue affecting workers was inadequate ventilation. Chronic 
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respiratory conditions were responsible for the premature death of thousands, and lost workdays was having detrimental effects on productivity. Amongst many health initiatives, the taking of sea air14F15 is one of the more well known.  Blackpool during the 1860s and onwards became a popular holiday destination for workers. These excursions to the seaside were often organised by the factory management for entire communities of workers.   The Falcon pottery in Stoke-on-Trent, owned by William Henry Goss, was one of the first companies to manufacture porcelain souvenirs that would be available to buy from official souvenir shops in these emerging seaside resorts.  Goss is famous for its crested pieces. These small ceramic souvenirs were made in typical neoclassical styles, including miniature urns, pillars, salt and pepper pots, each bearing the crest, or coat of arms of the town. These objects were mass produced using recently developed transfer methods and by the end of the nineteenth century were available in practically every holiday resort in Britain. These became highly collectable and according to Evans (1999) it is estimated that over ninety per cent of homes, identifying themselves as working class, in Britain had a piece of Goss porcelain displayed by the end of the nineteenth century. Exemplifying Marx’s Shop Culture theory where the culture of a society is dominated by the mores of the ruling class wherein each social class abides their superimposed value system.   
                                                        15 The Victorians loved to be beside the seaside. In a sense, they created it, as a great escape from the factories and cities which they had helped to build and in which many of the toiled for fifty-one weeks of the year. They took their new train-lines as close to the sea as they could, and made the trips down to and along the bay by horse-buses. They set up their bathing machines on the shore to preserve their modesty, built piers out to sea to get a bit closer to it and have more space for their entertainments, and developed a whole new industry — the seaside tourist industry.   
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 Figure 23 – Arkinstall and Son Ltd. Ceramic model of Blackpool Tower (Circa 1970), ceramic, 10x 6x 3cm approx.  
 Totemic by character the Blackpool Tower souvenir is performing an active role in the relational system of signs. Its signifieds as a possession of the factory workers are governed by, and are in fact the same as, the totemic values held by that group; experiences of leisure, freedom and aspiration.  My made artefact, the ceramic Victorian terrace housing and the 1970s tower block (Fig. 24) interrogate this symbolic representation further. As souvenirs within a complex system of signifieds they question their interpretation by different groups and the totemic values held by those groups. In this case the interpretation will be influenced by groups recollection, knowledge or understanding of the social history of these homes, values held regarding social housing projects, and political persuasion. From the second half of the nineteenth century to the present, terraced housing has been a feature of British streets.  After the Second World War, housing redevelopment led to many out-dated or dilapidated terraces being demolished to make room for tower blocks, which occupy a much smaller area of land. Because of this, land use in the inner-city areas could in theory have been used to create greater accessibility, employment or recreational or leisure centres. However bureaucratic 
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implementation, underfunded estate management and an increase in crime resulted in many areas, particularly London, Manchester and Leeds, the tower blocks offering no real improvement for rehoused residents in comparison with original Victorian terraced housing. As I argued above, the totemic values of my made artefact souvenirs (Fig. 24) for different social groups will be complex, often polarised and in accordance with Leach will be a contemporary interpretation of past experience, actually lived or imagined by the individual in the present. Totemic value judgements based on individual recollection of this past experience in the case of the Victorian terrace could include for some groups positive aspects such as: Neighbourhood comfort, community spirit, neighbourly support and traditional street life. Or for other groups interpretation may include more negative elements related to: Dereliction, discomfort, old-fashioned, unhygienic and inefficient. In the same way the meanings held by different groups of the tower block may include: Modernity, efficiency, practicality and futuristic life style. Or: Loneliness, crime, characterless and inefficiency.  Levi-Strauss (1968) argues in his essay, Le Totémisme Aujourd’hui, that human cognition or the universal logic is independent of the social context in which humans may live. He states that ‘totems are chosen arbitrarily for the sole purpose of making our present physical world and cultural surroundings into a comprehensive and coherent classificatory system’ (Levi-Strauss 1968: 125). Leach (1970) explains this as 'when history takes the form of a recollection of past events it is part of the thinker's present not of his past. For the thinking human being all recollected experience is contemporaneous; as in myth, all events are part of a single synchronous totality' (Leach 1970: 16).    
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 Figure 24 – Zak Jones, 1970s tower block and Victorian terrace (2012), glazed earthenware ceramic, 50 x 25 x 25 cm.   Levi-Strauss (1962) describes that, in agreement with Freud's assertion, the use of physical analogies is not an indication of a more primitive mental capacity, it is, instead, a more efficient way to understand our present life in which abstractions are rare, and in which the physical or natural environment we inhabit is in conflict with our cultural society. Levi-Strauss (1958) investigates the principles of thought formation, which he argues are universally valid for all human minds. He argues that these universal principles operate in our Western brains just as much as those of the South American Indians, but in our case the cultural influences received through living in a developed, high technologically advanced and educated society have clouded our universal logic of primitive thought with layers of newly developed logics required by the artificial conditions and demands of our social environment.  He also maintains that coherent scientific explanation, as with totemism, requires the discovery of an arrangement or code, and since the science of the concrete is a classificatory system enabling individuals to understand the world in a rational fashion, totemism is just as much a science as any other in the Western World.   
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Conclusion  This Chapter identified and explained the theoretical account of the souvenir's meaning/value, where it comes from and its relation to the members of cultural groups who hold or possess the values in relation to which the souvenir is made meaningful, therefore people are both users and creators. Different individuals and groups have different values; these values/beliefs are what generate the different meanings or connotations of souvenirs. One element of meaning of the souvenir held by all in some way is a link with the past. A word commonly associated with the past and frequently used commercially in the marketing of souvenirs is nostalgia. This has addressed the principle questions of the meaning of souvenir objects to different groups and individuals and the varied interpretations of the same object to different parties. This has provided a framework for my research findings in the following chapters with reference to my core concepts of the meaning of the souvenir in terms of nostalgia, innocence and celebration of the treasured experience. I shall also explain how institutions bend and twist these meanings in order to promote their corporate values.  Chapter Two will explore historical and contemporary understandings of the concept of nostalgia, its definition, its influence on philosophical and political thought and its use as a commercial opportunity in today’s heritage industry in order to be able to explain the meaning of the souvenir. Reporting on the results of surveys carried out at two different visitor’s centres, I will explain how nostalgia is understood by different groups of people, and provide a critical analysis and explanation of how nostalgia is exploited in the merchandising of souvenirs to be found in gift shops at these locations. Using examples of objects purchased at these visitor centres and artefacts that I have made, I will show how it is possible to uncover and challenge the meanings these objects have for members of different cultural groups.   
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Chapter Two. The Souvenir: Nostalgia  
 
Introduction  Chapter One identified and explained the theoretical account of the souvenir's meaning and values, where it comes from and its relation to the members of cultural groups who hold or possess the values in relation to which the souvenir is made meaningful. Different individuals and groups have different values; these values and beliefs are what generate the different meanings or connotations of souvenirs. One element of the meaning of the souvenir held by all in some way is a link with the past and as I will explain in Chapter Four, it is a link with treasured experiences in the past. All souvenirs have some relation to the past through memory, they all exist and have a role to play in the present and they all contain some kind of reference to the future, often an assurance that the experience can be re-lived or re-vivified at some future point. According to my thesis, the experience of the past may be analysed as innocent, as treasured or as nostalgia. This chapter will investigate the sense of the souvenir as nostalgia, a word commonly associated with the past and frequently used commercially in the marketing of souvenirs, but neglected in the academic literature around the souvenir.   This chapter will explore historical and contemporary understandings of the concept of nostalgia, its definition, its influence on philosophical/political thought and its use as a commercial opportunity in today’s heritage industry in order to be able to explain the meaning of the souvenir. Reporting on the results of surveys carried out at two different visitors centres, I shall explain how nostalgia is understood by different groups of people, often linked to pain, loss and yearning for the past and provide a critical analysis and explanation of how nostalgia is exploited in the merchandising of souvenirs to be found in gift shops at these locations. The concept of nostalgia experienced by individuals on encountering a souvenir may hold for some a negative value, this I will explore and explain how the souvenir contains for some a sense of loss, a yearning for 
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the past.  In the analysis of diasporas in this chapter, I shall also explain how nostalgia is sometimes considered a tool, in which case there are three uses or functions of the souvenir: firstly to filter out the unpleasant aspects of the past and the lives we used to have, secondly as a comforting mechanism helping us deal with the very real problems and anxieties of the present, and thirdly enabling us to look forward to the future. 
 
The concept of nostalgia as a medical condition  The modern word ‘nostalgia’ has its roots in the ancient Greek word nostos, meaning to return home or to one's native land, and algos, which refers to pain, suffering or grief (Oxford dictionary 2005).  Swiss doctor Johannes Hofer in a 1688 medical dissertation merged the two words into nostalgia.  According to Havlena (1991), nostalgia as a medical condition can be triggered by an emotion. This emotion is conceived or explained as containing both pleasant and unpleasant components. This bittersweet quality of the emotion is a distinguishing characteristic of nostalgia. It refers to an earlier period in one's life and works by mechanisms of selected recall and biased filters   In the late nineteenth century Hofer, following extensive research of soldier’s behaviour, reported that nostalgia was a medical condition, a form of home sickness, an idealisation of the past, nostalgia also came to mean a longing for a time past (Hofer 1934). Hofer's studies into the condition were initially focused on Swiss soldiers fighting abroad, domestic servants working away from home in France and Germany and students from the Republic of Berne studying in the newly formed University in Basel. Hofer's contribution was considered a key work in psychological and psychosomatic medicine for at least two reasons. Firstly, he was the first to describe nostalgia as a clinical condition, or disease. Secondly, this was considered an important advance in understanding the effects of the mind over the body (Martin 1954).  
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In Carolyn Kiser Anspach’s translation of Hofer’s book Dissertio Medica de 
Nostalgia, she quotes Hofer as saying that  'sufferers "wander about sad," experience insomnia, suffer from fever, hunger, thirst, diminished senses and a loss of strength’ (1934: 103). He describes a range of physiological symptoms including thickening of the blood, reduced heart rate and respiratory complaints. This range of symptoms 'could lead to death' if the patient was not transported back to his or her place of origin. Hofer goes on to describe his finding after the autopsy of two victims of this disease, which seem to confirm his suspicions: however, a few centuries later ‘these autopsy reports were to be understood as classic cases of tuberculosis’ (Anspach 1934: 110).  In Hofer's example of Swiss soldiers fighting overseas in the seventeenth century there were several proposed causes of the nostalgic disease. In addition to the effects of being cut off or removed from the homeland, Hofer suggested that soldiers could contract the disease in a variety of ways. Hofer also suggested that the air or the atmospheric pressure was higher in the Swiss Alps, therefore when soldiers were re-located to lower lands their bodies ‘suffered a decompression’ (Hofer 1934: 164) similar to, yet less drastic than, that which affects divers on rising to the surface too quickly.   Jean-Jacques Rousseau noted a form of nostalgia in the Dictionary of Music when he said that ‘the sound of the military bands playing on the battle fields could also trigger deep pangs of longing for the music played by peasants in the homeland’ (Rousseau 1779: 267).  As a result, experiments were conducted in banning the playing or even whistling of traditional tunes in battle, but ‘this had a detrimental affect as the enemy considered the sudden silence suggested a retreat by the Swiss forces’ (Boym 2001: 5).   According to Hofer’s accounts (Hofer 1934: 180) army food rations containing original Swiss recipes were also questioned, as it was the belief that food from the higher alpine district could cause abdominal pains and fever if consumed in lower lands where digestion operated differently. They were actually near to the discovery that in fact the food rations had simply gone stale due to lack of 
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refrigeration or salt packs; this was overlooked unfortunately and soldiers suffering from food poisoning were diagnosed as suffering acute nostalgia.  Theodore Calhoun reported in Nostalgia as a Disease of Field Service that ‘blurred vision was another symptom of nostalgia, understood to be caused by the lack of familiar landmarks, buildings and homeland surroundings, which caused a nostalgic disease exerting pressure on the eyes’ (Calhoun 1864: 130). Modern medicine has now diagnosed that these symptoms were most likely caused by an acute deficiency of vitamins and or dysentery and tuberculosis. According to Calhoun, the most problematic effect of nostalgia was that ‘it drove many soldiers to simply go mad and run away from the front line’ (Calhoun 1864: 132). Cowardice, fear and post-traumatic stress disorders followed by subsequent desertion was not acknowledged at this time, it was considered that these actions were symptoms of the most extreme period of the diseases course. As many men were simultaneously going mad and running away, it was deemed that ‘nostalgia was highly contagious and containment was essential’ (Calhoun 1864: 132). This led to extreme ideas regarding possible cures.   If the diagnosis and causes of nostalgia seem odd to us now in the age of more advanced medical understanding, the cures employed in the seventeenth century to combat this disabling disease were rather extreme and often fatal. The French doctor Jourdan Le Cointe suggested in his book La Sante de Mars. Ou Moyens de 
Conserver La Sante Des Troupes, En Temps de Paix, D'En Fortifier La Vigueur Et Le 
Courage En Tems de Guerre, written during the French Revolution of 1789 that nostalgia had to be cured by inciting pain and terror. As scientific evidence he offered an account of drastic treatment of nostalgia undertaken, these included the following methods:   
• The commissioning of a Swiss artist to draw pictures of goats and mountains whilst on the battlefield. He was then required to hold the artwork high on a pole. Unfortunately the artists were regularly shot by the enemy as they were extremely easy targets 
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• Goats were taken into the battlefields to give a sense of home pastures. (This is still ceremonially employed by some armies as regiment mascots) 
• Swiss food was either force fed to soldiers or withdrawn completely, resulting in extreme stomach disorders or starvation. 
• The singing and playing of traditional folk songs was either banned and/or made compulsory. (A tradition still in existence today played out by military bands) 
• Bloodletting using leaches or surgical drills to relieve the blood pressure, usually leading to death. 
• The blindfolding of soldiers who were suffering visual manifestations of nostalgia. They unfortunately became disorientated and often wandered into the enemy firing line. 
• Solitary confinement to prevent the spread of the contagious disease. 
• Burying alive of nostalgic sufferers. This was drastic but considered necessary, as it would prevent aerial transmission of the disease. This solution seemed to work, as after the burial of several live soldiers, the disease was wiped out from the army platoon. (Le Cointe: 2012) 
 
 
Nostalgia as a social/cultural phenomenon  Recent interpretations have shifted the emphasis away from nostalgia being understood as a medical condition to being understood as a social/cultural phenomenon, which is what I am interested in here. Davis (1979) writes that:  Not only does the word nostalgia appear to have been fully demilitarized and de-medicalised by now but, with its rapid assimilation into American popular speech since the nineteen fifties, it appears to be undergoing a process of de-psychologisation as well (Davis 1979: 4).   By this he means that whatever residual connotations of aberrance or mental malfunction may have clung to the word following its habitation of two centuries 
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in the realm of psychiatry, these are rapidly being dissipated through positively tinged popular and commercial usage. Davis explains that:  So easily and naturally does the word come to our tongues nowadays that it is much more likely to be classed with familiar emotions as love, jealousy and fear than with such conditions as melancholia, obsessive compulsion, or claustrophobia (Davis 1979: 5).  Following the vast increase in geographical, if not global mobility, which resulted from the industrial revolution in Europe and the UK, huge numbers of people are less connected to a particular town, house or location than they were in the past. Homesickness no longer applies in the same way when discussing a nostalgic condition, rather it has become a sociological element that affects the way we describe nostalgia and the emotions we encounter when undergoing major transitions. These shifts apply to identity changes such as the development from childhood to adult, middle age and retirement, as well as employment changes, marital status, and the personal effects of technological advances. Men have been considered more nostalgic than women, as until recently in western society they have been more likely to have lifetime discontinuities. Also Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Halton (1981), in their study of special objects, found that older people and women were to cherish objects, souvenirs and buildings more likely than younger people and men. Men and the youth, commented to a much greater degree on the fondness of objects of action, such as old sports equipment, vintage cars, retro TV sets and radios. Older people and women cherished more contemplative objects, such as photograph albums, trinkets and furniture.   
The past and future of nostalgia  In The Future of Nostalgia (2001) Boym identifies two categories of nostalgia, restorative and reflective, and links them both with heritage. I shall be using this concept later in the chapter to explain how individuals interpret various souvenirs including my made artefacts the two army caps. The concept of restorative and reflective nostalgia is an advance on the medical and social 
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accounts outlined above and is useful because, it is through the concepts of restorative and reflective nostalgia that I shall explain the work being carried out by the souvenir.  In the mid-nineteenth century, nostalgia became institutionalised in national and provincial museums and urban memorials. The past was no longer unknown or unknowable. The past became heritage. These two types of nostalgia are not absolute, rather different approaches which both give shape and meaning to longing. Restorative nostalgia concentrates on nostos and the rebuilding of the lost home/architecture, custom and memory. Reflective nostalgia responds to algos, in the longing and imperfections of remembrance. 'Restorative nostalgia manifests itself in total reconstructions of monuments of the past, while reflective nostalgia lingers on ruins, the patina of time and history, in the dreams of another place and another time' (Boym 2001: 15).  Boym (2001: 151) discusses the future of nostalgia with reference to the re-modelling of St. Petersburg, Moscow and Berlin following the break-up of the Soviet Union15F16 and the bringing down of the Berlin wall in the creation of the new unified Germany. Particularly interesting is the observation that in Moscow new architecture appeals to history but has no use for actual ruins, old buildings and archaeological finds. The remains of the sixteenth century bridge and the ruins of the Christ the Saviour Cathedral, which were discovered when building the Manezh shopping mall, were removed and recycled as building materials, only to be replaced by imitations incorporated into the new walls of the underground shopping galleries.  It has been commented that the imitation stones and artefacts depict images and narratives, which were visually and historically altered from the now lost originals; an effort to re-write history has been suggested, or an exercise in politically corrupting collective memory to serve the purpose of the new government.   
                                                        16 On December 25, 1991, the Soviet hammer and sickle flag lowered for the last time over the Kremlin, thereafter replaced by the Russian tricolor. Earlier in the day, Mikhail Gorbachev resigned his post as president of the Soviet Union, leaving Boris Yeltsin as president of the newly independent Russian state. (Encyclopedia Britannica 2017)  
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Boym (2001) makes an interesting comparison of technology with nostalgia, commenting that 'Once opium, leeches and a return home was a panacea for nostalgia. Now it is technology that has become the opiate of the people, that promises speed, ease and oblivion of everything except the technological products themselves' (Boym 2001: 346). While nostalgia mourns distances and gaps between times and places, never fully able to bridge them, technology offers solutions and builds bridges, saving the time that nostalgia loves to waste.  
 
Nostalgia and loss  Nostalgia is often associated with the idea of loss, and I will explore this through the examples of my made teapots and commercially available tea towels below. Everyday phrases refer to the loss of the Good Old Days, when things used to be so much better. There are however many ways to look backward. You can look and reject the past or you can look and pensively linger longingly. Collectively nostalgia supplies the deep links that identify a particular generation and their changing life and experience of the world; nationally it is the source of binding social myths. As Davis (1979) notes: 'It secures, and it compensates, serving, as a kind of safety valve for disappointment and frustration suffered over the loss of prized values' (Davis 1979: 201). Hofer described nostalgia as ‘a yearning for the homeland’ (Hofer 1934: 381), a disease, which later at boarding school was termed homesickness, and in the eighteenth century, doctors believed that it would only be cured by returning to one's native land. Kant (1996) considered this too simple a remedy and one, which in fact was misguided.  He argued that ‘the nostalgic on returning to the homeland did not stop feeling the pain, the illness was not cured’ (Kant 1996: 264). In his Anthropologie, Kant states that:  What a person wishes to recover is not so much the actual place where he passed his childhood but youth itself. He is not straining toward something that he can repossess, but towards an age which is forever beyond his reach. Back in his native land, he is still unhappy, for he 
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finds that people and things no longer conform to his idea of what they used to be. His childhood is not given back to him (Kant 1978: 1, XXX11).   Freud (1953) and several clinical psychologists traced the cause of nostalgia not to a time or place, but to ‘a human desire to return to the womb’ (Freud 1953: 86). Even Hofer contended that those suffering this disease 'do not know how to forget their mother's milk' (Martin 1954: 94). Also Fodor (1949) noted that humans have a feeling that they had a safe, ‘threat free existence in their pre-natal form’ (Fodor 1949: 56).   Freud was also of the opinion that nostalgia had its roots in elaborated memories and dreams. Freud (1954) explained the message of nostalgia as ‘the desire to return to a hidden home, to monuments concocted of our wanderings through the half-forgotten memories of another time, festooned and elaborated by our present fantasies' (Daniels 1985: 379). In this statement Freud is concerned here not solely with the loss and yearning for past times but how nostalgia operates in the present. It is not possible to return to the ‘hidden home’ as it does not exist; yet I would argue that Freud is saying that through our fantasies it provides the sensation that one’s life had roots and continuity. It may offer a soft texture to one’s present life providing the strength to move forward in a different local as diasporas, yet according to Hirsch (1992):  If one defines nostalgia as a yearning for an idealised past, the bittersweet nature of it becomes clearer. And the present reality, no matter how good, can never be as good as an ideal which nostalgia has created. Thus, the saying; you can't go home again (Hirsch 1992: 390).   As diasporas, this idealised state is framed within a past time, a lost place or hidden home and the yearning for the idealised state manifests, as I shall explain in the following section, as an attempt to recreate that past time in the present by reproducing activities or experiences and by the projection of that lost past onto 
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inanimate objects, sounds, smells and tastes creating symbolic representations of the past. This is not an attempt to recreate the lost home; rather as Boym (2001) notes, it is creating ‘a sense of intimacy’ with our newfound location. In the analysis of gift shops at Lanhydrock House and Jamaica Inn below, together with examples of my own made artefacts, I shall demonstrate how the souvenir performs this function. 
 
Diasporas 
 The concepts of diasporas16F17 and how we identify with what we call ‘home’ will play an important role later in this chapter when I discuss the sensations experienced and reported by visitors to the country manor, and how this differed from the experience of visitors to the industrial era museum. Firstly it is necessary to explain what is understood by a diasporic experience, then later I shall apply what is often described as ‘diasporic intimacy’ by visitors experiencing those locations: 
 
Make yourself at home is an expression widely used by the host when visiting friends, experiencing a new building, place, environment, or meeting a different group of people.  This expression could be interpreted as an invitation to feel at 
home, creating the sensation of safety, friendship and a knowledge that things are in their right place, including you. It is a state of mind that does not seem to be dependent on actual location. You could be invited for example to make 
yourself at home during a meeting in a church, town hall or even a pub. Boym (2001) expands on this by saying: 'The object of longing, then is not really a place called home but this sense of intimacy with the world; it is not the past in general, but that imaginary moment when we had time and didn’t know the temptation of nostalgia' (Boym 2001: 251).                                                          17 A diaspora, from the Greek word διασπορά, meaning scattering or dispersion, is a scattered population whose origin lies within a smaller geographic locale. Diaspora can also refer to the movement of the population from its original homeland. Diaspora has come to refer particularly to historical mass dispersions of an involuntary nature, such as a result of war, persecution or regime change, although diaspora may also describe movement for economic gain. (Oxford Dictionary 2017).  
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In her discussion of diasporic intimacy, Boym uses examples of exiled Russian writers and artists. Nabokov and Kabakov are two exiled Russian writers who were forced to flee to the USA, leaving their native homeland forever. For Nabokov, the only cure or temporary relief from homesickness was to adopt the art of intimation, meaning that he mimicked his new found exiled environment, speaking or writing of returning to the homeland only in disguise, using an assumed name. Boym explains this adaptation to a new environment as having two core elements ‘The inability to return home is both a personal tragedy and an enabling force' (Boym 2001: 252). By this I would argue that Boym is saying that exiles, becoming the agents of their own new found lives in foreign environments can create for themselves a second home with astounding success, yet this does not however preclude a nostalgia or longing for the homeland; only that it is not a restorative nostalgia, rather a reflective nostalgia accepting the wounds, hurt and patina of the past. Diasporic intimacy does not provide relief and recovery through shared nostalgia for the homeland in a new-found community abroad. In fact, Boym argues that the opposite is true: 'Diasporic intimacy could be seen as the mutual attraction of two immigrants from different parts of the world or the sense of a precarious cosiness of a foreign home’ (Boym 2001: 254).  As one learns to deal with alienation and the un-canniness of the foreign land, a human touch, an unexpected intimate recognition gives a hope and a new sense of belonging, comfort and home. The foreign land and the nostalgia of a lost past highlights the transient nature of many human existences; however this does not preclude the shock of intimacy, rather heightens and intensifies the pleasure of surprise. In The Imagined Past: History and Nostalgia (1989), Shaw notes that:  In the late nineteenth century revival styles and museology encouraged a return to the past, as if to compensate for the threat of the modern and the shock of the new. Nostalgia can hide the discontinuities between the present and the past; it falsifies, turning the past into a safe, familiar place (Shaw 1989: 57).   
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This still remains a dialectical negative version of nostalgia. The past is not only gone, absent, but it has a constitutive role in making the present possible.  The first home is constructed on the basis of an already lost home, as are subsequent homes for the dispersed.   Beuchner (1996) provides a different account on the relation between home and nostalgia. He states that the process of thinking about home:   Eventually leads you to think back to your childhood home, the place where your life started, the place which off and on throughout your life you keep going back to if only in dreams and memories and which is apt to determine the kind of place, perhaps a place inside yourself, that you spend the rest of your life searching for even if you are not aware that you are searching (Beuchner 1996: 65).  He continues his discussion by centring the notion of home on concepts of belonging and ownership of self. It is ‘a place where you feel you belong and which in some sense belongs to you, a place where you feel that all is ultimately well even if things aren’t going that well at any given moment’ (Beuchner 1996: 65). I would argue that Beuchner’s account is a more accurate explanation of the link between home and nostalgia and the one I shall apply to my analysis later in the section on the country manor.  Stewart (2007) believes the souvenir serves a double function ‘to substantiate a past or otherwise distant experience, and to discredit the present, deeming that the present is alienating, looming or impersonal compared to the intimacy of the experience of contact that the souvenir has as its referent’ (Stewart 2007: 68). In the account of the surveys carried out at a country manor and an industrial era museum below I shall demonstrate how the souvenir performs this double function.  This referent is defined as authentic and what lies between here and there and now and then is a gap, a void marking a radical separation between the past and the present. According to Stewart ‘the nostalgia of the souvenir plays in the distance between the past and the present’ (Stewart 2007: 68). As this 
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memorialised albeit lived experience enters into a void between past and present, it is relegated to the realm of nostalgia.  Appadurai in The social life of things (1986) is more critical of the notion of home, or locale, and he notes that ‘in a world of global industry, mass immigration and digital technology the notion of locale needs to be redefined’ (Appadurai 1986: 139). By this he means it is no longer enough to consider home as a specific location, rather it is determined by social context. If nostalgia is based on elements of place, sounds, smells and perceptions, then locale should, in the modern world, inhabit the remembered sensations and detritus of the past. These concepts will be applied later in this chapter when I discuss the country manor versus the industrial era museum.  
Political radicalism and nostalgia   So far in this chapter I have provided a narrative of nostalgia from its early diagnosis as a medical condition, a disease of memory, into a social and cultural phenomenon acting as psychological mechanism affecting the ways we deal with shifts in life patterns and identity changes such as the development from childhood to adult, middle age and retirement, as well as employment changes, marital status, and the personal effects of technological advances. We have seen how collectively nostalgia enables individuals to make sense of loss, the hidden home and present day diasporic social conditions. I have uncovered how nostalgia can supply the deep links that identify a particular generation, social or cultural group and provides a method of adjustment to their changing life and assimilation within a changing world.    In this section I will discuss how the word nostalgia became used increasingly as a means of representing problems of a different sort, namely ones related to politics, social readjustment, empiricism and revolution. The term political radicalism denotes political mechanisms and principles, often empirical, focused on altering and controlling social structures through revolutionary means and changing out dated value systems from their roots in fundamental ways. 
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Principally through discussion of writings by Marx and Bakunin and based on ideas about politics and history, I will demonstrate how nostalgia has been used as a particular way of understanding and relating to the past as a progressive and revolutionary tool in affecting the future and I will use it to explain an aspect of the souvenir as nostalgia.  Alastair Bonnett in Left in the Past (2010) positions nostalgia as a tool of creativity, but a dangerous and transgressive tool. Modernity is presented as an era of industrialisation and bureaucracy yet also one of alienation, revolution and ever increasing social change. Consequently nostalgia seems to be rejected and embraced at the same time: on the one hand it is demonised as a conservative ideology, and on the other hand it is ever present as a vehicular mechanism of leftist solidarity and modernity. Bonnet defines nostalgia as ‘a yearning for the past, a sense of loss in the face of change’ (Bonnett 2010: 7) Due to this negative aspect of nostalgia he notes that ‘nostalgia is often a prosaic and slightly embarrassed sentiment. Its contradictions are more likely to appear gauche than sublime’ (Bonnett 2010: 7). This unloved quality of nostalgia is perhaps precisely what makes it so fascinating and common in usage. It suggests a kind of resilience against the odds, an awkwardness and yearning for attachment to the past.   Using radicalism to mean a leftist viewpoint, Bonnett argues that nostalgia has radical tendencies, he notes that 'nostalgia is integral to radicalism; yet, radicalism has been offered as a narrative of anti-nostalgia' (Bonnett 2010: 6). He continues by saying:  The fact that nostalgia is reviled does not necessarily mean that it has been banished. Instead we find it sustained in unrecognisable and unidentified forms. It is nostalgia that cannot be named, yet it fulfils an important role, guiding us back to authenticity, to solidarity, to the culture of the people (Bonnett 2010: 7).   
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As noted above, a new wave of heritage industry plays with, and is largely fuelled by, nostalgia. From museums of the industrial era to the country manor, within the arts, advertising and entertainment industries, nostalgia is embraced, perhaps unwittingly, by people of every political persuasion. Peter Glazier (2005) has described what he has termed 'a global epidemic of nostalgia' (Glazier 2005: 35), this is returning to seeing it as a sickness, something that can be cured. By this he is describing the powerful way in which people’s understanding of the term nostalgia and how it relates to anything old or relating to the past is very much active in the present.  When considering nostalgia, we should not see anti-nostalgia as being simply a characteristic of the left. Capitalism and expanding market driven societies are laced with messages of the future and relentlessly strive against looking backwards. Capitalism is built on the idea of embracing the future and the spirit of renewal. We are encouraged to embrace this concept of continual renewal. Bonnett (2010) notes that:   Despite the fact that, today, modernity is itself an object of nostalgia and the great utopian projects of the twentieth century have lost their bearings and most of their defenders (with the notable exception of capitalism), we remain addicted to the grand rhetoric of dismissing the past (Bonnett 2010: 3).   Nostalgia is a narrative that shapes and sorts different political messages. But it is also a personal message. It helps us understand that when we are young we are the future, arguably society’s most precious resource. We also know that in Western culture, as we age, our potential, our claim on the future and, therefore, our social value decreases. Bonnett gives perhaps the most effective dismissal of nostalgia with a simple claim that it is often understood as 'old people's talk' (Bonnett 2010: 4)  The abolition of the past and an anti-nostalgic stance has long been the backbone of the revolutionary left. The Soviet Union, Mao's Peoples Republic and the 
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Khmer Rouge all ruthlessly extoled the virtues of forgetting the past. This is exemplified in the case of the uprising in Cambodia, where the concept of Year 
Zero was introduced. According to Ponchaud (1978):   The idea behind Year Zero is that all culture and traditions within a society must be completely destroyed or discarded and a new revolutionary culture must replace it, starting from scratch. All history of a nation or people before Year Zero is deemed largely irrelevant, as it will ideally be purged and replaced from the ground up (Ponchaud 1978: 64).   The Year Zero applied to the takeover of Cambodia in 1975 by the Khmer Rouge and is an analogy to the year one of the French Revolution Calendar. During the French Revolution, after the abolition of the monarchy, the National Convention instituted a new calendar and declared the beginning of the Year One.   Karl Marx was possibly the most influential analyst of this phenomenon. In volume two of Surveys from Exile Political Writings (1992), Marx, in an anti-nostalgia statement, writes that ‘the social revolution of the nineteenth century can only create its poetry from the future, not from the past. It cannot begin its own work until it has sloughed off all its superstitious regard for the past’ (Marx 1992: 149). Mocking earlier revolutionaries Marx states that ‘they have needed world-historical reminiscences to deaden their awareness of their own content’ (Marx 2010: 149). He furthers this by saying that ‘In order to arrive at its own content the revolution of the nineteenth century must let the dead bury their dead’ (Marx 2010: 150). In the opening paragraphs of The 18th Brumaire of Louis 
Bonaparte (1992), Marx is also scathing of the French revolutions of 1789, 1814 and 1848 for dressing up in the costumes of the past.  Marx's rival Bakunin often quoted Marx in his writings, making anarchistic use of Marx’s words, boasting in almost religious evangelical language the potential that destruction of the past could have on the creativity of the future. In Essays on 
Anarchism (2004) Bakunin is expanding on Marx’s previous writings clearly 
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illustrating that he shared the same views regarding the past. Bakunin is saying that in order to truly embrace the future politically and socially and create a sustainable social order, it had become imperative to quash inequality and bourgeois ideologies. This he argued could only be achieved by an uprising that destroyed not only the physical past in terms of objects, buildings, institutions and corrupt ideologies, but also more importantly the traditions and mind-sets of the people had to change. What Marx and Bakunin require here is for the worker to never look back, to blot out the past absolutely in favour of the future by means of violent readjustment of the present if necessary. Bakunin declared this as an immediate responsibility to ‘open the eyes of your mind; let the dead bury the dead, and convince yourselves at last that the spirit, ever young, ever new-born, is not to be sought in fallen ruins’ (Bakunin 2004: 467). I would argue that Bakunin is warning of the very dangers posed to the future by the negative characteristics and qualities of yearning and loss that inhabit nostalgia. By this he means that with these continual backward reflections there can be no possible hope for a creative future. Bakunin confirms this in his plea to the people to ‘let us therefore trust the eternal Spirit, which destroys and annihilates only because it is the unfathomable and eternal source of all life. The passion for destruction is a creative passion, too’ (Bakunin2004: 467).    Bonnett (2010) notes that ‘the anti-nostalgic fervour of both Marx and Bakunin can also be read as reflecting a frustration with the way that existing popular struggles usually combine anti-capitalism with a deep sense of loss’ (Bonnett 2010: 23).  As well as a revolutionary, Marx was also an internationalist. His suspicion and rhetoric against nostalgia was at least double pronged. Not only was he concerned about backward looking workers, he was also deeply hostile to nationalist movements which were forming across Europe, based in his opinion on nostalgic longing and a misguided sense of loss, preventing any progress other than creation of new bourgeois strongholds. I will show that this paradox of concern regarding nostalgia, mixed with the tendency of working class socialist movements to look to the past for models of social freedom is as much 
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an area of contradiction today as it was in the time when Marx was writing. The examples of souvenirs available at Jamaican Inn and Lanhydrock gift shops detailed below will be interrogated in terms of this paradoxical concept.  
Nostalgia and colonialism   Colonialism17F18 is also part of modern nostalgia and its traces are inherent in many contemporary souvenirs. Below I shall explain colonialism’s origins, how it operates within souvenirs and what colonialist agendas are at work there. Benjamin Kidd (1902) spoke of the superiority of Western civilisation over other developing nations with regard to the issue of nostalgia. The success of the industrial revolution positioning Britain as an economical world force, and indeed the general power that the West wielded over the rest of the world, was in his opinion due largely to the concept of the future governing and shaping the present. Like Marx, he believed that Asia, Africa and other undeveloped parts of the world were stuck in their primitive situation due to their only looking to the past for inspiration for the present. Politically this position adopted by Kidd is influenced by the success of Western powers colonisation programmes.   Although from different political standpoints, Kidd and Marx whole-heartedly considered Western colonisation of these regions to be of strategic importance and the way ahead.  In his manifesto, Kidd (1902) writes:   It is we see, the meaning, not of the relation of the present to the past but of the relation of the present to the future, to which all                                                         
18 The term colonialism is derived from the Latin word colere, which means to inhabit. Also, 
colonization refers strictly to migration, for example, to settler colonies in America or Australia, trading posts, and plantations, while colonialism deals with this, along with ruling the existing indigenous peoples of styled "new territories". Colonization was linked to the spread of tens of millions from Western European states all over the world. In many settled colonies, Western European settlers formed a large majority of the population. Examples include the Americas, Australia and New Zealand. These colonies were occasionally called 'neo-Europes'. In other places, Western European settlers formed minority groups, who were often dominant in their places of settlement. (Rockman and Steele 2003) 
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other meanings are subordinate, and which controls the ultimate tendencies of the progress in which we are living (Kidd 1902: 8).  Marx commented on the brutality with which the British conducted their campaigns in India and other Asian regions. He regarded their capitalist aims as vile and often inhumane. The British Empire, through what Marx saw as their efforts at eliminating nostalgia, did however pave the way for what he saw as the revolution of modernity. In his words: 'England must fulfil a double mission in India: one destructive, the other regenerating—the annihilation of old Asiatic society, and the laying of the material foundations of Western society in Asia' (Marx 1992: 320).   British overseas rule in the colonies and the imposition of British cultural ideologies from the homeland was intended to create a convergence of the great geographical scope of the British Empire and universalising cultural discourses. I argue that Marx was correct, this was powerful brutality. Modernism was indeed seemingly only possible by power and rule. Nostalgia and cultural heritage were being destroyed throughout the British colonies and the cultural wealth of the indigenous people was systematically plundered. Edward Said (1994) supports this argument; In Culture and imperialism he writes regarding this period that:  Power makes this convergence possible, of course; with it goes the ability to be in far-flung places, to learn about other people, to codify and disseminate knowledge, to characterise, transport, install, and display instances of other cultures [ through exhibits, objects, souvenirs, plundered artwork, photographs, wildlife and even people], and above all to rule them (Said 1994: 130).  With irony Said continues by quoting Henri Brunschwig, ‘All this in turn produces what has been called ‘a duty’ to the natives; the requirement to establish colonies for the benefit of the natives... or for the ‘prestige’ of the mother country’ (Brunschwig 1964: 10). 
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I argue that Said uses irony in quoting Brunschwig above to literally convey his cultural values and political view-point of British colonial rule. Irony is a linguistic figure of speech which makes use of words that contradict the real, intended or original literal meaning. It is used as an effective language device which can take any of the forms – like written, spoken, situational or even through objects. Irony has many levels of revealing itself (subtle to overt) and on occasions can go completely un-noticed by the reader, listener or observer. In this case, as text, there are several subtle mechanisms at work which allow the reader to interpret Said’s (and possibly Brunschwig’s) true opinion and values regarding colonial rule. Said’s decision to use this quote immediately alerts to the possibility of the use of irony, as it is in form quite ambiguous in terms of its true original meaning and the intention of the message being conveyed. The words ‘what has been called’ also alert the reader to a possible second meaning. Additionally the method in which the words ‘a duty’ and ‘prestige’ have been grammatically treated hint at ironic undercurrents.   The way that irony and satire are used through text and objects to convey cultural values and the agendas of individuals, groups and institutions are used throughout this thesis. A section dedicated to this is to be found in Chapter 3.  These plundered objects which Said (1994) describes; artworks, plants and wildlife from the colonies enhance and sharpen my conceptual account of colonialism. They are what formed the bedrock of Western museum collections and British stately home interiors and even staff. They are the souvenirs of imperialistic land-grabs and represent now lost histories brought about by the brutal take-over and destruction of indigenous cultures and people. Needless to say, these souvenirs have never since ceased to be influential and popular in design, culture and fashion. From William Morris prints, furnishings for the home, trinkets from gift shops and postcards from museums to Digeridoos in airport shops, wood carvings from Oxfam, tea selections from Twinnings and ethnic junk found in car boot sales, the supply is abundant and of immeasurable commercial value. The people and cultures may have long gone, but the souvenirs are here to stay. 
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Marx describes Britain as 'the unconscious tool of history in bringing about the revolution' (Marx 1992: 329). Marx did not expect the spread of capitalism and the bourgeois colonies within Asia to last. Capitalism in his opinion was a destructive power. In time its internal contradictions would destabilise capitalism to the extent that eventually it would collapse, and in doing so would also destroy the Old England and its colonies, thus capitalism seemed to be at the centre of the revolutionary process. Capitalism as an anti-nostalgia concept is also a revolutionary force – destructive and creative at the same time.  The paradoxical nature of nostalgia is again illustrated here and, like capitalism itself, becomes quite ambiguous. The anti-nostalgic elements of the British colonisation campaign were heralded as modernity, through the destruction of backward looking sentiments in Asia. British involvement in India during the 18th century can be divided into two phases, one ending and the other beginning at mid-century. In The British Presence in India in the 18th Century Peter Marshall (2011) documents this campaign:   In the first half of the century, the British were a trading presence at certain points along the coast; from the 1750s they began to wage war on land in eastern and south-eastern India and to reap the reward of successful warfare, which was the exercise of political power, notably over the rich province of Bengal. By the end of the century British rule had been consolidated over the first conquests and it was being extended up the Ganges valley to Delhi and over most of the peninsula of southern India (Marshall 2011: 123).   The British military dominance enabled them in the next fifty years to subdue all the remaining Indian states, either conquering them or forcing their rulers to become subordinate allies. This violent process of change heralded in a new rule in Asia. Anti-nostalgic in form it supressed Indian culture and traditions. This process was however quite paradoxical and contradictory as the method by which India was governed and the buildings constructed were in themselves again nostalgic and backward looking. The British architects operating in India 
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used a pastiche of designs from periods often many hundred years earlier.  The governors built themselves impressive neo-classical residencies (Fig. 25), churches, schools and courthouses were constructed in mock medieval and neo-gothic styles.   
 Figure 25– Minorsights, The neo classical British residence, Hyderabad, India (2014), photograph.  Traditional indigenous customs including dance, music and folklore ceremonies were considered unchristian and against progression, so were therefore largely banned. Education was sparsely introduced according to historically well-established British guidelines; sports from the ‘Old Country’18F19 such as cricket were encouraged. These historical British colonial traditions are of importance in my arguments that follow and in Chapter Three I shall demonstrate how these values of Britishness and colonialism are to be found in contemporary souvenirs, and are used through souvenirs available at Harrods and Selfridges to support and reinforce these agendas. It is from colonialism I would argue that the form of many souvenirs available today in gift shops stem.   Following the removal of British rule from its colonies a new type of nostalgia emerged; nostalgia (loss) for the colonies themselves. As government offices and buildings were vacated and rule handed back to the foreign nations government and people, a third layer of nostalgia was added to the existing nostalgic couple of the indigenous people for their lost culture and the British yearning for their                                                         19 The Old Country is used to describe the country of origin of an immigrant or of a person of immigrant descent. The term also refers to the social heritage and traditions of the country or place of origin. In On living in an Old Country Wright (2009) describes the introduction of British cultural activities and the adoption/ continuation of British traditions/ values overseas as evocation of the Old Country through the imposition of such cultural norms in foreign places.   
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homeland. When Britain’s lease on Hong Kong expired in 1997, the territories were handed back to the Chinese. A treaty was negotiated to protect the interests of British citizens living in Hong Kong and the New Territories were to be run as special territories by the centralised government, with several measures being put in place to safeguard British nationals remaining and overseas/foreign investment infrastructures. Despite these arrangements a deep sense of loss was experienced by many, and as the royal yacht Britannia sailed out of Victoria Harbour images were circulated World-wide by the press of the then governor of Hong Kong, Chris Patten and his daughter, shedding tears.  These layers of nostalgia versus modernism are summarised well by Bonnett (2010), he notes:   Post-colonialism may be seen to traduce anti-colonialism by completing the modernist project of hostility to nostalgia and affirmation of alienation. And yet, as we have seen, a sense of loss permeates the post-colonial canon (Bonnett 2010: 107).  
 In Living in the End Times, Zizek (2011) asserts that if we accept the stagiest notion of historical evolution, then ‘our very critique of colonialism and support for anti-colonial struggles will surreptitiously rely on colonialist notions’ (Zizek 2011: 281). For a Eurocentric progressive Marxist, when Third World peasants rebel against colonial rule, they do so by means of pre-political traditional/religious forms of protest, that is, they are not yet at the level of a modern political secular movement. Zizek (2011) states that: ‘they remain in the waiting room of history and need time to shed their archaic practices and become properly educated in the ways of modernity’ (Zizek 2011: 281). Here I argue that Zizek is saying that any deviation or complication of the original Marxist theory will lead to uneven and disorganised development of the Third World towards modernity. He is suggesting that the stagiest model of development should be followed allowing as he puts it ‘the synchronicity of the synchronous’ (Zizek 2011: 281). Dipesh Chakrabarty (2000) had an opposing view of this principle and that if we rely on the stagiest notion of historical 
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evolution then there will be no solution. In Provincializing Europe: Postcolonial 
Thought and Historical Difference Chakrabarty (2000) argued that:   The stagiest model should definitely be abandoned; since there is no universal standard of historical stages, there is nothing incomplete in the co-existence of modern forms of political life with traditional practices (Chakrabarty 2001: 74). 
 
 
The country manor versus the industrial era museum  In the previous sections, I have defined nostalgia and examined how the understanding of its roots and effects has historically shifted. We have seen how the past and its often negative association/relationship with nostalgia have been politically central to many social readjustments, geopolitical changes, industrial and revolutionary upheavals. In the following examination of the country manor and the heritage experience museum, I will demonstrate how these theories and concepts are required to explaining how nostalgia operates in the souvenir and how it is understood by different people today, how it has become a commodity of heritage production and the essential role nostalgia plays in the critique of souvenirs.     In Uses of Heritage (2006) Smith reports upon two surveys, the main purpose of which was to establish accurately the social profiles of the visitors to various properties and museums, their motivation for visiting the property and their personal understanding of what heritage means to them. The first survey was conducted at the following National Trust locations: Harewood House, Nostell Priory, Waddesdon Manor, Audley End, Brodsworth Hall and Belsay Hall. The second at industrial social and labour history museums: The National Coal 
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Mining Museum in Wakefield, Tolpuddle Martyrs Museum19F20 in Dorset and the Colliery Village Open Air Museum in Beamish.   The country house profile survey at the National Trust properties showed that ‘well over half those interviewed had a university-level education’ (Smith 2006: 131). The dominant employment category ranged from lower managerial/professional to senior management.  The majority of people surveyed self-identified themselves as white British, with less than one percent coming from ethnic backgrounds.  When questioned about their reasons for visiting the property, the visitors showed consistent patterns in their answers. Learning about history and education were positioned low in the list of options; rather, motivations for the visit were described as a 'pleasant pastime, something we do'. Over fifty percent of people interviewed had revisited the property many times. This act of visiting the properties, and the contributions made by membership subscriptions, entrance fees and items purchased in the gift shops was reported to also be supporting the conservation of the property. This act of indirect financial participation in conservation could be defined as a cultural tradition, or as Smith (2006) terms it as ‘not simply as a process in which heritage is seen to be identified and looked after, but the very act of conserving is itself a tradition – is itself heritage’ (Smith 2006: 133). Thus, the act of visiting itself becomes an act of heritage; we become our own heritage. These are acts in which the visitors consider themselves to be participating in a national process of maintaining values and historical meaning.  Another regularly recurring answer to the question as to why they visited concerned the importance of the place. Whilst the responses were not                                                         20 The Tolpuddle Martyrs were a group of 19th-century Dorset agricultural labourers who were arrested for and convicted of swearing a secret oath as members of the Friendly Society of Agricultural Labourers. The rules of the society show it was clearly structured as a friendly society and operated as a trade-specific benefit society. At the time, friendly societies had strong elements of what are now considered to be the predominant role of trade unions. On 18 March 1834, the Tolpuddle Martyrs were sentenced to penal transportation to Australia. (Marlow 1971: 18).  
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particularly clear, a sensation of wellbeing linked with the place was described. This was outlined well by one respondent who said ‘whenever I am in these places, I feel restful, a sense of calm and belonging to this place’ (Smith 2006: 141).  This sense of place is encapsulated in the idea of ‘the country house experience as a reason for visiting or simply doing the country house visit and the experiences and emotions it engendered' (Smith 2006: 139).  These emotions that the visitors are dealing with are linked to the sense that they belong within the social group and class of fellow visitors. At the country house, higher/lower social status people would meet other higher/lower social status people, people like themselves, and thus feel secure and unchallenged. This is again demonstrated well by a respondent who said ‘I feel safe here with the kids, as the same sort of people visit here, there is no danger, it is relaxing’ (Smith 2000: 142). The visitors are not claiming to have hereditary connection with either the family of the manor or the workers who ensured its smooth running. They seem to position themselves outside of a relationship with the history of the property itself, indeed it seems that just being there, in that place, creates a sense of belonging.   This belonging rather than being linked to the manor and its owners refers more likely to belonging to the cultural social group of those people who visit such places. This is backed up by the survey, which indicates the top answers to the question 'how does it make you feel to visit this place?' (Smith 2006: 140) are: comfortable, safe, proud, belonging and reassured. Having spoken to many visitors about their response to this question, Smith (2006) notes that:          What emerges here is a very strong sense that the country house is a safe, comfortable and secure place to be- people were made not only physically but also socially comfortable and 'safe' by their visit. Also intertwined with a sense of social safety and comfort is a very strong, and often quite reactionary, sense of nostalgia – the past was 'better' and safer because people knew their place, because people had closer connection to place, which meant they knew who 
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they were in terms of not only national identity, but more particularly in terms of class identity (Smith 2006: 139).    This quotation from Smith is useful in that it highlights the connection that the visitors are actually making between their understanding of nostalgia and their sense of safety that was noted above. I would argue that the concept of loss and the past that exists within nostalgia is less prevalent here; rather through their comments they are referring to how the surroundings of the country manor and the class of fellow visitors creates a less negative meaning of comfort and safety for them in the present. This is expanded upon in the analysis of the gift shop at National Trust properties that follows. It will be shown how this sense of safety through nostalgia and belonging to a certain class is also related to the purchasing decisions of quality souvenirs made by this class of individual and the interpretation of meaning these objects hold for this group. The souvenir objects that this group purchase in the gift shop will continue to hold this meaning of safety, nostalgia and social comfort into the future, so as I have argued earlier, past, present and future are all present within these souvenirs. The fact that these individuals report the feelings of being comfortable, safe, proud, belonging and reassured is intrinsically linked with location they are in, the people they are with and the gifts they can buy in the present.  When asked the question ‘what does the word heritage mean to you?' (Boym 2001: 132) the answers seem less clear and undefined. The top answer was patrimony and preservation, followed by identity, history in general and looking after material things (tangible) from the past. Visiting the property as a form of education was bottom of the list.   For many visitors the National Trust itself was identified as England's heritage, as was the whole process of preservation and conservation. By visiting the National Trust property and having membership, it seems people are doing their bit not only in terms of maintenance of that particular property, but for the nation as a whole. Heritage was described 
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by one interviewee as ‘being a part of it and making sure that England's heritage and one’s identity is preserved and handed down to their children and future generations’ (Boym 2001:133).   The surveys at the industrial era social history museums were conducted in exactly the same way, but generated rather different outcomes. Firstly the visitors' profile was analysed, showing that visitors to these history museums were three times more likely to come from occupations traditionally associated with the working class than at the country house properties.  The question regarding the purpose of the visit yielded strongly contrasting responses too: top of the list was ‘recreation’, followed by ‘education’ and ‘experiencing/seeing how people used to live’ (Smith 2006: 208). There was also greater emphasis on the importance of taking children to experience and learn about the ‘tough conditions people used to have to live and work in’ (Smith 2006: 209).  The descriptions of safety and comfort described at the country house were not echoed at the history museum, rather they were overwhelmingly replaced by comments relating nostalgia to the present rather than the past, including remarks such as 'Nostalgic, makes you grateful for the life you have now' and 'Lucky and humble.... I’ve been reflecting on what it was like, it brings lots of emotions; I have been thinking about my son and what life would have been like for him if he had been born then.' (Smith 2006: 221)  When asked if they felt they were part of the history represented at the museum, fifty five percent of the visitors answered 'yes', and again described a strong nostalgia centred on memory and intangible experience. This relates back to the concept of home discussed above and is demonstrated well by one respondent who said:   I come from a mining community. My dad was a miner, I was raised to work as a miner, this place brings back memories of my family, it’s 
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nostalgia, and I was showing my wife around and telling her about my grandfather, the wood smoke and the backyards of the cottages (Smith 2006: 231).   Visitors also reported that the history museums represent a place which act as a platform for memories to be shared and passed on, not usually positive memories of times gone by, rather those of the algos, the pain, in nostalgia and community endurance. A teacher from a mining family, who when interviewed linked the past with the present by saying:   You have to know the past to see how we got here. It is important for children to see this, but children don't have a real concept of time, they think only very old is history, but this is history too, and it can teach them things about their values, their ancestors- but it will fade out, telling the grandchildren about my grandparents working down the pit means little, but the place makes it a bit more real. It is hands on (Smith 2006: 220).  The use of the word nostalgia in the responses is showing a culturally specific understanding of what nostalgia is or providing a culturally specific definition of it. Nostalgia is being used to refer to the past and any events or life linked with the past. Due to the words use and exploitation in the marketing of souvenirs and gift shop trinkets, it has become associated with memory; one’s own past and social history in general. When individuals talk about nostalgic memories of the past and how tough things were then, they may instead be talking about their or family members’ memories of the past and how things were, yet often even that is not what they mean, as they did not experience working down the pits themselves. They may well be referring to passed-down stories from generations before, or simply using popular terminology that is repeated by the media and the tourist industry and are using the word nostalgia to reflect on what they have seen, experienced or learnt at the museum. Nostalgia is an adjective that is often being inserted as a description of museums visited. The words that are 
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informative, well documented, entertaining or even reflective of the past would be more appropriate to describe the industrial era museum experience.  Again, as at the country manor the final question, 'what does the word heritage mean to you?' (Smith 2006: 210) yielded some unclear yet consistent responses, with over eighty-two percent referring to non-material past.  The discomfort of the past was mentioned many times, as were family links. The notion of tradition, related both to home and work, plus the importance of learning from the past were described by one individual as 'our heritage being passed down’ (Smith 2006: 210).   Many visitors had strong arguments regarding what they understood heritage to be and the traditional views of heritage. They described and identified what they considered were the dominant and elitist notions of heritage, a view which was signified by the country house or stately home, and argued these places had no relevance to everyday people and indeed were in complete opposition to their own sense of what heritage was or should be. This seems to be a muddling up of words and they may actually not be discussing the definitions of heritage at all, rather the cultural and social values of different groups. What is of concern here is the difference between visiting a country manor or an industrial era museum and what this signifies about the people who make the choice of which one of these places to visit, their social group and the class system.    
Jamaica Inn and Lanhydrock 
The gift shop souvenirs 
 My second example is the Jamaica Inn (Fig. 26), a Grade Two listed building on Bodmin Moor, in Cornwall. Built in 1750, it was originally a coaching Inn. More recently it has become known as a former smuggler's retreat, made famous by Daphne Du Maurier's book Jamaica Inn written in 1936. The book was turned into a film by Alfred Hitchcock in 1939 and a television series in 1983. It is often thought that the inn takes its name from the smugglers who smuggled rum into the country from Jamaica and stored it at the inn. However, the name of the inn is actually said to derive from the local Trelawney family of landowners, of which 
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two family members served as Governors of Jamaica in the 18th century. The Inn has now become a tourist attraction and is said to be the most haunted pub in Britain.  
 Figure 26 – Zak Jones, Jamaica Inn, Bodmin Moor (2014), photograph.  My third example, Lanhydrock (Fig. 27) is a very different type of property. Owned by the National Trust, it dates to the 17th century and, gutted by a fire in 1881, it was fully restored by the Trust as a Victorian country Manor. Only the gatehouse is original, forming part of an impressive perimeter wall, within which are manicured gardens and a private family church. It has some fine examples of William Morris wallpaper and fabrics in many of the rooms and hallways.  
 Figure 27– National Trust, Lanhydrock house (2016), photograph.  Although Lanhydrock and Jamaica Inn are within a short distance of each other, they appear to have slightly different visitor profiles as I have discussed above. 
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Consequently, I will argue, the gift shops and merchandise for sale are very different in each type of attraction. The different visitors demand different souvenirs.  On visiting Lanhydrock and enquiring about directions to Jamaica Inn, I was informed by a volunteer steward in the gift shop that ‘Jamaica Inn had gone down market, it’s not what it used to be; it’s now all spoilt and commercialised.’ In conversation she also expressed similar comments about Longleat House20F21 and Lord Bath’s Lion Park, which she informed me was ‘definitely not a National Trust property,’ seemingly suggesting that in her opinion it too was down market to be a National Trust property. I would argue that in the future through the passage of time, the steward’s comments will not hold firm, as generations to come will perhaps have entirely different interpretations and understanding of what is or is not tacky or down market. This is supported by Wright (2009), who in conversation with Tim Putnam argues ‘we should look back in time before we assert such moral aesthetic judgements seemingly based on a proprietorial stance towards the past.’ He recommends ‘taking a visit to the Exeter Exchange in London, in year 1790, to realize that gaudy displays are nothing new. In fact they are, after time, absorbed back into our past heritage’ (Wright 2009: 247).   The gift shop in relation to the museum or house is always of commercial concern and the gift shops are carefully planned at both Jamaica Inn and Lanhydrock. In the same way that supermarkets position commodities in proven profitable locations, both properties have established point of sale strategies to maximise product visibility and subsequent potential profit. Jamaica Inn's official gift shop is formed in a loop that can be entered at the beginning and end of the 
                                                        21 Longleat is an English stately home and the seat of the Marquesses of Bath. It is a leading and early example of the Elizabethan prodigy house. It is adjacent to the village of Horningsham and near the towns of Warminster and Westbury in Wiltshire and Frome in Somerset. It is noted for its Elizabethan country house, maze, landscaped parkland and safari park. The house is set in 1,000 acres (400 ha) of parkland landscaped by Capability Brown, with 4,000 acres (1,600 ha) of let farmland and 4,000 acres (1,600 ha) of woodland, which includes a Center Parcs holiday village. It was the first stately home to open to the public, and the Longleat estate includes the first safari park outside Africa. (Longleat 2018).  
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visit. In contrast Lanhydrock gift shop and membership enquiries is positioned in such a way that access is inevitable at the end of your visit to the house. This is a general trend to be found throughout most National Trust Properties, and may link to the idea of authenticity and reproduction and place in a social/cultural hierarchy. It seems that visitors, having viewed the house, can then purchase an object that refers back to the contents of the house and thus take away a trinket that reflects not only the fine original objects on display, but also the quality of the experience and of the National Trust as a whole. A gift from a National Trust shop is a safe gift, in that it is safe to give to a certain class and culture of person. It will be met with approval and not offend individuals from that same group, additionally it will indicate discernment to a certain class of person and establish the social identity of the giver.   I would argue that this is exemplifies Thorstein Veblen’s theory of conspicuous 
consumption detailed in Chapter One, allowing through the acquisition of fine objects the assertion of their social status by the public display of such luxury goods. To recap as Bullock says ‘the spending of money on and the acquiring of luxury goods and services to publicly display economic power [of the income or of the accumulated wealth of the buyer]. ‘To the conspicuous consumer, such a public display of discretionary economic power is a means either of attaining or of maintaining a given social status’ (Bullock 1993: 162). Smith (2006) reinforces this by explaining that:   In some National Trust gift shops, reproductions of a specific piece of furniture or objets d'art may be ranked by price depending on the degree of 'authenticity' of materials used and the care taken to replicate the object. The most expensive version of a reproduced object will be very detailed and finely crafted, the middle priced reproduction of the same object will be made with less detail and with lower quality materials, while the cheapest reproduction may be made with materials that simply simulate the original fabric. Here, visitors are invited to identify their social ranking by the type of reproduction that they purchase (Smith 2006: 130). 
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I would argue that what Smith is saying here is that the gradations in quality of the available souvenirs align with the positions in hierarchies of individuals from different social classes and their place within the Capitalist systems of production.   The National Trust gift shop has a definite smell; this is usually the scent of lavender, beeswax, sweet toffee or potpourri originating from samples deliberately left open on the shelves. Like supermarkets, where the air-conditioning system is used to recirculate air from the bakery into the shopping aisles, the National Trust also uses aroma techniques. This is termed nebulisation 
technology through which a fragranced oil, beeswax or oiled potpourri is converted into a dry vapour. This has become commercially used on a wide scale to encourage customers to buy products. The scent is distributed through the shop by leaving sample pots open, with a fan, or via complete integration with an air-conditioning system. Writing in the Independent, Semoff (2011) explains:   It's thought that it works so well because the sense of smell is most directly connected to the parts of the brain responsible for processing emotions. It goes directly to the limbic system, which is the emotional control center of your brain, so you smell something and – bang – it triggers an emotion. Whereas all the other senses must be processed first (Semoff: 15th August 2011).  The sense of smell also amplifies taste and the use of these aromas can attract an otherwise reluctant customer. The sense of smell is a powerful stimulus and often provokes a strong emotional response relating to a previous experience meaning customers are more likely spend on impulse. Engen notes that ‘The perception of smell, thus, consists not only of the sensation of the odours themselves, but of the experiences and emotions associated with them’ (Engen 1991: 12). Herz (2011) explains that ‘to work positively, the experience being recalled would need to be a good one. Smells don't have any meaning prior to being associated with an experience, then after they become experienced with something, that's what they represent’ (Herz: Independent 15th August 2011) 
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Therefore smell is processed, it is a cultural stimulant.   Smell is also social and cultural phenomenon, according to Classen, Howes and Synott (1994) ‘invested with particular meanings and values by different cultures. Odours form the building blocks of cosmologies, class hierarchies and political orders; they can enforce social structures or transgress them, unite people or divide them, empower or disempower’ (Classen, Howes and Synott 1994: 1). As discussed in this chapter the country manor and the industrial era museum attract and are indeed targeted at different social classes. The odours in the National Trust gift shop and tearooms are culturally targeted in the same way. National Trust gift shops typically have an odour of lavender, beeswax or pot pourri. The tearooms may have the scent of freshly baked cakes, cinnamon, fruit teas and at Christmas, mulled wine. Contrastingly the gift shop at the industrial era museum is less likely to have an odour except the smell of the vending machines. The café will also be more likely to have the odour of fish and chips and beer. Classen, Howes and Synott (1994) trace this difference in odour between classes back to more historic times. He notes that:     Odours were not simply a matter of aesthetic preference in the ancient world, but also a means by which different classes of people were categorised. The most obvious class division of this sort was that between rich and the poor. The rich, of course, could afford all the olfactory niceties which the poor could not: perfumes and incense, scented lamp oil, gardens, well-ventilated homes kept clean and sweet by slaves. By contrast we have Martial’s olfactory portrait of a poor family’s home: urine leaking from a cracked chamber- pot, a jar stinking of fish, another full of foul resin, all intermingled with the pungent odours of garlic and onions (Classen, Howes and Synott 1994: 33).  There are usually many quality soft toys, handmade in England in Laura Ashley, Morris and Co. or Sanderson styled print. These are accompanied by official National Trust teddies, sporting the iconic oak branch motif. There is a large 
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range of books available, focusing particularly on hobbies and leisure interests such as cookery, gardening, wildlife and art. There is less emphasis placed on educational books, although informative books on subjects including architecture and transport are well stocked.   
 
 Figure 28 – Zak Jones, Teapot with image of the Temple of Apollo, Stourhead Wiltshire, National Trust collectable (2015), photograph. 
 The National Trust has a large variety of ceramic objects on sale. These range from teapots shaped after a Robert Adam style mausoleum (Fig. 28), imitation Sevres dinner services, Royal Worchester mugs, and fine bone china trays, to a Crown Doulton piggy bank fashioned as a bust of Winston Churchill. There is also an expanding clothing and accessory range: finest quality silk headscarves and shawls, green wellies, National Trust branded fleece sweatshirts, wax jackets, shooting sticks, and Harris Tweed rugs. The silk scarf (Fig. 29) was inspired by a design from the archive of 19th century designer, artist, writer and socialist, William Morris. With a black background supporting intricate Morris designs, this silk scarf is priced at £95 and is described by the National Trust as ‘a stylish addition to any wardrobe. Also making a great gift’ (National Trust catalogue 2015). 
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 Figure 29 – Zak Jones, William Morris inspired silk scarf, National Trust collectable (2015), photograph.   These quality products are being targeted at a definite class of individuals. As mentioned earlier, due to the social values they hold, the purchaser (National Trust members) interprets through the quality and appearance of these souvenirs a meaning of social comfort, safety and class identity. This connection of the meaning of the object and the value judgement of its audience is commercially very powerful and lucrative. Urry (1990) notes that:   Arrays of tourist professionals attempt to reproduce ever-new objects of the tourist gaze. These objects are located in a complex and ever changing hierarchy. This depends upon the interplay between, on the one hand, competition between interests involved in the provision of such objects and, on the other hand, changing class, gender, and generational distinctions of taste within the potential population of visitors (Urry 1990: 64). This complex hierarchy is again illustrated within the gift shop at Jamaica Inn, where the class of audience, the quality of the souvenirs and their meaning to the purchaser is different, yet the same mechanism of taste, social values and class identity exists.    Within the gift shop one display area immediately stands out in sharp contrast to Lanhydrock, which is the brightly bannered section ‘education resources’. This 
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well stocked group of shelves and tables has the informative and well-targeted educational books that you would expect to find in a small school library. There are well illustrated, and well-priced, accessible books with subjects ranging from the industrial revolution, historical and contemporary machinery, costume and fashion through the ages, to British politics and the history of the unions. There are in addition chests of period clothes for the children to dress up in, boxes of plastic trinkets and brightly coloured pens and fluffy pencils. However this section is overwhelmingly informative and educational in presentation and intention.   The general price range of the merchandise in the Jamaica Inn gift shop is undoubtedly lower than Lanhydrock and while many of the objects on sale are arguably of a lower quality, it would seem that they link strongly to the responses given in the survey. There are for example modestly priced prints of workers and carthorses of local people from the nineteenth century. These objects speak more of how people used to live, subsequently tracking the progression and development through the ages of lifestyles and living conditions to present day, rather than simply ‘who we are and our place in society.’   The Jamaica Inn visit and gift shop, as a whole, gives a sensation of a lived and 
living experience, as opposed to paying homage to untouchable artefacts at Lanhydrock. Jamaica Inn gift shop also offers a small range of clothing, in the form of baseball caps with a stylised silhouette print of a smuggler, football scarves and hoodies with Jamaica Inn machine stitch, and plastic coats. These items of clothing act as visual souvenirs of the treasured experience of visiting the place, Jamaica Inn, as opposed to echoing any artefact within the visitor’s centre museum.  
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 Figure 30 – Zak Jones, Jamaica Inn hoodie (2014), photograph.  Jamaica Inn gift shop also has a Coke machine and a fish and chip shop that is again in contrast with the more formal tearooms at the National Trust property, which Smith (2006) links to social status: ‘Visitors will almost inevitably partake in the performance of taking tea in the ubiquitous tearooms usually built in transformed stables, other outbuildings or servants’ work areas, which again makes a statement about the social place of the visitor’ (Smith 2006: 113). Although these tearooms are often housed within the former servant’s areas, the visitors surveyed above were not reporting a connection with these workers. I would argue that the historical authenticity of these stables and kitchens is an irrelevant issue, as what is significant about these visits to the tea rooms are the meanings they construct in and for the present. As an issue of identity this concerns comfort within the social group and represents a significant cultural phenomenon, in which the tearooms are socially quite exclusionary, being primarily a middle-class pastime. Nostalgia, the lost past, fading experiences and disciplines as discussed at the start of this chapter, are recreated and perpetuated in the present here, acting as a tool for the continuation of respectable practices and values held by visitors identifying their social ranking.   
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 Figure 31 – Zak Jones, Outside the stables tearoom, Lanhydrock (2014), photograph. 
 
The National Trust tea towel  Until the 1980s visitors entered Lanhydrock house through the main courtyard doors into the grand marble entrance hall. The tour of the house would include only what was described as the Staterooms, and red velvet ropes and house layout pamphlets indicated a precise and planned route through these furnished rooms. Signs indicating No Entrance Staff Only would prevent deviation from the official route. As such the National Trust were solely presenting the house as a museum of the upper classes, the former landowners of the estate, providing a specific story of those owners dictated by the route. The concept of nostalgia was used extensively at this time, yet the house offered no insight into the lives of the lower classes who worked the estate. As I will discuss below this was to change and greater emphasis was placed on those individuals from the lower servant classes who were employed in domestic service. The pots and pans tea towel (Fig. 32) provides an aspect of the lower orders’ lives. In the early eighties, the Trust rethought the presentation of the country house. The profile of the visitor and Trust members was carefully considered and the economic viability of many properties was called into question. Upkeep of many historic buildings was in a state of financial crisis and the image of the country house seemed very elitist.  The survey described earlier in this chapter was used by the National Trust to redefine the visitors experience in an effort to appeal to a wider audience.   
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The country house experience was to change as previously closed back staircases were repainted and the doors to downstairs were open to the public for the first time. In addition, the servants’ quarters in the attics were also incorporated into the visitor’s route. The celebration of the grandeur of the upstairs rooms showcasing the lives and possessions of the wealthy was finally presented in conjunction with the more humble existence and activities of the servants and staff. The official tour of properties now often started from downstairs via the kitchens, sculleries and pantries, passing through the staterooms, into the servant’s bedrooms finally ending up in the stables. This was the country house experience revealing the whole story. It is at this point that Albeck was commissioned to design arguably her most famous tea towel, the pots and pans design, as it became known (Fig. 32). As an artist and printmaker Albeck had been commissioned by the National Trust to design images for amongst other things, tea towels. Her first design incorporated the Trust's oak leaf motif in a simple repetitive arrangement of acorns in horizontal lines. This proved very popular and soon she set to work designing a wide range of images using various details of National Trust properties. These included neo-classical doorways, musical instruments, garden scenes, cats and flowers. The designs were always simple and quite geometric, reflecting the essence of the country home, but always from the perspective of upstairs. This had now changed, with the rearrangements of the country manor visit including the servant’s quarters being echoed in the gift shop products. In the findings of the survey at the country manor detailed above, the visitors did not make any nostalgic connection to the serving classes who originally occupied the downstairs. The images of the kitchen garden herbs on the Pat Albeck teapot and the copper pots and pans depicted on the tea towel are less about the remembered past of the visitor, rather refer to the present in that growing herbs and collecting antique copper objects is a popular pastime of the middle classes today. This middle-class occupation with utilitarian antique collecting and gardening are commercially exploited by the National Trust through the quality products devoted to these activities available in the gift shop. The uncomfortable history of the divide between the servants downstairs and the elite upstairs is again made comfortable through a sense of place at the National Trust property, its tearooms and gift shop. Smith (2006) notes ‘not only 
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is class difference made comfortable, it is also made desirable’ (Smith 2006: 146). This desirability is expressed in terms of cultural capital, but also in terms of the propriety, utility and security of knowing one’s place as a member of the middle class.   
 Figure 32 – Pat Albeck for National Trust, Pots and pans tea towel (1985), Cotton, 30x 50cm.  
The two army caps  This section will use my own made artefacts, along with the notion of parody to mount a critique of the souvenir object and the understanding of its interpretation by individuals from different cultural backgrounds. The analysis will use the concept of nostalgia that I have explained above. The army cap is a replica of a British Army national service21F22 cap owned by my father. It was not until my father’s death in 2012 that the original blue felt cap came into my possession. I had seen this cap in a desk drawer in the study when I was young. I had played with it and worn it while marching up and down the hallway. I had never seen him wear it and was not alive when he was in the army. When I                                                         22 National service was a system of either compulsory or voluntary government service, usually military service. Conscription was known as compulsory national service. The term national service comes from the National Service (Armed Forces) Act 1939. In Britain National service was abolished in 1960. (Imperial War Museum 2018).  
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consider this cap it evokes memories of spending time with my father as a child pretending to be a soldier, which is the extent of my actual experience of the cap.  Where this cap leads my thoughts is to the search for my father before I knew him (before I was born), the man I did not know. How was his time in the army, I wonder? Was he fit or slow, loud or bullied, happy or sad? These are questions to which, now he is dead, I will never know the accurate answers. All that exists is the cap with its marks and stains. With this particular object, it has occurred to me that too much handling could begin to eliminate any traces of my father in the same way as one’s memory gradually fades. Olivia Daste (2007) described these fears when discussing her grandmother's suitcase, ‘The suitcase brings her back to me with the worry that I will lose her if I open the suitcase too often; her smell will evaporate, the letters will fade, and the clothes will no longer hold her shape. … I think she would tell me to live with the living and to be careful: craziness runs in the family’ (Daste 2007: 249). The last sentence is what I can imagine my father saying to me.    
 Figure 33 – Zak Jones, The Two Army Caps (2013), printed textile, 10x 25x 2cm.   The replica cap is made from a factory fabric remnant, depicting a Japanese children's cartoon hero. I chose this particular fabric not because I knew the 
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cartoon character, but because it was simply childish and that is in many ways the nature of the nostalgia that is associated with this cap, that of my childhood, somebody else's childhood, indeed a whole other culture's childhood.   As I explain in Chapter One, the Two army caps follow Baudrillard’s simulacra order of simulation/re-production, as it is code governed by their difference. This object will mean something different to everyone who experiences it and will have a different meaning for each individual and social group. It is different because of its differences. It cannot fail to achieve this, and therefore it will always succeed in this task.   As an exact copy, other than fabric type, it has a powerful resemblance to the other cap. This however does not alter its positioning within the order of simulacra, there is a resemblance between the two caps but it is their difference that makes them different, as if the cap should produce an external effect of resemblance, then Deleuze argues ‘this takes the form of an illusion, not an internal principle; it is itself constructed on the basis of a disparity’ (Deleuze 2004: 155).  In making the two army caps I have endeavoured to position them into all three orders of simulacra of reproduction testing Baudrillard’s concepts. To recap, Baudrillard’s orders of simulacra are: Firstly: the counterfeit, being the dominant schema in the 'classical' period, from the Renaissance to the Industrial Revolution. Secondly: production, being the dominant schema in the industrial era. Thirdly: simulation being the dominant schema in the current code-governed phase.   Initially we may be led to believe that the two army caps fit the criteria of each, below however I argue that they only belong within the concept of simulation, re-
production where the difference between the two is their difference.    As explained in Chapter One, the cap is a pastiche of designs from several eras. As discussed above, it has nostalgic links to my experienced childhood and to the 
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search for a clearer understanding of my father. For a second viewer it evoked childhood memories of life in Asia, where the cartoon character depicted in the fabric print was watched regularly by children on television. It was not for this viewer the cap itself that triggered these memories, rather the imagery of the textile print.  For another viewer the cap was read in terms of parody, a mocking of the army, bathos certainly and perhaps making reference to anti-globalisation. Interestingly the cap worn by workers in MacDonald hamburger restaurants is essentially the same design, only the fabric is brown with the yellow arch logo replacing the front button, again different by its difference.    
Conclusion  In this chapter we have seen that nostalgia is not only longing for a time past, but a place belonging to the past informing the present and defining the future. As a space activated through memory and desire, signified by the souvenir, identity, social grouping and the values held by these groups are played out. How this is informed and commercially exploited is a key issue in the merchandising strategy of souvenirs and gift shop objects. As earlier mentioned, by acting out this narrative we concede to falsifying the present in favour of authenticating the past. I have discussed the varied interpretations and understanding of the term 
nostalgia to different individuals and groups, how the expression is used and how its meaning is interpreted through souvenirs available at gift shops. In terms of class we have seen how two different institutions, the National Trust and Industrial era museums respond to different social groups understanding of nostalgia and use this as a commercial mechanism by which to supply and sell souvenirs through their gift shops.   I have demonstrated how the legacy of colonialism is still inherent in the production and marketing of souvenirs available to purchase today and how these colonial agendas are still very much at play through the concept of 
Britishness, and conspicuous consumption which I will develop further in the analysis of Harrods and Selfridges in Chapter Four.    
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The following chapter will focus on a neutral notion of how an object can have a meaning of innocence to the owner. I will explain how the souvenir is considered in part as a record or a document, yet also as an object that portrays the connotation of innocence.  I will show that whilst these objects can pretend to be innocent or neutral, they are not actually either innocent or neutral because they are doing ideological and meaningful work although they are presented and experienced by some people as innocent and neutral.                 
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Chapter Three. The Souvenir: Innocence   
Introduction  In Chapter Two I argued that that nostalgia is not only longing for a time past, but a place belonging to the past informing the present and defining the future. Activated by memory and desire, signified by the souvenir, identity, social grouping and the values held by these groups are played out. How this is informed and commercially exploited is a key issue in the merchandising strategy of souvenirs and gift shop objects. It explored how souvenirs can be objects which reflect nostalgia, a past which is now gone. Whilst I have shown that these objects can give the owner a feeling of warmth regarding the past, there is also a negative sense of loss and longing. The cap and ceramic Victorian houses and tower block introduced in Chapter One allow a portal into the past that informs the present about where we have come from and who we are. As earlier mentioned, by acting out this narrative we concede to falsifying the present in favour of authenticating the past. 
 This chapter will focus on how an object can connote innocence to, or be experienced as innocent by, the owner; how it is considered in part as a neutral record or a document and as an object that represents the past innocently.  However, I will show that whilst these objects can pretend to be innocent or neutral, they are not actually either innocent or neutral. They pretend to be innocent; they may even be experienced as innocent, but are nevertheless not innocent, as they are doing meaningful and therefore ideological work.   The word ‘innocence’ is derived from the Latin noun innocentia, meaning ‘harmlessness’ and the verb from innocēns meaning ‘doing no harm or blameless’, built from in + nocēns: harming or nocēre to hurt or harm (Oxford English Dictionary 2011). I will argue that the examples of souvenirs in this chapter challenge this definition. As said, the souvenirs may pretend or can be experienced as being harmless, blameless and unable to hurt, yet I will show that 
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when their means of manufacture, distribution and marketing is uncovered fully, there is a very different work being carried out. The factory conditions in which these objects are manufactured may be very poor, workers may well be underpaid and work in dangerous exploitative conditions. The production process of souvenirs such as plastic snow globes may be detrimental to human health and the environment due to the use of harmful or polluting materials. With the increasing shift of the manufacturing of plastic souvenirs to developing economies, where there are limited factory health and safety policies, regulation and enforcement, there is heightened risk of harm due to resource depletion, environmental pollution, and an increased number of accidents involving releases of hazardous substances into the environment. The distribution networks too cause much harm in terms pollution and carbon footprints. Additionally, the marketing strategies and product placement of these souvenirs, as will be shown in this chapter can be far from harmless. I will explain this by demonstrating how souvenirs are often used as vehicles of political positioning, used to negotiate one group or institutions agenda over that of another group. The use or function of the souvenir in these cases can be that they represent a group’s values and are conduits in communicating those values. These groups or institutions values communicated through the souvenirs may well be, and I will demonstrate often are, harmful and hurtful to other groups.  As with Chapter Two Nostalgia, the analysis of the meaning of innocence will be focusing on several institutions and the people/audiences operating within these institutions that generate or manipulate the meaning of innocence within objects. In this chapter the constituent institutions include the Royal Household, the New York Tourist Board, the American Government, TSA, Islamic Awakening, the National Trust and Tourists.  The meanings that are generated here include patriotism, U.S. foreign policies, unfair industrial working conditions and class structures.   As with the objects in other chapters the connotation, the meaning of the object, is being constructed by the institution, in this case The New York Tourist Board, using the souvenir to create meaning of innocence for the tourists who buy the 
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objects. I shall argue that these objects, existing in the present appear to be innocently nostalgic, they have connotations of innocence and neutrality, performing a function that is in the present, but that this is not possible. In the example of the teapots, they are ‘doing’ a job, creating a meaning, which harks back to the past and the working conditions during the period of the industrial revolution. So they are in the present, and in themselves not innocent/painless but doing ideological work of covering hiding pain.  
National and personal innocence 
The 9/11 World Trade Centre Snow Globe 
 
 Figure 34 – NTB, World Trade Centre September (2001), photograph.  Following the terrorist attacks on the World Trade Centre in September 2001 (9/11)22F23, Marita Sturken visited the site of Ground Zero. It was there that she bought a snow globe, a plastic globe incorporating a pencil sharpener in its base. Within the snowy water of the globe sits a miniature of the Twin Towers, St Paul's Chapel, a police car and a fire truck. When shaken bright moons and stars float around the Towers. The object is completed with a sticker reading World                                                         23 The September 11 attacks also referred to as 9/11 were a series of four coordinated terrorist attacks by the Islamic terrorist group al-Qaeda on the United States on the morning of Tuesday, September 11, 2001. The attacks killed 2,996 people, injured over 6,000 others, and caused at least $10 billion in infrastructure and property damage. (Sturken 2007: 2).  
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Trade Centre 1973-2001.  In Tourists of History Sturken (2007) considers the notion of innocence and loss in these souvenirs and sees them as a way that American culture processes and engages with loss. She states that 'comfort culture and the consumerism of kitsch objects of emotional reassurance are deeply connected to the renewed investment in the notion of American innocence' (Sturken 2007: 3).  I argue that the existence of these illegal stalls and street vendors and the objects they sell are an example of how the meaning of the souvenir as simply an innocent object is very far from the truth. This snow globe, memorialising the dates of the lifetime of the World Trade Centre, I would argue although intended to assert the concept of victimhood, the notion of an unprovoked, surprise and shock attack23F24 on the American people and to negotiate the American government’s agenda of innocence and fairness, is in fact far less innocent, as it is making no reference to American foreign policy or any act of aggression against others by the American government either at home or in foreign places. As such, the institutions position and the way purchasers are intended to interpret the meaning of this snow globe is the concept of American innocence and passive victimhood, rather than aggressors in terms of World politics and American foreign policies. It is by the consumption of these objects that this agenda and the self-image of the United States as innocent are reinforced. Sturken sums up this narrative of innocence and its falseness by quoting the refrain of government officials in the days after 9/11, ‘when they asked, why do they hate us? as if such hatred were so unprovoked as to be unthinkable’ (Sturken 2007: 17).    
                                                        24 When we hear how the attacks were a totally unexpected shock, how the unimaginable Impossible happened, we should recall the other defining catastrophe from the beginning of the twentieth century, the sinking of the Titanic: this, also, was a shock, but the for it had already been prepared in ideological fantasizing, since the Titanic was the symbol of the might of nineteenth-century industrial civilization. Does not the same hold also for these attacks? Not only were the media bombarding us all the time with talk about the terrorist threat; this threat was also obviously libidinally invested - just remember the series of movies from Escape from New 
York to Independence Day. That is the rationale of the often-mentioned association of the attacks with Hollywood disaster movies: the unthinkable which happened was the object of fantasy, so that, in a way, America got what it fantasized about, and that was the biggest surprise. (Zizek 2008: 16).  
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The abundance of patriotic and 9/11-related souvenirs using snow globes, toys and other children’s objects as a platform, speaks repeatedly about the United States claim of being the dominant global seat of democracy and the free world24F25 and its protestation of continued innocence in the face of atrocities such as 9/11. Regardless of criticism levelled against American foreign policy, 9/11 has continually been regarded and publicised by the US Government as an unexpected and unprovoked attack on the innocence of the American people.  Teddy bears, dolls, children’s stationary, T-shirts and snow globes commercially recite the mourning and loss of 9/11 and the assault on innocence. As mass-produced objects these souvenirs form part of the elaborate global economic network that produce objects of American patriotism. The snow globes in this section exemplify the complex relationship of mourning and consumerism and the economic networks that emerge around historical places and events, including events of trauma. As well as souvenirs, literature and other forms of art became especially important after 9/11 because they allowed people to imagine alternative responses to the violence of terrorism and the spectacles of mass-mediated culture. Literature and art can become sites for exploring the intersections between the public and the private and for understanding the feelings that terrorism draws on and produces. In Seeing Terror, Feeling Art, in Public and 
Private, Rothberg (2008) explains that through literature and art:  Terrorism and mass culture both involve a transformation of the relationship between the public sphere and the intimate realms of the personal; and that if we want to respond adequately to the very different threats that terrorism and mass society represent, we cannot simply reassert a separation of public and private spheres or attempt to wash our hands of the violence that spawns terrorism and that terrorism propagates (Rothberg 2008: 67).                                                         25 This goes far beyond hatred for the dominant world power among the disinherited and the exploited, among those who have ended up on the wrong side of the global order. Even those who share in the advantage of that order have this malicious desire in their hearts. Allergy to any definitive order, to any definite power, is – happily- universal, and the two towers of the World Trade Center were perfect embodiments, in their very twinness, of that definitive order. (Baudrillard 2002: 4) 
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 I argue that the proliferation of 9/11 souvenirs, the abundance of photographs, film, artwork and fictional/ non-fictional literature are driven in so many ways by demand and not simply by canny commercial opportunities. Peoples voyeuristic tendencies and insatiable appetite for the spectacle are a driving force between the private sphere and mass culture. As Zizek (2008) puts it in 
Welcome to the Desert of the Real:  When, days after September 11 2001, our gaze was transfixed by the images of the plane hitting one of the WTC towers, we were all forced to experience what the 'compulsion to repeat' and 
jouissance beyond the pleasure principle are: we wanted to see it again and again; the same shots were repeated ad nauseam, and the uncanny satisfaction we got from it was jouissance at its purest (Zizek 2008: 12).  Zizek is supporting my argument here in that objects, souvenirs, photos, films and video all support the notion of US innocence. The relentless television screening and infinite images of the attack on the World Trade Center also provide an almost perverse comfort to the viewer. The repetition of the moment the planes hit the towers viewed on screen reduce the spectacle to that of a formulaic Hollywood action movie. The viewer has seen the image so many times that one becomes removed, de-sensitised and distantly voyeuristic of the actual horror being experienced by those involved. The films, trinkets and souvenirs contain none of the gritty first hand suffering of the victims, they are idle or lazy souvenirs of the day America, the homeland, was attacked by so-called ‘evil terrorists’. Individuals were temporarily able to draw innocent comfort through these cheap trinkets, a comfort soon to be replaced by revengeful emotions generated by the US government and subsequent media propaganda endlessly speculating on who was responsible for the attacks.      Composer Karl-Heinz Stockhausen's provocative statement that the planes hitting the World Trade Centre was the ‘ultimate work of art’ give credence to 
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this position and again Zizek (2008) notes that:    We can perceive the collapse of the WTC towers as the climactic conclusion of twentieth-century art's 'passion for the Real'- the 'terrorists' themselves did not do it primarily to provoke real material damage, but for the spectacular effect of it (Zizek 2008: 11).  Baudrillard (2002) agrees with Zizek’s statement and in The Spirit of Terrorism, notes:   It is probable that the terrorists had not foreseen the collapse of the Twin Towers (anymore than had the experts), a collapse which much more than the attack on the pentagon had the greatest symbolic impact. The symbolic collapse of a whole system came about by an unpredictable complicity, as though the towers, by collapsing on their own, by committing suicide, had joined in to round off the event. In a sense, the entire system, by its internal fragility, lent the initial action a helping hand (Baudrillard 2002: 8).  I argue that Baudrillard in his statement above is demonstrating how the unexpected outcome of the attacks (the collapse of the towers) places exact pin-points into the time-line of the events that took place that day in Manhattan. In preparation for the attack, the alleged terrorists certainly had a day planned -9/11- the numbers of this date are the US emergency services telephone number. They also appear to have had an estimated time at which the planes would hit the towers, they would not however have been able to foresee that the towers would definitely collapse furthermore the exact time that this happened would have been impossible to predict.  This has relevance to my analysis of the media coverage and subsequent trinkets and souvenirs which became available, as the films, videos, photographs and souvenirs all refer to and document the exact date and times (often even to the second) of the unfolding events.  The snow globes purchased at Ground Zero document this information and act as markers of time, the printed labels indicating the dates of the construction and destruction of the 
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World Trade Centre showing the lifespan of the Twin Towers. Encapsulated in the glass dome of the Manhattan globe (Fig. 35) are miniatures of the undamaged North and South towers. This scene captures a moment before the terrorist attack took place. The emergency vehicles on the base and within the globe do however indicate the towers’ demise that followed. In this way the snow globe, as with a photograph is a ‘permanent instant’ (Sturken 2007: 3) in which time stands still, yet they are also objects in which that instant is meant to be in constant replay. The Manhattan snow globe indicates the way in which events remain in ones memory, the World Trade Centre frozen in the moment of crisis. Sturken points out that ‘a snow globe also offers a sense of time as a return’ (Sturken 2007: 3), the scene always returning to the way it was before the snow flurry had been shaken. The snow globe in this sense is also behaving as an object of nostalgia, the comfort of the snow globe being derived in part from this expectation that it returns each time to its original state linking us with the past.    Following the events of the 11th September 2001 in New York's Manhattan, the New York City authorities and the Tourist Board constructed a temporary Victim’s Memorial Centre built in a cross-form from salvaged steelwork of the North Tower.  Ground Zero soon became a place of pilgrimage and a certain type of tourist attraction: the tourist attraction of disaster. The twin towers of the World Trade Centre in lower Manhattan had always been a visitor’s attraction, with the favourite destination being the observation deck on the North Tower. Following the destruction of the Twin Towers tourism at Ground Zero is markedly now to be found at street level and consists of a more informal commercialism. At the time of visiting Ground Zero the Victim’s Memorial Centre had a small shop selling official memorial souvenirs. The many official licenced gift shops directly surrounding the site selling souvenirs in an organised retail fashion were mostly closed whilst redevelopment of the area took place.  Acting as unofficial replacements, street stalls sprung up selling cheaply made trinkets including photos of 9/11, plastic Twin Towers, FDNY T-shirts and snow globes.    The New York Tourist Board has stringent regulations regarding the issue of licences for souvenir shops and street vendors, and these are limited in number. 
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As a result in addition to legitimate merchandise outlets, there are also a large network of illegal street vendors and makeshift stalls, usually manned by international and immigrant workers. In Tourists of History Marita Sturken notes ‘It is one of the ironies of post-industrial and global economies that the vast majority of patriotic American merchandise, such as small flags and I Love New York stickers, are produced outside the United States, in China or Korea' (Sturken 2007: 214).  These apparently innocuous and innocent objects on sale are intended to be reminders of the ‘attack on innocence’ (New York Times: 2001) by a foreign nation, yet they are doing much more. As discussed in Chapter One, many of these objects are interpreted as kitsch by some individuals. Through sentimentality, these first-degree kitsch objects are working at representation/indexical sign of innocence, yet with the miniature World Trade Centre, police cars and US flag the referents here could be interpreted by some as imperialism, wealth, state control and globalisation. Additionally as noted above many of these stalls are operating illegally and are manned by low paid migrant workers. The signifieds in this case could be interpreted as the exploitation of workers, illegal trading, profit and counterfeiting rather than innocence, demonstrating the inter-relational mesh of signifieds and interpretation by individuals of these souvenirs.   
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 Figure 35 – Zak Jones, 911 snow globe, Manhattan (2001), photograph, 7x 5x 5cm approx.  
 Even before the dust had settled on the site of the World Trade Centre, the New York souvenir distributors had drawn up designs for new objects reflecting the current situation. These were in turn transmitted via fax or email to their manufacturers in China and Korea, where mass production of 9/11 souvenirs was turned around in as little as four days. By the time scheduled cargo airline travel had resumed, following the nation-wide ban on flights, 9/11 objects were appearing on the street vendors stalls. This took less than one week. (The Washington Post: 19/11/2001)  
 Figure 36 – Zak Jones, 911 snow globe, Manhattan (2001) photograph, 6x 5x 5cm approx.  
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This intermingling of existing patriotic merchandise with 9/11 merchandise sold at Ground Zero has the effect of constantly re-inscribing the location as one of national meaning, a commercial shrine to the attacks levelled against the United States. 'At the same time, the symbolism of Ground Zero and the lost World Trade Centre has been deployed as the justification for a series of wars and destructive policies of the U.S. government' (Sturken 2007: 169).  I argue that Sturken is describing the ambiguity and polysemy in the meaning of a place [Ground Zero], interpreted by some as a place commemorating an attack on American innocence by foreign terrorists and interpreted by others as a place igniting bloody revengeful violence by the American state on Iraq and the Middle East, leading to the death of tens of thousands innocent victims in Iraq and Afghanistan by the American military. This polysemy is acutely demonstrated to exist within the snow globes being sold at this location. Just as the meaning of the place, Ground Zero, has many interpretations by different groups or individuals, so this is echoed in the wide range of snow globes available for sale and how they are understood by the shoppers. The selection is wide with many different subjects of commemoration - the death of emergency service operatives depicted through miniature fire engines and police cars, the loss of the physical twin tower buildings, the death of the innocent and through miniature flags, the USA itself is commemorated and immortalised in plastic. Whether these snow globes are in good taste or not, their interpretation by the public and the range of opinions regarding how the sale of such souvenirs is arguably overt commercial exploitation of tragedy will be judged only according to the values held by those individuals and groups; it will remain divided.     The invasion of Iraq following this event challenged the practices and tendencies of innocence in American culture and questioned how they are directly related to the broad political acquiescence of the American public and the national tendency to see American culture as somehow distanced from and ‘un-implicated in the troubled global strife of the world’ (Sturken 2007: 4). In 
Cultures of United States Imperialism, Amy Kaplan (1993) begins her article, Left 
Alone With America, with a quotation from Appleman-Williams related to 
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America distancing itself from imperialist tendencies and in doing so adopting a position of innocence, yet remaining an economic World Power.   One of the central themes of American historiography is that there is no American Empire. Most historians will admit, if pressed, that the United States once had an empire. They then promptly insist that it was given away. But they also speak of America as a World Power (Appleman-Williams 1955: 379). 
 Kaplan argues that this quotation by Appleman-Williams is highly contradictory as America remaining an economic and militaristic World power is tantamount to imperialistic global policing, very far from adopting any possible position of innocence. Kaplan describes this effort by the American government to deny itself as being imperialistic as a ‘political investment in the pretence of innocence’ (Kaplan 1993: 45). This investment in innocence has a long and complex historical legacy, and has emerged in particularly visible ways in relation to the contemporary culture of fear. As indicated by Appleman-Williams, American national identity and the telling of its history has been fundamentally based on the disavowal of the role played in World politics by the U.S. government not simply as a World power but as a nation with imperialist policies an aspirations to empire. This disavowal has allowed for the nations dominant self-image as perennially innocent. Sturken argues that the actual and very real ‘imperialist and unilateralist ventures of the U.S. government at this moment in history are the reason the United States is a target for terrorist retribution’ (Sturken 2007: 6). This is shored up in part by the capacity of the Americans to ‘see themselves as innocent and passive victims, rather than aggressors, in relation to world politics’ (Sturken 2007: 7). Comfort culture from fear and the consumerism of kitsch objects of emotional reassurance are deeply connected to the renewed investment in this notion of American innocence.   Sturken (2007) states that ‘At this moment in history, American culture can be defined as a particular mix of sentimental excess and irony, a naiveté as well as a 
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knowing wink’ (Sturken 2007: 18); in such a context, kitsch thrives. Sturken also raises the question of the appropriateness of selling kitsch objects at a site of suffering and disaster. The New York authorities insisted that no one should profit from mass murder and sent out cease trading letters (New York Post 2001) to many commercial outlets including eBay. Items of particular concern were snow globes, whose dust like snow particles amidst fallen plastic towers resemble quite graphically the events of 9/11 and the clouds of falling dust, which engulfed Lower Manhattan for days. In Morality and Merchandise: Vendors, 
Visitors and Police at New York City's Ground Zero, Molly Hurley and James Trimarco discover a range of views regarding the issue of selling souvenirs at a site of tragedy, dominated by a concern ‘that no-one should make a profit from violence' (Hurley & Trimarco 2004: 61). They also note that police patrolled the area with a certain code of what should be sold and by whom. It appears that it was less what was being sold, rather who was doing the selling, as it was the migrant street vendors who were targeted by the police for selling the same merchandise as the nearby shops. In response to this clampdown, tensions eased when objects and stalls were described and labelled with handwritten signs saying memory ornaments. At Ground Zero, there were certainly an extraordinary range and volume of kitsch memory ornaments for sale. When describing the role of kitsch and re-enactment in the cultural memory of traumatic events, Sturken notes that ‘kitsch operates not only to produce a set of prescribed and contained emotions, but also to provide simplistic notions of comfort that facilitate political acquiescence' (Sturken 2007: 215). The point Sturken is making here is that by the reduction of such traumatic events as 9/11 to a base common denominator of a kitsch plastic snow globe containing models of the twin towers and police cars, a prescribed interpretation of the event is communicated, that of an unwarranted and illegal attack on America. The souvenir and the concept of it acting as a memory object of nostalgia is playing here an important function in conveying the concept of innocence. Comfort can be drawn from this narrative, that none of the causes of this event can be blamed in any way on actions of the American state or its people, reinforcing the notion of the innocence of America. Daniel Harris (2002) expands on the function of kitsch at the time of such events arguing that we can soften the blow of such 
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tragedies and desensitise ourselves from the actual manifest horror through kitsch objects. He writes in his essay The Kitschification of Sept.11 (2002) 
 Does an event as catastrophic as this one require the rhetoric of kitsch to make it any less horrendous? Do we need the overkill of ribbons and commemorative quilts, haloed seraphim perched on top of the burning towers and teddy bears in fire-fighters helmets waving flags, in order to forget the final minutes of bond traders, restaurant workers and secretaries screaming in elevators full of smoke, standing in the frames of broken windows on the 90th floor waiting for help and staggering down the stairwells covered in third degree burns? Through kitsch we avert our eyes from tragedy (Harris 2002: 212).  I argue that Harris is reinforcing the ambiguity and ludicrous contradictory meaning of these supposedly innocent kitsch souvenirs. As said above the majority of these souvenirs are manufactured in foreign countries with poor working conditions. They are being sold by exploited migrant workers on the streets of Manhattan in the USA, the richest and most militaristically powerful state on earth. Harris is correct, these [innocent] souvenirs are used to avert our eyes from tragedy; that of the victims of the World Trade Centre and the thousands of innocents who were subsequently slaughtered in the Middle East by American and Coalition attacks on Iraq, Afghanistan and Libya. I would note here that during my research I have not been able to find a single example of an Iraqi, Afghan, Libyan or Syrian souvenir relating to any of the conflicts. The dominant media coverage of what may be war crimes in Aleppo, for example, does not show how the local people commemorate the events, or use souvenirs as innocent records.  
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Flight security and permitted objects  As will be discussed later in this chapter, any object used incorrectly can be potentially harmful to either humans or the environment. One reason this example received so much media interest is the way in that the snow globe in this case was understood to be able to potentially perform such polar opposite actions; that of an innocent kitsch souvenir ornament or a highly dangerous handheld terrorist bomb.  Many objects, substances or even animals are legally banned by governments, technically ownership or possession of these objects makes the person guilty, not the object itself. Landmines and their production or use are internationally banned with a few countries as exceptions; interestingly the USA is one of the last countries to sign to this agreement (Ottawa Convention: 1999). The carrying of knives with blades longer than 3 inches is illegal in Britain (UK Knife Law. Act of Parliament, Criminal Justice Act 1988 section 139(1)), the procession of cocaine is a criminal offence (The Misuse of Drugs Act: 1971) and some breeds of dogs are banned under the Dangerous Dogs Act: 1991. These legal regulations in many ways make a lot of sense, and few would argue that they are unreasonable, the question is, what part does the actual physical object play in this discussion. A knife is for cutting bread, cocaine and other drugs are plant extracts, a landmine is a simple button and spring filled with powder and a dog is just that, a dog. It is the potential these objects possess for harm that requires regulation, and not all agree with the legislation.  After the 9/11 attacks, the U.S. government ordered airlines to install hardened locked doors to the cockpit, eliminating the threat from terrorists attacks using small pocketknives, scissors and box cutters which may have been illegally carried on board a flight. In addition airport security implemented extensive regulations as to what a passenger could carry on-board in hand luggage, this included the carrying of liquids. The U.S. Transportation Security Administration (TSA) specified that liquids in any type of container could only be carried on-board if less than three fluid ounces. In addition liquids had to be carried 
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separately in an airport provided transparent bag. This regulation was subsequently applied to all flight authorities worldwide.   As the quantity of liquid within a snow globe was not technically measurable, in November 2010, the carrying of snow globes in hand luggage on airplanes was prohibited by the TSA. Posters were displayed at airport security worldwide notifying passengers of this new ban. These posters proved useful material for the World’s press and satirical headlines soon appeared such as ‘The TSA: Keeping us safe from snow globe-wielding terrorists: we should all give thanks to the heroes at the Transportation Security Administration for keeping air travel free from snow globe attacks’ (NBC News 2012). Two years later the TSA issued a statement relaxing the rules regarding the transportation of snow globes, the damage and ridicule had however been done as various organisations Worldwide were already mocking the TSA and the U.S. government, even producing satirical, overtly political anti-American and anti-Christian snow globes. Examples of these include the Merry 9/11 snow globe designed by the Islamic Awakening organisation in time for Christmas 2013 marketed online by Glass Giant, several globes of differing fluid ounces containing miniature tennis balls and one containing a plastic fist with a raised index finger as a rude gesture against the American government. These appeared for sale on the Internet only days after the TSA's announcement. 
 
Figure 37 – Islamicawakening.com, Islamic Awakening snow globe (2013), 6x 5x 5cm approx. 
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In a rather confusing and contradictory statement, reported by NBC News, TSA spokesperson David Castelveter said ‘TSA will permit snow globes that appear to contain less than 3.4 ounces (of liquid), which is approximately the size of a tennis ball, but only if the entire snow globe, including the base, is able to fit in the bag. It has to be the same bag. You don't get a 3-1-1 bag and a snow-globe bag. Tennis balls will not be used to determine the size and volume of snow globes. Instead, TSA officers will be aware of the size requirement and apply some discretion in their evaluation of the item being transported, as a general rule, if a snow globe is the size of an average fist, it should get through. The move is part of TSA's on-going reassessment of its rules' (NBC News 2012).  This statement regarding the permitted size of a snow globe is important as it demonstrates the way seemingly innocent and harmless objects can be interpreted or possibly appropriated as instruments of harm. I argue that it is not only the liquid contents of the snow globe that could possibly be perceived as potentially harmful; the liquid for example may not be water, it could perhaps be an explosive substance, this is the point of the ban on over 100ml of liquid; that it could be sufficient to cause a large enough explosion to damage or bring down an aircraft. Additionally the actual plastic model of the burning towers in the Islamic Awakening snow globe (Fig. 37) could be interpreted as politically harmful in the sense that it could be understood by some to be inciting political and religious hatred. This example supports effectively my argument that the perceived innocence of the snow globe souvenir can easily be undermined. Through the interpretation of its visual messages the snow globe could be understood to be a weapon of hatred and the object itself could possibly be used to inflict physical harm. 
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Figure 38– Zak Jones, Airport Security permitted snow globes compared with tennis ball (2012), photograph.  
 
The death of Princess Diana 
 
 Figure 39 – Hello Magazine, Floral Tributes, Kensington Palace (1997), photograph.  Other events, such as the death of Diana, Princess of Wales25F26 in a car crash in Paris, have been commemorated with an outpouring of public grief by some                                                         26 On 31 August 1997, Diana, Princess of Wales died as a result of injuries from a car accident in the Pont de l'Alma road tunnel in Paris, France. Her boyfriend, Dodi Fayed, and the driver of the Mercedes-Benz, Henri Paul, were also pronounced dead at the scene of the accident. The bodyguard of Diana and Dodi, Trevor Rees-Jones, was the only survivor. Many thousands of people travelled to London to pay their last respects by signing the books of condolences at St James Palace and leaving flowers outside both St James’s and Buckingham Palace. Tourists and 
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groups and by other commentators, notably Private Eye, a deep sense of irony; a mix of innocence and knowingness. Each of these events has triggered a range of public, personal and political reactions. The memory of Diana, the car crash, the flood of subsequent commemorative souvenirs available and the notion of innocence have all been used by different parties to negotiate their individual values and agendas. This has provided a commercial opportunity that has witnessed the production and distribution of commemorative objects, ranging in quality and price and often taking the form of a toy or an object that would normally be considered a tourist souvenir. Tea towels, teddy bears and snow globes have all been appropriated as vehicles for the commercialisation of these events and to negotiate the position of various groups and individuals, all asserting their innocence regarding the event and subsequent disputes.  The untimely death of Princess Diana additionally boosted the London tourist trade. Visitor numbers to Kensington Palace, the former home of Diana increased fourfold between 1997 and 1999. Statistics show that 60,125 people visited the palace in the year of her death, a figure that jumped to 240,685 in 1999 augmenting the now enormous commercial possibilities. (London Tourism Statistics 1999: 40). In the summer of 2001 as a commercial reaction to this unprecedented increase in tourist volume, the Original London Walks and Souvenir Company advertised their latest itinerary through the streets of the capital. Entitled ‘Strictly Confidential- The Secret London of Princess Diana’, the tour promised the visitor an unusual and personal insight into the London life of the late Princess. It was to focus on the normal everyday life of Diana, attempting to show her as ‘one of us’, innocent from the archaic rigidity and secrecy of the House of Windsor. According to the Original London Walks brochure:  The visitor will explore the terra incognita - the undiscovered country - of the Princess’s life outside the royal goldfish bowl. She                                                                                                                                                               reporters stood in front of the carpet of flowers or alongside the quarter-mile-long queue of mourners and tried to share the experience with the nation by commenting that ‘there is a muted and melancholic atmosphere here in the mall’. A picture was painted of clothes-rending mourners queuing under a pall of gloom and sadness. (Uzzell and Ballantyne 2008: 505)  
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was a Rapunzel, the Princess imprisoned in the tower or the ‘POW – the Prisoner of Wales’ as she came to call herself. But she was also, as she put it a free spirit and when she took wing from her gilded cage, it was often to this recherché, her very private London that she would return – her ancestral home, the flats of friends, discreet restaurants, exclusive clubs and Dodi’s penthouse suite (Original London Walks Brochure 2001).  I argue that these tourist walks are in themselves souvenirs; they are souvenir 
experiences and as with souvenir objects they too are performing less obvious commercial, political, and ideological tasks. The Original London Walks company have other walks which are performing similar tasks, these include ‘Jack the Ripper’ locational tour, ‘The Hidden World War 2’ discovery walk and ‘Victorian Sewers’ guide. Each of these souvenir experiences are offering commercial gain for the walks company. They are performing a political task in highlighting or challenging the institutions- the royal household, the police, the government and the local authorities. They are also performing ideological tasks particularly in the demonstration of innocence- Diana is being portrayed as the innocent victim of the royal household, the murdered women are the innocent victims of a deranged rapist, the hidden war rooms are evidence of innocent Britain under attack by Germany and the sewers guide highlights the way in which poor, innocent Victorians were at threat from disease due to previous open sewers and vermin. A vital additional task that these tours achieve is that of desensitising the horror of the events. These souvenir experiences reduce the original threat and suffering of the events to entertainment. They provide a comfort blanket shielding us from the storm of the pain experienced by others. In doing so they provide a pleasant day out and a treasured experience for the whole family, just as visiting any other London attraction such as Big Ben or London Zoo.      In Staging Royal London Fiona Henderson notes, ‘The behaviour of these visitors reflects a wider trend within London’s tourism at the end of the twentieth century, an attempt to penetrate the deeply traditional image of the Royal Family’ (Henderson 2003: 123). Following the death of Diana this traditional 
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tourist geography has increased, even though the institution of monarchy itself has taken something of a battering. The souvenir gift shops certainly haven’t shared this difficulty as, through the loss of the innocent Diana, trade is up and since 1997 a whole new range of Diana memorability trinkets and souvenirs has flooded the market. Twenty years later there seems no cease in tourist appetite for a keepsake of the Queen of Hearts- the name adopted by the press for Diana during Tony Blair’s New Labour Government. As reported earlier, this is another example of the Cool Britannia image enduring.  When we talk about experiencing places and events, especially in terms of our emotional reactions, it is difficult to know to what degree other people share similar feelings. Even more problematic is specifying what we mean when we talk about a place or an event having a particular atmosphere. This atmosphere is some form of projection from ourselves; we impose our feelings and emotions onto the scene. This can be illustrated by a consideration of the atmosphere in London in the week following the death of Diana. The occasion was sad like any untimely death, perhaps especially so in the case of someone who meant so much for all sorts of reasons to so many. When however David Uzzell walked down the Mall the following week he experienced something different. He writes that:  I cannot say there was a tangible atmosphere- not for me anyway. This should not be taken to mean that I did not feel something about the tragedy that happened in the early hours of the previous Sunday morning, neither does it imply that such ‘atmosphere’s’ do not exist. They clearly do, but they are not a ubiquitous experience for all people, all of the time, in every situation (Uzzell and Ballantyne 2008: 505).  This quote by Uzzell and Ballantyne is of importance as it clearly explains that the experience is not ubiquitous for all individuals or groups. I argue that the way in which the atmosphere is experienced will be dependent on the social/cultural and political values of those individuals or groups. For example, a 
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visitor from a republic such a France or Italy may well have an entire different appreciation or understanding of the royal household than a British monarchist. Others will have the opinion that Diana was an immensely privileged individual who simply happened to have died un-expectantly in a car accident just as hundreds do every year on British roads. Some individuals will be emotionally sensitive to such events and may find the overpowering scent of flowers and visual spectacle of thousands of bouquets quite overwhelming and deeply moving, whilst others will comment it’s all too much fuss. Whatever the case the 
atmosphere will never be the same for all. On visiting the Mall, I laid a small wreath, shed a private tear for a reason I have not clearly understood and bought the Elton John record Candle in the Wind on the way home. I experienced the atmosphere as deeply moving, whilst my partner went shopping for trainers.    
Private Eye, the fortnightly satirical current affairs magazine was removed from sale in newsagents three days after the Princess's death in Paris in September 1997. This was due to Private Eye's front cover (Fig. 40) being deemed inappropriate by many retail chains in its targeting of what it saw as the public's hypocrisy in buying newspapers that they were then blaming for her death. The magazine's speech-bubble cover showed crowds outside Buckingham Palace trying to obtain a newspaper containing pictures of Diana's crashed car. When the editor or Private Eye, Ian Hislop was interviewed by Paul McCann of the 
Independent, he responded to the retail ban by saying:    We pointed out to Smiths that they had been making money from selling tabloids printing pictures of Diana just hours before her death, so it was rather hypocritical of them not to put the Eye on their shelves. The fact is that is that this supposed deep grief expressed itself in terms of self-righteousness (Paul McCann 1997).  Through satire, Private Eye negotiated a complex array of opinions regarding the position of innocence of all parties in this narrative. Called into question was the accountability of the British press in their hounding and demonising of Diana supposedly contributing to her death, the complicity of the public in their 
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demand for Princess Diana related news stories and the involvement of the Royal family in the events which finally led to her death. Central to this was the perceived character of Princess Diana herself and the many interpretations of her life, actions and behavior. Opinions were certainly divided and, as Paul McCann (1997) reported, subject to contradiction and hypocrisy;   The magazine also ran a biting leader from its fake newspaper, the Daily Gnome, apologising on behalf of the British press for having in the past portrayed Diana as: A neurotic, irresponsible and 
manipulative troublemaker, and that the press only realised after her death that she was, in fact the most saintly woman who has ever 
lived. The Daily Gnome leader column expressed the British press's sincere and deepest hypocrisy (McCann 1997).  This edition of Private Eye, commemorating the death of Princess Diana, exemplifies how an object, in this case commemorative newspapers and magazines, can be used by different individuals to negotiate the values of their social group and to reinforce their claim to a position of innocence.  Regarding the events of September 1997; this edition of Private Eye is explicitly pretending innocence for satirical purposes.  
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 Figure 40– Private Eye magazine (5th September 1997).  The announcement of the death of the Princess of Wales in 1997 stunned many people throughout the world. Some people in Britain were plunged into a period of mourning and shocked disbelief at what they saw as an untimely tragedy. Grief and sadness seemed to grip parts of the nation resulting in ‘flowers and cards of sympathy piling up outside Kensington palace covering the equivalent of at least fifteen football pitches’ (Daily Mail: 28/8/1997). The Sun newspaper reported ‘Total strangers hugged in the streets apparently sharing their distress’ (Sun: 29/81997). Teddy bears were hung from Kensington palace railings and votive candles lit up Kensington and the Mall.   Following her brother's funeral speech and Elton John’s rewrite of the 1970s song Candle in the Wind performed at Diana’s funeral. The tabloid press ran with the name Diana Queen of Hearts. Seemingly overnight, shops and tourist kiosks were selling all manner of cheap commemorative souvenirs depicting Diana’s photograph and this new title. Many of the objects sold were in the form of what could be considered a child’s toy or play object. Examples included teddy bears, soft stuffed hearts, stickers, badges and an extensive range of children’s 
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stationary such as pencil cases and oversize fluffy pencils. These objects have a meaning for many of innocence, a child-like form. These commemorative souvenirs signified an innocence that was perhaps intended to be projected onto the life and character of Diana herself. Her brother, Earl Spencer, reported the fact that Diana was hounded and bullied by the press and the royal family, creating the impression of an innate innocence. It is believed by some that Diana had a difficult and unhappy life after her marriage into the royal family, she was however not a child when she died. Rather than being a defenceless innocent victim of others, Diana was a mother of two, had a long-standing boyfriend, was an ambassador for the abolishment of land mines, the president of many charities and perhaps most importantly was more accurately the queen of the fashion industry. The interpretation of innocence of the commemorative objects is incongruous with what appears a very adult and determined life.   To commemorate this event two snow globes (Fig. 41) were created exclusively for Compton and Woodhouse, a London based company specialising in collectables and fine jewellery. The snow globes were issued in a limited edition of 4,950 and when activated both play Candle in the Wind by Elton John. These souvenirs appear not to be ironic in any way and wholly innocent; through their critique below I shall however explain how this is not the case.  
 Figure 41– Compton and Woodhouse, Diana Princess of Wales snow globes (1997), 6x 5x 5cm. 
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The first snow globe contains a depiction of Dianna in her wedding dress designed by David Emanuel in 1981, the second has a model of Princess Diana wearing arguably her most famous dress, the midnight blue Victor Edelstein dress which was first worn on a state visit to the U.S. to meet Ronald and Nancy Reagan, on which occasion Diana is said to have ‘danced with John Travolta for half an hour’ (Suzannah Ramsdale, Marie Claire: 16 Jul 2013). It is also the dress worn by Diana in 1994 on the evening Jonathan Dimbleby’s interview with Prince Charles was being broadcast on BBC television. It was during this interview that Prince Charles publically admitted his infidelity and discussed his relationship with Camilla Parker Bowles, who at the time was married to Andrew Parker Bowles, a British Army officer. To some viewers this interview was interpreted as another example of Diana’s innocence and they felt it portrayed her as a victim of ill treatment by a philandering husband. For others this was understood as Prince Charles setting the record straight in a measured and decent way, explaining the unfortunate, yet necessary reasons for their separation. To distract from Prince Charles’s interview, Diana attended a cocktail party the same evening. Wearing the Edelstein dress she left from Kensington palace with a fleet of limousines, drawing huge attention from paparazzi, at the same time Dimbleby’s interview was being televised. As Arthur Edwards reported in The Sun the following day ‘Diana knew how to manipulate the press and was very clever at it. But a certain section of the press hunted her, which could send her into a deep depression. By and large, she was in control and handled herself brilliantly’ (Edwards, BBC News Online: June 1994).  The Victor Edelstein snow globe was available in Harrods, London, owned at the time by Mohamed Al-Fayed, the father of Diana’s boyfriend Dodi Fayed. The snow globe depicting the wedding dress was not stocked in Harrods. As will be discussed in Chapter Four, at the time of the death of Princess Dianna and Dodi Fayed in Paris, Al-Fayed had been in dispute with the royal family and the British Home Office for some time. The Egyptian owner of Harrods and Fulham Football Club first sought a UK passport in 1995, but the Conservative government rejected his application. The decision led to his ‘cash for questions’ allegations, which ended the careers of several MPs, including Jonathan Aitken. According to 
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BBC ‘The tragic circumstances of losing a son has led to Mr. Al-Fayed feeling a deep sense of injustice, and he has pointed the finger several times at people he believes were responsible for the accident. Mr. Al-Fayed believes the Paris car crash was the result of a conspiracy, another example of the barriers he is constantly battling against to gain acceptance into British society’ (BBC News 1999). 
 
 Figure 42 – Alamy, Mohamed Al-Fayed (1997), photograph.  This ‘sense of injustice’ and the decision by Al-Fayed to only stock the Edelstein snow globe in Harrods are significant in terms of the concept of innocence. The two snow globes are identical other than the dress being worn by the figure of Diana, it is these dresses that sets them apart semiotically. Visitors to Harrods only have the opportunity to purchase the Edelstein snow globe; for the audience it is performing a rhetorical function signifying for some individuals injustice and innocence and a persuasive function in terms of accepting Al-Fayed’s and Harrods’ agendas. The wedding dress snow globe operates differently in that for Al-Fayed and some groups and individuals its signifieds are guilt and conspiracy of the royal family and the British government. As discussed in Chapter 1, people are members of different cultural groups and the values/beliefs they hold are what make them members of those groups. These values/beliefs are also what generate the different meanings or connotations of these two snow globes. This example follows Saussure’s model of meaning; that signs are not meaningful in isolation, but only in relation to each other. The signifieds of dresses worn in these models; innocence, guilt and conspiracy are part of the complex system of codes operating within different individuals and social groups governing the interpretation of these objects. These two snow globes and the decision whether 
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or not to stock them are being used by Al-Fayed to negotiate his personal position, belief and values – that of signifieds of innocence and injustice. Additionally through his merchandising strategy, these interpretations, ideologies and values are extended to the institution of Harrods; it is through these objects that these values are being communicated to visitors to the store.    
 
A souvenir object as a representation of a group's innocence   Objects, natural or manmade, are simply an arrangement of atoms that take on a form. They are inanimate, they have no consciousness and therefore one would assume they could not be innocent, innocent in terms of unknowing, and innocent in juridical terms as absolved from guilt in a crime and undeserving of punishment; yet we often do refer to an object as being innocent. Is this just a figure of speech, or is there more to it? For example, a tea towel could be considered more innocent than a Kalashnikov weapon; this however is only due to connotation. Although it may be difficult to conceive of a guilty or non-innocent tea towel its meaning to a group is testament only to the cultural power of connotation. The question I discuss below is: are objects really so innocent? The U.S.’s National Rifle Association would appear to believe so. A spokesman for the NRA interviewed at the time of the Antigo High School shooting in 2015, commented that ‘Guns don’t kill people; people kill people’ (NRA: 2015). Bruno Latour in Pandora’s Hope: Essays on the Reality of Science Studies (2001) argues that objects have the capacity to transform their users:   What does a gun add to the shooting? In a materialist account, 
everything: an innocent citizen becomes a criminal by virtue of the gun in her hand. The gun enables, of course, but also instructs, directs, and even pulls the trigger…. Every artifact has its script, its potential to take hold of passersby and force them to play roles in its story (Latour 2001: 177).  Objects are autonomous agents. Of course they do not exert their agency self-consciously. Like chemical agents, they have an effect on proximate objects 
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without any consciousness or intentionality. But objects certainly act in the world, and according to Latour ‘sometimes they act badly’ (Latour 2001: 181). Objects are not always innocent, despite the fact that an object cannot have a moral consciousness as it has no consciousness at all, so in itself it could be described as innocent. It is also necessary to consider the nature of the material from which the object is made, its production, distribution, merchandising, final use and interpretation by humans. The actual form the object takes, its means of production, marketing and use may however be sinful or immoral. An implement of torture such as a thumbscrew is specifically designed to cause harm to humans; as an object it is thus representing a sin or moral wrongdoing. Unused though, the thumbscrew is simply an innocent piece of metal with the potential to be used by a human to do harm, yet so is a silver candlestick. A candle stick is designed to be of benefit and help to humans, yet in different contexts, the candle stick will mean different things, for example it is the representation of murder in the game Cluedo, as such outside of a context it is impossible to say an object is free from sin or moral wrong, as it will always mean something because it is always in a context.  This notion of innocence within an object is introduced as a result of their representation and meaning for an individual or group. The following example, the People’s Charter26F27 tea towel, demonstrates this interpretation of innocence. The tea towel I argue would initially appears to be an innocuous and innocent object, functional, used to dry dishes or hung on a wall as a decoration. It does not immediately convey a threatening presence or that it could cause harm, yet in my analysis below I will demonstrate how its visual social and political messages, it’s possible means of production and the very fabric from which it is weaved creates a narrative far from innocent. The tea towel is an inanimate 
                                                        27 The Charter was launched in Glasgow in May 1838, at a meeting attended by an estimated 150,000 people. Presented as a popular-style Magna Carta, it rapidly gained support across the country and its supporters became known as the Chartists. A petition, populated at Chartist meetings across Britain, was brought to London in May 1839, for Thomas Attwood to present to Parliament. It boasted 1,280,958 signatures, yet Parliament voted not to consider it. However, the Chartists continued to campaign for the six points of the Charter for many years to come, and produced two more petitions to Parliament. (Thompson 1984: 5).  
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object free of social conscious, therefore technically innocent, I will however show how it is representative of a non-innocent past and present.   The Six Points of the Peoples Charter, written in 1838 mainly by William Lovett of the London Working Men’s Association, stated the ideological basis of the Chartist movement. The People's Charter detailed the six key points that the Chartists believed were necessary to reform the British electoral system and thus alleviate the suffering of the working classes.  After the passing of the Reform Act 1832, which failed to extend the vote beyond those owning property, the political leaders of the working class made speeches claiming that there had been a great act of betrayal. This sense that the middle class had betrayed the working class was strengthened by the actions of the Whig governments of the 1830s. Notably, the New Poor Law was passed in 1834, depriving working people outdoor relief and driving the poor into workhouses, where families were separated. Outdoor relief had been established with the passing of the Elizabethan Poor Law in 1601, the assistance it provided to the poor was in the form of money, food, clothing or goods, given to alleviate poverty without the requirement that the recipient enter an institution. In contrast, recipients of indoor relief introduced with the 1834 New Poor Law were required to live in a workhouse, typically cotton mills. It was the massive wave of opposition to this measure in the north of England in the late 1830s that gave Chartism the numbers that made it a mass movement. It seemed that only securing the vote for working men would change things, and indeed Dorothy Thompson, the pre-eminent historian of Chartism, defined the movement in The 
Chartists: popular politics in the Industrial Revolution as the time when ‘thousands of working people considered that their problems could be solved by the political organisation of the country’ (Thompson 1984: 100).   
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 Figure 43 – The Radical Tea Towel Company/National Trust. The Peoples Charter 1838, cotton tea towel, 30x 50cm approx.    The Peoples Charter tea towel (Fig. 43) depicts a scene from the 10th April 1848, when the Chartist Convention organised a mass meeting on Kennington Common, London. Attended by as many as 150,000 low paid workers the aim was to form a procession to present a petition to Parliament against the lack of representation of the working class. The common was subsequently enclosed and renamed Kennington Park, perhaps to discourage civil disobedience. It also lists the six points of the Peoples Charter that demanded the following changes to the British electoral system (Hovell 1918): 1. Universal suffrage (the right to vote) 2. Abolition of property qualifications for members of parliament 3. Annual parliamentary elections 4. Equal representation 5. Payment of members of parliament 6. Vote by secret ballot (Hovell 1918: 49) 
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The London Chartists demonstration and many other provincial organisations (radicals) sent delegations and petitions to the Home Secretary, making the point repeatedly that the current laws laid down by a tyrannical government were heavily biased against the innocent and unrepresented. This included non-land-owning men and women who were not eligible to vote, children and women being exploited in factories, low wages, reduction of access for working class people to common lands and lack of healthcare and education. In mass rallies to parliament thousands took to the streets. In The Tolpuddle Martyrs Joyce Marlow (1971) recounts the popular chant sang by the masses:  God is our guide! From field, from wave, From Plough, from anvil and from loom;  We come, our country’s rights to save,  And speak a tyrant faction’s doom: We raise the watchword, liberty, We will, we will, we will be free!!! (Marlow 1971: 94)  The words of this poem can easily be recognised and translated into modern chants heard at contemporary worker’s demonstrations.  The hundreds of thousands of people who turned out to the mass meetings, held to launch the charter and to elect delegates to represent the convention, show the extent to which the timing was right to effect social justice and change. As John Bates (1895) recalled in The Bradford Daily Telegraph:  There were radical associations all over the country, but a great lack of cohesion. The radicals were without unity of aim and method, and there was but little hope of accomplishing anything. When however, the People’s Charter was drawn up...clearly defining the urgent demands of the working classes, we felt we had a real bond of union; and so transformed our radical associations into local Chartists centres (Bates 1895).   In some districts Chartists set up their own chapels, schools, food kitchens and 
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even theatres. In this, as in other activities which were only marginally political, they were often preserving customs and institutions which were under attack by the forces making for conformity, respectability and modernism in early Victorian Britain. The popular theatre was an institution which was usually defended by the Chartist, although it was frowned upon by many contemporary moralists. In The Chartist, Theatre Reform and Research, Clive Barker (1971) notes:  If the march of intellect has done nothing else, it has well-nigh marched the players out of English counties. Few respectable people are to be found within the wall of county theatres. When any there are, they avoid recognition- a fair criterion by which to estimate how much additional respectability they obtain within the walls of the playhouse  (Barker 1971: 46).  At its height Chartism was a movement which involved whole communities. Families took part, men, women and children demonstrated shared values. In villages of the manufacturing districts there is much evidence in all accounts and reports of the participation of women. The leaders who appealed to the movement throughout the country made a particular point of appealing to the women as well as to the men. Feargus O’Connor (1839) from the first Chartist convention wrote in the London Dispatch, ‘Let every man, women and child sign the petition. Go on good men, go on virtuous women, we are engaged in the cause of justice [for the innocent] which is the cause of God. Sign the petition’ (O’Connor 1839). This appeal was met with significant success as John Collins reported to the same Chartist convention that of Birmingham signatures to the petition, 24,000 were those of women. Women’s Chartist associations were soon playing a huge role in the movement and were soon publishing address lists, manifestos and ballot papers. Elizabeth Neesom signed one petition from the 
London Female Democratic Association in May 1839 that to this day is still read out in demonstrations throughout Britain. It is as follows:  To those who may be, or may appear to be, surprised that females 
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should be daring enough to interfere with politics; to them we simply say, that as it is a female [Queen Victoria] that assumes to rule this nation in defiance of the universal rights of man and women, we assert in accordance with the rights of all, and acknowledging the sovereignty of the people our rights as free women to rule ourselves (Neesom 1839).  The Peoples Charter tea towel can be purchased via the Internet from the Radical Tea Towel Company and is also available in selected National Trust gift shops. Through these different marketing channels the same tea towel is targeted at different audiences. The Radical Tea Towel Company is an online website that specialises in politically left, socially conscious satirical political products, including tea towels depicting anarchist designs, Marxist slogans, feminism/the suffragette movement and satirical cartoons mocking the banking sector. It is individuals and groups with these politically left views that would be attracted to these products. The company provides an ethical policy that reads as a précis manifesto of their political position.  We are a family-based business sourcing our products from ethical suppliers in the UK. Our kitchen products are made in a factory providing employment in a rural area where jobs are in short supply. Where possible our suppliers endeavour to employ workers with disabilities, conscious that they face major difficulties in the jobs market. As many items as possible are made in the one factory to cut down on environmental damage caused by unnecessary shipping.  The cotton used in our products is imported by the roll from Turkey. No child labour is used in the mills that supply the cotton and employment standards are good. The inks used in printing our products are water based which means that, although they require great skill to use, they have virtually no impact on the environment. All other chemicals used in cleaning 
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processes, etc., are environmentally safe. Any waste fabrics and other materials are recycled wherever possible or disposed of responsibly according to current legislation (Radical Tea Towel Company ethical policy 2015).  This ethical policy responds to many of the concerns related to the means of production of the very cotton used to weave the tea towel that depicts the historical and contemporary moral issues regarding exploitation, child labour and slavery and environmental impact. Today there are many pressure groups and organisations monitoring the fair working rights of factories producing these types of products and in the case of this tea towel the object itself is being used as the political vehicle for comment on its own production.  The Peoples Charter tea towel is also available in National Trust gift shops where the audience may be less likely to shop online for gifts and whose political views and group profile may vary from those who do. Whilst both groups would arguably share knowledge of the chartist movement, the connotations of printing the people’s charter on a tea towel would be different in each case. I would argue that the Radical Tea Towel Company have chosen this seemingly innocuous object to raise awareness of the issues of lack of innocence in manufacturing, by the ethical production of the cotton tea towel, which has itself historically been the source of fierce debate and protest against the exploitation of workers and social injustice.   This is an example of a satirical product of an oppressional manufacturing regime being used to self-reflect on the historical and contemporary oppression suffered by workers in the manufacture of itself. It challenges well the notions and interpretation of innocence.   As said, this tea towel is available to purchase from two sources; online from the Radical Tea Towel Company and National Trust gift shops. The interpretation of its meaning by the different audiences of these outlets will be governed by the values and understanding of each of those different social groups. This will in turn inform the level of engagement and interpretation that these different 
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groups make with its visual content. In terms of its innocence, as noted above these tea towels are inanimate, they have no conscience, yet I would argue these objects are autonomous agents. They do not exert their agency self-consciously, yet as Latour says ‘every artifact has its script, its potential to take hold of passersby and force them to play roles in its story’ (Latour 1991: 177). The role that the individuals shopping for this tea towel online will play should be driven by that group’s values which may well include political views regarding issues of social injustice and present day concerns for worker’s rights. This group may not experience the tea towel in terms of innocence; rather their interpretation is likely to be representative of social injustice. Considering the history of the Chartist movement and its mass meetings on Kennington Common, this group could well be made up of individuals of a more activist persuasion likely to communicate their views either vocally or by actual street demonstration. By contrast, the groups visiting the National Trust gift shop, would arguably engage in a less demonstrative fashion experiencing the tea towel as rather more innocent, perhaps interpreting it by means of a harmless historical social narrative, rather than in consideration of the immediacy of the current social plight of many workers around the world. In either case, as said earlier the tea towel is an inanimate object free of social conscious, therefore technically innocent, yet it is representative of a non-innocent past and present narrative of worker’s oppression. It may purport to be innocent but the Radical tea towel company encourage it to have real political impact and the National Trust profit from the emptiness of its politics, having emptied those politics themselves.     The Teapots  The teapots (Fig. 44) appear and may be experienced as innocent but they are actually performing ideological/meaningful work, engaging with wider social and political debate; they have become charged with issues facilitating effective, significant and meaningful engagement with these issues negotiating the values held by some groups and individuals.  I will show how the process of emptying the real politics from the souvenir teapots, as carried out by the National Trust, is performed – by making my own empty and yet politically charged parodic 
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products/dummy souvenirs the made artefacts recreate this task and challenge the view that the National Trust teapots are politically empty, innocent decorative souvenirs.  The industrial revolution marked a period of great change and prosperity for the pottery industries in England. This new prosperity was driven by many factors including new transport infrastructures, development of innovative mass production systems and advances in glazing and firing technologies. Imports of new materials from British colonies and increased wealth drove demand for fine quality ceramic products.  Aspirational middleclass households quickly adapted to the fashions and tastes of the Victorian upper classes, particularly as mass production now made fine crockery available to a wider audience. The Victorian taste for ornate objects not only for display, but also for everyday use, filtered down from elite households causing a production boom in the pottery industries. Many ceramic firms whose core business activity had previously been in the manufacture of utilitarian objects such as bottles, water pipes, baths and toilets were fast to reinvent their production direction towards dinner services, ornamental objects and decorative appliances such as porcelain lamps and hot water bottles. Some of the key companies embarking on diversification projects at this time were Doulton, Denby, Crown Derby and Wedgwood. Although distribution and pricing of quality ceramic dinnerware made fashionable products more widely available, such products were still well out of reach of most working people, who still relied on tin or wooden plates and utensils.   Tea had for years been a luxury product only affordable by the richest households but by 1830 it was increasingly drunk by everyone in Britain due to the formation of the East India Company, development of improved trade routes, steam powered cargo boats and economies of scale. In Britain between 1840 and 1900 the consumption of tea and sugar quadrupled. The increase in demand required mass production on an industrial scale and huge tea plantations were created by the British in India and Sri Lanka. The British are famous for tea 
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drinking due in part to the fact that historically tea drinking was regarded as patriotic as it supported British trade and the Empire. This social phenomenon required tea services to be produced using mass-produced pottery and porcelain. In the Victorian fashion, tea sets were usually highly decorative with designs appropriated from a wide range of sources including ancient Greek and Roman, Chinese, Italian and Dutch. As the fortunes of the potteries increased, more affordable tableware was developed to reach every area of the market. The expensive decorative motifs were substituted with a basic glaze finish and low priced kitchenware became available to the masses. The teapots used in this project to critique the souvenir/pottery industry in Britain are a modern equivalent of early kitchenware, bought at low cost from a supermarket chain. The phrase kitchenware is derived from the type of earthenware commonly used by servants downstairs in the kitchen of wealthy households. The pottery industry in Britain has seen a steady decline over the last forty years, elaborate dinner services and tea sets are seldom used now, imports of cheap tableware have been responsible for the closure of many long-established firms in Britain.   Through these made artefacts, the teapots (Fig. 44), I draw attention to the fact that everyday objects and souvenirs are being equipped for political or moral action. The teapots provide an example of how objects can play an auxiliary role in addition to their design function. The teapots invite us to probe further into the spectrum of politics with which they resonate, insofar as rather than remaining innocuous, harmless utilitarian objects, through my intervention of glazed imagery they play an important role in questioning and negotiating political debate on historic and contemporary issues of factory working conditions, social housing concerns and child labour. These teapots focus and draw attention to work carried out by the philanthropist, Lord Shaftsbury and the legislative reforms he affected with reference to worker’s welfare rights.   Lord Anthony Ashley-Cooper, 7th Earl of Shaftsbury was born on 28th April 1801 and he became the Earl of Shaftsbury in 1851. He was a politician, philanthropist, Anglican evangelical and a reformer who strived to improve the lives and working conditions of the of Victorian working classes, especially 
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children (Bradley 2006). Following the death of 26 children in a coalmine accident in 1838, the public became increasingly concerned about child labour in coalmines and demonstrated outside parliament.  Queen Victoria ordered an inquiry, headed by Lord Shaftsbury.  During the same period as the Peoples Charter 1848, discussed above, reformers such as Lord Shaftsbury lobbied Parliament for legislative changes affecting many aspects of worker’s welfare rights. In addition to his radical overhaul of mental health legislation in Great Britain, Lord Shaftsbury was responsible for the implementation of the maximum ten hour working day for persons younger than eighteen, a ban on child workers in cotton mills under the age of nine, a ban on climbing boys, provision of 'ragged schools' for poor children and the design of terraced housing for the working classes.   Teams of inspectors, called commissioners, visited collieries and mining communities to gather information about how they were being treated, sometimes against the owner's wishes. The published report in 1842 used engraved illustrations to show the conditions children faced and Victorian society was shocked. Later that year, Lord Shaftsbury passed the 1842 Mines and 
Collieries Act through the House of Commons which prohibited all underground work for women and girls, and for boys under ten (Kirton 1910).  Next, Lord Shaftsbury led a campaign for a reduction in the hours that children worked in textile factories, which led to the 1847 Factories Act being introduced. It was also known as the 'Ten Hour Act' as it set the limit that women and children could not work for more than ten hours per day. Lord Shaftsbury was also interested in education for working children. In 1844 he became chair of the Ragged Schools Union, an organisation that set up free schools for poor children funded with charity donations from other evangelical philanthropists, notably William Wilberforce, campaigner for the abolition of slavery. Towards the end of his life Shaftsbury worked tirelessly to pass the 1878 Factory and Workshop Act. This introduced new laws for every trade and business in the country, including that no child anywhere under the age of ten was to be employed, education was 
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to be compulsory for children up to ten years old and ten to fourteen year olds could only be employed for half days. It also stated that women could not work anymore than 56 hours a week (Donald 2010).   The teapot project consists of three ceramic made artefacts. The decoration of the teapots has been achieved through traditional methods of the application of glass decals and a high kiln firing temperature. The scenes (Fig. 44) focus on the themes of Lord Shaftsbury’s welfare reforms, housing architectural solutions, class issues and child exploitation. The first teapot depicts a scene of back-to-back housing terraces, which were a new social housing solution developed in the 19th century by Shaftsbury and his architects to replace urban slums. The second is an image of Lord Shaftsbury speaking at a worker’s reform meeting. The third is a depiction of a child operating machinery in a cotton mill with exploitative and dangerous working conditions. These made artefacts each depict scenes that are copies of original engravings from the 1847 Factories Act relevant to the conditions in which such objects would originally have been made. They are arguably satirical, yet serious rather than humorous, in the way they mock the possible social injustices taking place in their own production, including inadequate housing, lack of representation of the working classes and child labour, highlighting the concept of innocence. The teapots ‘pretend’ to be innocent but function as meaningful objects whose function is to express a political point of view. Compared with the Carton Ware teapots depicting Thatcher and Blair (Fig. 45), they perform their political work in a less obvious fashion. The Thatcher and Blair teapots I would argue are deeply satirical, humorous and less serious than my teapots, essentially cartoon caricatures of these ex-prime ministers, comparable with the puppets of the 1980s BBC series 
Splitting Image, which lampooned MPs and the royal family. They are poking fun at these leaders in a way that I would argue is not offensive, rather fun and silly, yet as nostalgic souvenirs they contain political meanings that for some could contain hurtful, harmful and non-innocent connotations. For example, people have living memories of the closure of coal mines during Thatcher’s premiership causing the fragmentation of whole communities, unemployment and hardship for thousands. Making a direct link with my social housing teapot (Fig. 44), the 
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Thatcher teapot has connotations that are far from innocent when we consider people’s memories of the selling-off of council flats and houses during the 1980s. Many former tenants benefited financially from these properties being sold on the open market, this policy did however also devastate the national social housing schemes for thousands, from which social housing availability has never recovered. Thatcher’s political legacy for many is sore and painful. Likewise, the Blair teapot will contain non-innocent connotations for many, reminding us of the leader who took Britain to war in Iraq.   It is useful at this point to cross-check how my made teapots function in terms of my three key concepts: nostalgia, innocence and experience. As explained in the Introduction these made artefacts are intended to ape and challenge the function of actual souvenirs. They are pretending to be nostalgic, with their historical imagery looking to the past, they may remind us of times past when similar teapots would be used regularly on the family kitchen table and they imitate the type of souvenir teapot available to buy in a National Trust gift shop. They are however fakes and cannot truly perform this nostalgic function. I would argue that it is only I who could interpret these as nostalgic, reminding me of the treasured experience of working in the ceramics department at university with staff and colleagues. The images only reflect hardship and I would argue that this is not technically nostalgia, as it cannot be interpreted as painful longing for a place or lost past. As noted above they may be pretending to be innocent souvenirs yet due to the ideological work they perform, this too is not possible. Finally, as far as being a souvenir of a treasured experience is concerned, they are dummies; they may resemble souvenir teapots widely available in gift shops, yet there is no experience being celebrated. The only point of reference in terms of an experience is one of hardship endured by thousands of workers in the 19th century, outside the living memory of anyone. So, I can summarise that these made teapots have successfully managed to ape all the key concepts nostalgia, innocence and experience, whilst playing no part in any.    
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 Figure 44 – Zak Jones, Social housing, Lord Shaftsbury Rally, Child factory workers (2013), digitally printed decal, earthenware, 25 x 25 x 10cm each. Ceri Hand Gallery, London.  
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The political function of the souvenir 
 In Objects and Materials, Noortje Marres (2014) explains how everyday utilitarian objects can perform work outside of their ‘original’ function or use, in particular political work. Using teapots as examples she describes how by intervention through images or slogans printed on the pots, or by their very form as in the Thatcher and Blair examples (Fig. 45) these teapots become ‘augmented objects’, in that they explicitly are performing political work. I would argue that they are political first and functional second, although in this case their functionality is limited as they would actually be awkward to make tea in. Marres explains that this type of object can be called political insofar as it comes to resonate with issues. She argues ‘what requires special attention is not, in first instance, the effects of objects on subjects, but rather the normative range of the objects itself: the spectrum of concerns that it carries or may activate’ (Marres 2014: 263).   The politics of augmented objects does not seem to drive exclusively from their ability to act on subjects, their normativity is more open ended than that: it hinges on the capacity of the object, not to project a definite role onto individuals, but to become charged with issues. The focus rests very much on the explicit investment of objects themselves with political and moral capacities, such as to make global issues relevant on the plane of everyday living.  
 Figure 45 – Fluck and Law for Carton Ware. Margaret Thatcher and Tony Blair Teapots (2015), ceramic, 15x 20x 10cm approx. 
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 Figure 46– Zak Jones, English Village (2014), wool cross-stitch, 20x 40cm.  The English Village tapestry (Fig. 46) was purchased from the National Trust gift shop at Lanhydrock, the location of the surveys detailed in Chapter Two. For some visitors to Lanhydrock this souvenir would be interpreted as a harmless, innocuous object depicting a sleepy rural English village. For this group it may have signifieds of tranquillity, comfort, beauty and innocence. After all the project of stitching this piece to completion would be understood by many to be a harmless, gentile hobby, with the final object possibly interpreted as being a beautifully crafted object depicting the calmness of a rural English village. Other individuals may however interpret the meaning of the same souvenir very differently according to the values of the group they are a part of. Prominent in the scene is a war memorial commonly found in towns and villages across Britain. The presence of this within the image will for some individuals signify a very different interpretation. The signifieds now may include loss of innocence, imperialism, complicity and class. As in the case of the 9/11 snow globes above, the interpretation of this souvenir may lead to the questioning of the apparent innocence of the British state. It is a known fact that British companies supplied arms and military equipment fuelling the conflicts in Iraq 
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and Afghanistan. The wars currently being fought in the Middle East are creating mass migration of refugees to amongst other places, Britain. Some would argue that the British government are not acting in a morally fair and responsible way in dealing with what has become a refugee crisis. Rather than interpreting this tapestry as an idyllic village scene, harmless and innocuous, depicting a ‘little-England/dear green place’ ideology, the meaning for some could be of a place closed to refugees and asylum seekers, unwelcoming, inhabited by the privileged, governed by a party who far from being innocent are complicit in the suffering of others.   Through my intervention on this object, the stitching of chicken wire across the whole scene, I have demonstrated a different interpretation of its meaning, that of the possibility of Britain being a closed place to asylum seekers as well as poorer people of the UK, and negotiated my social and political position according to the codes and values of the social group of which I am part.  To further demonstrate the spectrum of political concerns and interpretations that a souvenir may carry or activate for different groups and individuals in 2014 I cast in bronze a miniature tied up elderly lady, Resurgam (Fig. 48). This was intended to extend the range of concepts of innocence and other possible interpretations initially explored in the English village cross-stitch.  This artefact focuses on the concept of gender and age in terms of the production of cross-stitch tapestry work. Embroidery, cross-stitch and tapestry work has, although not exclusively, been the preserve of women, often of a senior age. In Britain for many generations until perhaps more recent times, an overarching role of women from certain class sectors of society has been that of domestic service, either low paid or unpaid in the case of the housewife and working in factories producing ready-made clothes. A dominant occupation of this work has been that of laundry, sewing and repairing duties. This was also vital to conceptions of femininity in the middle and upper classes. Sarah Gordon (2009) writes in Make 
it yourself: home, sewing, gender and culture 1890-1930, that ‘sewing to save money supported middle-class values of feminine thrift, and provided a way for women to influence the household budget without earning a wage’ (Gordon 
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2009: 89). This activity was not restricted to the home, as Gordon notes ‘the thousands of working class female operatives who worked in clothing factories and sweatshops could rarely afford the garments they made. Instead, they used their skills, and often fabric remnants from the industry, to make their own clothing’ (Gordon 2009: 89). I would argue that there existed a lack of innocence in terms of both class and gender as outside of these duties, leisure time activities would in some cases not deviate far from this core-working practise, and would eventually, by means of flag and banner-making, lead to being a vehicle for political protest for women’s rights by the suffragettes.   
 Figure 47 – Library of Congress Prints and Photographs Division Washington, USA. Suffragettes 
sewing flags (1842), photograph.  Tapestry kits and patterns available today in National Trust gift shops are generally quite expensive to purchase. Hours of work are required to achieve the project and the end result is a souvenir of a place typically with sole resonance to the maker of the object. Cross-stitch and embroidery work, as we have seen with all souvenirs holds interpretations different to all groups and individuals, in some cases the signifieds of such cross-stitch pieces is likely by some to be of 
kitsch, female exploitation and old-fashioned values. In my made artefact, 
Resurgam (Fig. 48), I tied up the miniature model of an elderly lady and cast it in bronze as a satirical response to these concerns. The result of this project was a bronze sculpture aping genuine miniature bronze souvenirs typically bought on 
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the Grand Tour in the 19th century. The size of my made artefact mimics that of other bronze souvenirs often used as desktop paperweights or mantelpiece ornaments.   Where my artefact differs from a genuine bronze souvenir is that it is not commemorating a place visited or a treasured experience, it is doing the opposite, it is a dummy souvenir celebrating nothing other than making a satirical remark about the unfair treatment of women in years past - it is working hard to not be innocuous, it celebrates only its falseness as a fake and the lack of innocence it refers to.  The solidity and permanence of the bronze intends to forever prevent the subject from furthering any, as I see it, pointless, exploitative and counterproductive activities. The artefact is titled Resurgam, Latin for I will rise up, again indicating that the opinions and interpretation of this activity will endlessly vary for different viewers. This sculpture may metaphorically prevent the group of women in question from any further tapestry work, which as explained could be interpreted as being very far from an innocent hobby, yet as the title explains, this is only one possible understanding of the issue, and this woman has every intent to continue sewing, despite the reactionary intervention demonstrating my values.  
 Figure 48 – Zak Jones, Resurgam (2014), Bronze, 8x 7x 12cm approx. Ceri Hand Gallery, London. 
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Souvenirs and exploitation  
 As discussed in the Introduction to this thesis, my research question arose for me when I visited Southern China for a period of residency. Here a first-hand insight was gained into a different world of heritage production and consumption. My residency was based in Guangzhou, the major city in the Guangdong region, the dominant industrial region of China. It is from this region that many of the souvenirs for sale in gift shops in Western countries are now produced and exported.    As demonstrated with the snow globes and teapots above, the perceived notion of souvenirs as being innocuous or innocent records of places visited or experiences held, when the hidden production history of such objects is revealed and considered, a far less innocent narrative unfolds. This concept was explored in great depth in Hidden Agenda: Socially Conscious Craft. Hidden Agenda, curated by myself, is a partnership exhibition with Berwick Visual Arts and the Crafts Council of Great Britain. It presents works by makers and designers who use craft and made artefacts for social comment and provocation. Generation (Fig. 49) comprises fifty-four pairs of cast chicken feet individually finished by myself and a team of workers in a bronze foundry in southern China and explores several social aspects linked to its production, including the concept of fair trade and ethics in manufacturing and the correct sourcing and processing of materials, while respecting the tradition and authenticity of the craft employed. This work carried out in China and the resulting bronze artefacts was a response to the research question ‘What is heritage production and consumption? How does it operate, and what part does the production and consumption of souvenirs play’? Firstly, it challenges any notion that the souvenir can be innocuous or innocent in terms of its production – these bronze chicken feet reveal the hidden exploitation and hardship suffered by many in the production of souvenirs. Secondly, as I have argued above with the snow globe, tea towel and teapot examples, at the consumption end of the heritage production process, the souvenir is habitually emptied of its political content, it is portrayed as innocent, merely celebratory, harmlessly commemorative; this is the agenda of 
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the institutions that sell these souvenirs. The institutions use the souvenirs they sell to negotiate the values of that institution with the purchaser and to make a profit. The heritage industry is just that; an industry which will only operate through profit. Financial profit by one institution generally causes exploitation and economic casualties further down the supply chain, casualties that the institutions involved in heritage production would rather keep hidden. As said, souvenirs seem to have an innocent quality, but they cannot be innocent due to the social and political mechanisms of their production. To uncover the exploitation inherent in the production of souvenirs and to understand how this is a growing social problem we can look to China, as this is where Generation (Fig. 49) and many of the other souvenirs I have used as examples are made.   In total eighty five percent of China’s poor live in rural areas and extreme poverty forces many of them to leave the countryside in search of employment in cities such as Guangzhou. Often referred to as the factory of the world, China’s exponentially growing factory economy relies on these migrant workers who make up most of the factory workforce producing souvenirs for export to the West.  According to the organisation War on Want there are approximately 150 million internal migrant workers in China who, because of their status, do not receive any state benefits or protection. They must endure poor working conditions such as excessive and forced overtime, denial of social security rights and failure to provide employment contracts, as well as severe health risks (Waronwant 2014).  Rural migrant workers find themselves trapped in factories with appalling working conditions, mostly women earning extremely low wages. Migrant workers endure long working days, work seven days a week, many without an employment contract and face constant discrimination. Women migrant workers, who are primarily employed in factories, rarely get maternity leave, and have no childcare facilities and working weeks of more than 70 hours. As a result many are temporarily or even permanently separated from their children.  As an ongoing political problem, there exists in the Guangdong region of China no freedom of association to form trade unions and non-governmental labour 
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organisations are closely monitored by the government who carry out regular crackdowns. Multinational corporations and national factory owners supplying souvenirs to the West take advantage of this anti-union climate, the workers lack of awareness of their own rights and the Chinese government’s unwillingness to address the abuse of migrant workers’ rights. 
 
 
 Figure 49 – Zak Jones, Generation (2014) Bronze cast chicken feet. 4x 5x 7cm approx. each, Image: Courtesy of The Crafts Council of Great Britain. 
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Generation (2014) targets these non-innocent social and political aspects of souvenir production – as explained above, primarily it calls for the empowerment of Chinese migrant workers to defend their rights and to challenge abuses by factory employers. The project was completed in the LIU foundry in Guangzhou, famous for its production of the bronze raging bull outside the stock exchange in Lower Manhattan, New York. This political project draws attention to the suffering of workers in the production of imported souvenirs. It operates as a protest for reform to take place in China regarding workers rights, health and safety regulations, social welfare and factory working conditions. Generation (Fig. 49) not only challenges the values of the authorities governing the factory conditions in the Guangdong industrial region, but also critiques the entire souvenir supply chain calling for increased moral accountability at every operational stage of heritage production and consumption.   The artefact subject- chicken feet- comments on the very basic food allowance offered the workers, the quantity of bronze feet (54 pairs) highlights the reliance on manpower rather than mechanised technology and the choice of bronze, a relatively expensive material draws attention to the disparity between the monetary value of the project outcome as an art piece and the extremely low wages paid to the workers who fulfilled it. Having been purchased by the Crafts Council of Great Britain and on tour in galleries and museums around Britain, 
Generation opens debate for viewers on its interpretation by different groups as to the innocence of this artefact in consideration of the conditions in which it was made.  To recap, in the section above I have argued that the perceived notion of souvenirs as being innocuous or innocent records of places visited or treasured experiences is false, as when the truth behind the hidden production element of heritage production and consumption is revealed, a far less innocent narrative unfolds. This I have shown is particularly the case in terms of exploitation and abuse of factory workers in the production of souvenirs. The final section which follows contributes to my argument regarding the portrayal of a souvenir as 
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being interpreted as innocent is false. That being, calling into question the harm that the manufacturing process of the actual material from which souvenirs are physically made can cause, particularly plastic and contributes to answering my question ‘what part does the production and consumption of souvenirs play’?  A significant amount of souvenirs available to buy in gift shops are made from plastic, certainly all the examples of snow globes used in this thesis are plastic and were produced thousands of miles from where they are consumed. Those souvenirs that are not manufactured from plastic still create significant carbon footprints through the logistics of their supply chains. Plastics, so cheaply and easily produced, were once seen as offering salvation from the haphazard and uneven distribution of natural resources that had made some nations wealthy, left others impoverished, and triggered countless devastating wars. Plastics promised a material utopia available to all, yet I argue appear innocent but are actually destroying the world and the animals in it. In Plastic, A Toxic Love Susan Freinkel (2011) quoting Victor Yarsley comments on this dreamlike plastic utopia:   This Plastic Man will come into a world of colour and bright shining surfaces...a world in which man, like a magician, makes what he wants for almost every need. They envisioned him growing up and growing old surrounded by unbreakable toys, rounded corners, unscuffable walls, warpless windows, dirt-proof fabrics, and lightweight cars and planes and boats. The indignities of old age would be lessened with plastic glasses and dentures until death carried the plastic man away, at which point he would be buried hygienically enclosed in a plastic coffin (Yarsley 1946: 150).  This quotation by Yarsley is satirical in form, humorously and sarcastically offering plastic as the solution for a perfect life. I argue that Yarsley knew very well the harm that plastics posed to both humans and the environment, after all he was a chemist. Barthes too extolled the virtues of plastic, in his short essay 
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Plastic, which I discussed in Chapter One, Barthes (2009) focuses on the material qualities of the plastic objects, comparing it with wood. He notes that:   Plastic is the very idea of its infinite transformation; as its everyday name indicates, it is ubiquity made visible. It is this fact that makes it a miraculous substance: a miracle is always a sudden transformation of nature. Plastic remains impregnated throughout with this wonder: it is less a thing than the trace of a movement (Barthes 2009: 117).   Barthes makes no comment in his essay about the harm this ‘transformation of nature’ that plastic undertakes may do to humans and the environment. He does note plastic ‘being made of a graceless material, the product of chemistry, not nature’ (Barthes 2009: 58), but he does not connect the two, chemistry and nature, in terms of possible pollution and harm to the later. Barthes’ only negative comment in relation to the manufacturing of plastic objects is:   The price to be paid for this success is that plastic, sublimated as movement, hardly exists as substance. Its reality is a negative one: neither hard nor deep, it must be content with a substantial attribute which is neutral in site of its utilitarian advantages: resistance, a state which merely means an absence of yielding (Barthes 2009: 118).   Again, this is only commenting on possible negative aesthetic and material qualities of plastic rather than the harmful aspects of its production.   At the time of writing Plastic in the early 1970s, plastic was still a fairly new phenomenon. Bakelite, or polyoxybenzylmethylenglycolanhydride originally developed by Leo Baekeland in 1970 was still in production and the emphasis of research and development was focused on the production of new more durable, flexible and long lasting plastic formulas, rather than consideration of the potential harmful means of production. In the decades that have followed and the introduction of plastic into every aspect of modern living, the discourse has shifted greatly towards its harmful effect on the environment and human health.  
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Writing in Environmental Health News (July 2nd, 2009), Jessica Knoblauch notes that: Plastics are very long-lived products that could potentially have service over decades, and yet our main use of these lightweight, inexpensive materials are as single-use items that will go to the garbage dump within a year, where they’ll persist for centuries (Knoblauch 2009: 13). Evidence is mounting that the chemical building blocks that make plastics so ubiquitous and versatile are the same components that might harm people and the environment. This ‘product of chemistry’ (Barthes 2009: 58), its distribution by sea or airplane and its final disposal, often in landfill sites, contribute to an array of environmental pollution concerns. Plastic buried deep in landfills can leach harmful chemicals that spread into groundwater. Plastic debris, laced with chemicals and often ingested by marine animals, can injure or poison wildlife. Floating plastic waste, which can survive for thousands of years in water, serves as mini transportation devices for invasive species, disrupting habitats. Many of the snow globes examples used in this thesis are manufactured thousands of miles from the location they celebrate and are sold. The Welsh snow globe was produced in China and sold in a gift shop in Aberwystwith, Wales. It is likely it was transported on a vessel similar to the one shown in Fig. 50, the world’s largest shipping container.     
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 Figure 50 – The Daily Telegraph, The World’s largest shipping container. Felixstowe (2016), Photograph.  The main constituent used in the production of plastic souvenirs is refined oil; approximately 4 percent of world oil production is used in industrial manufacture of plastics, and a similar amount is consumed as energy in the process (source: Natural Building May 2012). I would argue that this material is far from innocent, innocuous and harmless in terms of the damage it causes. In addition to the pollution issues surrounding the petroleum industry, human bodies absorb chemicals that are added to plastics, some of these compounds have been found to alter hormones or have other potential human health effects. People are exposed to chemicals from plastic multiple times per day through the air, dust, water, food and use of consumer products.  Plastic is also not sustainable as a cheap material unless organic based manufacturing methods are developed. As a Racusin (2012) writes in the Natural 
Building Companion:  The feedstock of plastic is primarily petroleum- or natural-gas-derived, although bio-plastics are making inroads in the overall market share of plastic products. Obvious issues emerge regarding the finite amount of available petroleum resources, as well as the pollution associated with oil extraction and refinement; the massive Gulf Coast oil spill of 2010 is only one of the more 
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notorious of the many ecologically devastating accidents that are not frequently considered in addition to the standard pollution impacts of extraction and refinement, which are extensive (Racusin 2012: 14). 
 
Conclusion  This chapter has demonstrated, through examples, that souvenirs represent or have connotations of being harmlessness and innocuousness, yet are performing ideological work which is in fact neither. As souvenirs they seem to have an innocent quality, meaning or state of being which is free from moral wrong. Their apparent meaning of innocence gives the sense of an absence of guile or cunning connotations. They seem to have a certain naiveté; this is not however always the case as for various audiences the meaning and interpretation that these objects generate will be different. In the case of the teapots, discussed in this chapter, for some these will be interpreted as neutral and decorative objects that illustrate interesting historical prints of industrial era scenes. For others the teapots with their prints of child labour and social housing solutions will trigger feelings against elitism, past social injustice and class struggles. For this latter group the connotations could be of anger that can be translated to current times, where many may still feel that modern working conditions are often unfair and housing shortages still very much a current concern.  Supposedly innocent souvenir objects including, tea towels snow globes and teapots are used as documentary evidence of having visited a place but at the same time these objects are hiding a class, ideology, industrial and social history that is not innocent or neutral. When the original source of manufacture of the objects by low paid workers in exploitative working conditions is uncovered they become far less innocent. The teapots exemplify this dichotomy with the use of visual images of child workers and slums as decorations. The range of 9/11 snow globes also demonstrates how the original innocence of a commemorative snow globe can be satirically hijacked for political purposes. Additionally this 
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chapter has challenged the concept that commemoration itself it not necessarily innocent.  Objects represent a culture's values and are therefore meaningful. The way is that we are buying in to the values perceived to be represented by the object and thus making ourselves into a certain kind of person, in the examples above negotiating positions of innocence. An object has no knowledge or understanding itself. It is the intervention of man that creates what objects represent or stand for and the meaning people attach to them. This is generated by the relation of the object to the cultural values of the group interpreting them. Things are meaningful because of the relations they enter into with people's values. Before that relation, there is no object. We cannot experience the objects outside of culture, other than as signifiers of cultural values, so they are all not innocent, but the ideological communicators of values and negotiations of political relations  The following Chapter will focus on souvenirs which are meaningful as, or which generate the meaning of the treasured experience; holiday trinkets, fun gifts, snow globes and items that could be thought of as positive reflection on events such as excursions and holidays. Whilst this chapter will consider the audience specific meaning of souvenirs, what these meanings are and what generates them from a more positive and celebratory view, it will also demonstrate how the other less positive elements detailed in the previous chapters still invade this meaning. In this chapter I shall also examine how the London department stores Harrods and Selfridges manipulate the meaning of the snow globe and use it as a contemporary strategy to influence people’s minds to enter the stores and do shopping there. Chapter Three has concentrated on the ideological/meaningful work being carried out by the souvenir where ideology is rhetoric- a false dichotomy. Chapter four will look at the souvenir as the ideology of the treasured experience concentrating on the rhetorical, persuasive function being performed.   
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Chapter Four. The Souvenir: Treasured Experience  
Introduction    In the previous chapters I have used the same or similar souvenir objects to demonstrate how their meaning to different social groups varies through a range of paradoxical interpretations, from safety to loss and innocence to exploitation. These examples have shown how the objects provide meaningful links to and thus construct our understanding of the past, present and future.  Chapter Two explored how souvenirs are objects which reflect nostalgia, relating to a past which is now gone. Whilst I have shown that these objects can give the owner a positive feeling of warmth regarding the past, there is also a negative painful sense of loss and longing. The cap and ceramic Victorian houses and tower block allow a parodic portal into the past that informs the present about where we have come from and who we are. Chapter Three focused on a neutral notion of how an object can have a meaning to the owner of innocence. Objects such as National Trust teapots and decorative tea towels can be innocent records of where someone has been; yet when the original source of manufacture of the objects by low paid workers in exploitative working conditions is uncovered they become far less innocent. The teapots exemplified this dichotomy with the use of visual images of child workers and slums as decorations. The 9/11 snow globe also demonstrated how the original innocence of a commemorative snow globe can be satirically hijacked for political purposes.    This chapter will focus on souvenirs as objects which are meaningful as, or which generate the meaning of, a treasured experience; holiday trinkets, fun gifts, snow globes again and items that could be thought of as positive reflection on events such as excursions, visits, tours and holidays. Whilst this chapter will consider the audience specific meaning of souvenirs, what these meanings are and what generates them from a more positive and celebratory view, it will also demonstrate how the other less positive elements such as ideology, pain and 
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exploitation, detailed in the previous chapters, still invade this meaning. In this chapter I shall demonstrate how the meaning of the souvenir as an object positively celebrating the treasured experience as ostensibly a fun trinket can still also hold a ‘less positive’ record of ideology. In doing this I shall examine how the London department stores Harrods and Selfridges manipulate the meaning of the snow globe and use it as a contemporary strategy to influence people’s minds to enter the stores and do shopping there; the snow globe here as with all the objects I discuss has a rhetorical, persuasive and therefore ideological function.   There is a sense in which one looks forward to re-remembering the treasured experience in the future. This is part of the experience and meaning of this form or aspect of the souvenir/object. The meanings that are constructed with these souvenirs are however of particular interest and will be analysed and explained in this chapter. The accounts of the Harrods and Westminster globes are not only about generating or remembering treasured experiences, but also about constructing group identity, visitor’s experiences, tourism and exploitation and commercialisation.  Sentiments which may arise when considering the concept of the treasured experience may include the warmth and safety of a holiday spent with family or friends, the excitement experienced visiting a place different from our usual environment, and warm weather and relaxation, combined with other joyous sensations such as food or drink. We look forward to returning the following year, not necessarily to the same place, rather to a similar experience, providing the possibility of a future continuation of happiness. The souvenirs purchased on these occasions, now displayed at home, indicate that the place visited continues to be pleasant and joyful and will remain so for another year and into the future. Nostalgia reminds us that the dream-like experience has not been lost; it still is a fantastic scene and the treasured experience endures through the object. The souvenir perpetuates the past experience in the present and the hope is that it endures into the future. There is however a caveat here, as time has passed and the object cannot replace the experience, but only acts as a reminder. This is the 
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paradox, the deconstruction of the present into the moments of the past and the future that actually make it up. You do actually have some experience of the past event as you look forward or anticipate those future opportunities in your appreciation of the souvenir object in the present. A holiday planned for next year could well be warm, pleasurable and comforting, yet that is not last year. Last year is gone and only nostalgia exists actually. There is a commercial drive that the souvenir object will keep the experience alive, yet it has to be dead as its history. This apparent contradiction is reinforced by Walter Benjamin (1999) when he cited a comment by Franz Gluck on Adolf Loos:  As with the snow globe you can view the scene and hold its image in your hand, yet not touch it or live it or experience it. It is now only in the past and returns to nostalgia as its now in the museum inside the plastic bubble (Benjamin 1999: 76).  The contradiction active here forces the souvenir object of a treasured positive experience into the present and then again into the past and onto the future.  Past, present and future all become history basing themselves on the original nostalgia of the past experience, therefore technically negative. The intention of the production and consumption of these objects to force or promise nostalgia into the future cannot be done literally but can be done metaphorically in that you hope and expect it to re-ignite, or remind you of the feelings you had in the past, giving you the knowledge or hope that it will work next week, tomorrow or next year. This knowing/hoping for the future is part of the present experience of the souvenir object, which is a reminder of the past. So these objects of nostalgia, innocence and the treasured experience perform a continual round circle chasing their memories. They provide an explanation of the way the souvenir objects have a true function, that of providing a metaphoric negotiation of the relation between past, present and future, indicating the significance of the role played by the past and the future in the present.  The examples of tea towels and snow globes below both focus on particular social groups and the meaning that these souvenirs hold for each. We can 
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identify that these artefacts are souvenirs from their materiality and visuality and different groups may be attracted to these artefacts more than others because the objects have the visual and/or material form that reflects a desirable status, experience of being in a particular place or aesthetic quality. The audiences used to uncover the judgement and values of the objects for the tea towels are the Royal household, National Trust visitors and tourists. My argument is that different cultures [publics] generate different meanings for the same objects because of the different values and beliefs they hold. The analysis of the meaning of the snow globes will focus on people and audiences operating within various institutions and how meanings are generated through the souvenir.  The main institutions are centred on tourism, commerce and borough councils.   
The tea towel – celebrating the treasured experience  The first example of an object generating or reminding us of a treasured experience is the tea towel. This section will explain how various constituencies – the Royal Household, National Trust visitors and foreign tourists – construct different meanings of tea towels according to the different values they have and the cultural judgements they make. In terms of the experience, this will uncover how these values are negotiated and exchanged through the souvenirs purchased or experienced by these various groups. The concept of experience will thus build a values-object-group equation. The meanings will concern patriotism, national identity, personal records of places visited, experiences and Christmas.  A visitor to London may purchase a souvenir tea towel from one of the many gift shops in the capital. As explained in Chapter One souvenirs generally fall into two distinct types: a souvenir of a place, or a souvenir of an event, both acting as records of an experience. These two categories invariably overlap, and both aspects can be and generally are considered intrinsic to the narrative of the souvenir. Also the origins, quality, price and manufacturing conditions of the many available tea towels vary; the discernment of meaning of each will be 
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governed by the social and cultural values of individuals engaging with these products. In addition to these criteria, the visual image printed on the towel is arguably the one that will present the widest range of interpretation and meaning to the purchaser or receiver of the object. The layout, choice of images and print quality will be a determining factor in how different groups view the tea towel in terms of taste.  As I discuss below, the tea towel souvenir as a memorial of a treasured experience masks or hides another side of the souvenir object, that of ideology. It is performing ideological and meaningful work other than that of commemorating the experience of a place visited.  
 Figure 51 – Oxford Street souvenir shop, London Tea Towel (2016), cotton, 70x 45cm.  
 The London tea towel (Fig. 51) is a souvenir of a place experienced: London. Visually it depicts some of the most popular tourist attractions in London, including Big Ben and the Tower of London. As a gift or a take-home souvenir, it is also a signifier of a treasured past experience. Regardless of which shop it was purchased from it will always act for that person as a representation and memorialisation of that location and that personal event. The circumstances that led to the ownership of the object will forever exist, even if the memory becomes cloudy over the years. If receiving such a tea towel as a present from another 
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individual, we are able to share some of this experience, albeit imaginative, as we were not actually there. This tea towel is however performing ideological and meaningful work other than that of commemorating the experience of a place visited. Through its dominant tricolour scheme, the depiction of the union flag, the royal coat of arms and the English rose positioned in each corner, it contains signifieds of patronage, royalty and empire, the individual interpretation of which will be determined by where the visitor is from and the values of the social and cultural group of which they are a part. The values of the British establishment are being negotiated through this souvenir; it is to be determined by the visitor whether or not to accept these values.  
 Figure 52 – Royal Wedding (2011) cotton tea towel, 70 x 45 cm.   The Royal Wedding tea towel (Fig. 52) differs from the London example (Fig. 51), as it is the memorialisation of both a place and an event; it is both personal and public. In this case the souvenir commemorates and acts as a record of the treasured experience of visiting London, in particular the tourist attraction Westminster Abbey and a particular event, a royal wedding. It is through these souvenirs that we are able to continue to treasure these past experiences in the 
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present and in the future. Yet again this souvenir is performing ideological work, it negotiates the British institutions, the British State, the Church of England and the royal family’s (the Queen is the head of all three) values and beliefs in the historical, present day and future perpetuation of a monarchist state. As said, this souvenir does commemorate the event of a royal wedding, it is unlikely however that any tourist would have actually been present at this event, rather where this souvenir is doing its work is in the negotiation between the concept of an un-elected monarchist state and an electable republic. We the audience are, through this souvenir, actively being persuaded to accept the former’s agenda and reject the latter’s.   These tea towels, like all the souvenirs used as examples throughout the previous chapters, are curious objects in the way that their interpretation is never simple or uni-linear. They are performing multiple ideological functions, never simply memorialising an experience; rather they are negotiating many social and cultural values and providing an endless range of aesthetic interpretations and opinions. From tourist tat to quality reproductions, the aesthetic discernment will always remain divided. This was covered in detail in Chapter Two through the comparison of the products available in the National Trust gift shop with the industrial era museum shop.   It would be simplistic to allude only to the realm of kitsch discussed in Chapter One when dealing with the aesthetics of the commercially produced souvenir. This is because the meaning of the souvenir and the interpretation of the experience it celebrates are produced in or by the relationship between the possessor/purchaser of that object and their cultural/social values and beliefs. Additionally the souvenir represents a past experience that is made meaningful partly by having narratives constructed around it. In The Artificial Kingdom, Olalquiaga (1999) positions these narratives within unconscious perception, where there is no erasure of an experience’s actual conditions, but rather the exclusion of consciousness’ backbone, that being, continuous time. Olalquiaga explains that ‘the perceptual process that eventually leads to kitsch is that aspect of experience constituted by what consciousness leaves out: the intensity of the 
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lived moment’ (Olalquiaga 1999: 71). Because of this, the souvenir is inherently nostalgic as it represents a connection to a past experience in time. Olalquiaga places these connections to the past into two categories, the ‘unconscious remembrance’ and ‘conscious reminiscence’. She states that:  The unconscious remembrance supersedes the conscious reminiscence’s evocative ability, since remembrance can leap beyond the immediate event into the associated dimension behind it, while reminiscence, trapped in its fabricated temporality, must content itself with repeating over and over a reconstructed event (Olalquiaga 1999: 72).   As demonstrated in the previous chapters the souvenir performs multiple roles in terms of nostalgia, innocence and the aesthetic interpretation of the same object to different individuals or groups. Regardless of its quality or material origins, (the souvenir object is often not made in the place it is purchased or visually celebrates); the aesthetic discernment will not be the same for different groups. It is through these differences in social values that the debate regarding the suitability of the Kate/William royal wedding tea towel was negotiated. 
 Figure 53– TNT Mirror article, Killjoys’ Souvenir Order (4th Oct 2011). 
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In 2011, the wedding of Prince William and Kate Middleton was accompanied by the production and consumption of vast quantities of commemorative souvenirs. Souvenirs of all descriptions, from mugs to banners, tea towels to Kate and Will dolls had been designed, ordered and manufactured months in advance of the actual event.  As these orders had been considered and placed well in advance, there arose the opportunity for a discussion to take place on what was or was not acceptable to the Royal household. The tabloid newspapers and Internet blogs gave much column space to this debate on taste, tackling issues surrounding the notion of kitsch and tat. On the 4th October 2014, the Daily 
Mirror newspaper published an article (Fig. 53) that stated:   Royal wedding tea towels to commemorate Prince William and Kate Middleton’s wedding have been banned by Buckingham Palace, breaking with a longstanding British tradition of drying your dishes on the faces of the royal family (Daily Mirror 4th October 2014).  According to the Mirror ‘a Palace spokesperson said that the tea towels depicting the printed photographs of the Royal couple would not be in good taste’. The Daily Express also reported that only ‘biscuit tins, plates and coffee mugs have been approved’ (Daily Express: 2014), not tea towels. The Lord Chamberlain, Earl Peel, the senior official in the Royal household, had apparently issued a formal memorandum stating which items would be considered appropriate and these tea towels failed to achieve royal approval. A spokesman for Buckingham Palace said: ‘We want items that are permanent and significant.’ The article finishes by adding: ‘But don’t worry, if you can’t live without your royal wedding tea towel, there are sure to be plenty of unofficial versions for sale on your local market’ (Daily Mirror: 2014).  What is of interest here is the articulation of the Royal household’s judgment/order on what is acceptable and in good taste. The key issue here is the way that this group, the Royal household, constructs a specific meaning using their values and beliefs. The Royal household’s beliefs concerning what is in good taste, and their aesthetic and consumerist values, are being used to 
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construct the meaning/interpretation that the inexpensive tea towels portraying the prints of Prince William and Kate Middleton are 'not in good taste' -the Royal household’s treasured experience is not being treated appropriately with these souvenirs. This can influence or govern the public’s understanding of the values held by the Royal Household and the institutions stance on what we mean by heritage. Notably the comment that ‘We [the royal household] want items that are permanent and significant’ (Daily Mirror 2014) could be seen as mirroring the strategy employed in production of British heritage, particularly the sense of permanence, the past and present forming the future, and the past and future governing the present. The wedding of the future king and queen of England, its associated celebrations, and discernment towards appropriate souvenirs demonstrates the Royal household’s values and judgments towards the importance of quality, authenticity with regard to an uninterrupted lineage and family decent to the past albeit as a promise of a thoroughly modern future monarchy, what many would term heritage. This merging of the nostalgic past and future promise is absolutely celebrated in the present and offers enormous commercial opportunities.  The Royal household did issue guidelines on the type of souvenirs that would meet official approval and therefore be in good taste. Firstly, the Cath Kidson tea towel (Fig. 54) met with approval, as it did not depict the faces of Will and Kate, and rather combined the image of a place, Westminster Abbey, with the celebration of an event, the wedding. In the foreground are crowds of well-wishers waving Union Jack flags, suggesting that everyday people should enjoy this experience and be part of the celebrations. This souvenir demonstrates the values-object-group equation discussed above; the values of the royal household are conveyed through this object to the would-be buyer, those of the perpetuation of the monarchy and the persuasion that the public should join in the pageantry of this occasion and hold those values too. I would argue that this souvenir is performing ideological work in asserting or claiming that the British people do not have republican tendencies. Even the labelling on the towel is asking us to consider Britishness as representing quality and long lasting. The label reads ‘100 percent Quality British Cotton’, the printing uses a more 
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permanent method and the item is more expensive than other examples. This tea towel therefore appeals consciously or unconsciously to social groups who hold or at least wish to assimilate the values of the institution.  
 Figure 54 – Cath Kidson, Royal Wedding (2011), cotton tea towel, 70 x 45 cm.   Similarly, the National Trust tea towel (Fig. 55) uses high quality materials, combined with a retro font, restricted colour palette, and a play on words with I 
DO hidden within the text, to signify their values. The tea towel has a definite 1950s retro feel, through the colour scheme and text font adopted, again linking it with the past. The image of the tree is taken from the full-size trees that were installed, at the request of the Royal couple, in the nave of Westminster Abbey as they wished for a ‘thoroughly modern wedding’. This tea towel again employs narratives and imagery that use nostalgia, modernity and quality in its meaning. There exists in the souvenir a reference to the past and the promise of a different future whilst celebrating the present. No doubt, this souvenir will be placed in a drawer by many, only to be discovered by others again in the future and its meaning and function will have shifted again with time.  As choices are made by different groups on how to celebrate this experience, the 
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wedding, whether on the street with hand-made banners, flags and cans of beer or in pre-booked seats in the stand on the Mall with champagne and official programme, so too are the souvenir purchasing decisions illustrations of our value judgments and indications of who we are. The understanding and interpretation of the meaning of these various options available are indicative of the values of our social and cultural membership.   
 Figure 55 – National Trust.org, Royal Wedding (2011) cotton tea towel, 70 x 45 cm.  It is through the vast array of commemorative tea towels available, and the arguments on the perceived suitability of each by various institutions according to their values and agendas, that we are being challenged, coaxed or manipulated to adopt or at least consider these positions and values. The many tea towel souvenirs offer a plethora of interpretations on how we should celebrate this treasured experience according to all the different views and motivations of the parties involved. It remains finally through our purchasing decisions that we negotiate our response, demonstrate our values, aesthetic, political or other and position our social grouping, whether that is in line with or against those of the 
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establishment with whom we are invited to commercially celebrate this event. This is the ideological nature of the souvenir, the other hidden side of the treasured experience. 
 
The snow globe: constructing the brand image  Souvenirs are usually and uncritically thought of as innocently commemorating a treasured experience but they are also doing ideological work in constructing brand images and encouraging consumption. In this section I shall be again using snow globes in my analysis, showing that the very same object in addition to acting as a vehicle of nostalgia and masquerading as a purely innocent object celebrating a treasured experience, is also performing a commercial role of constructing a brand image for institutions. In this case I will uncover how the snow globe is performing both political and commercial tasks through brand image in conveying to the would-be-buyer the agendas and values of those institutions. Souvenir snow globes are produced by many countries and range in quality from the mass-produced globes manufactured in China to finely crafted glass examples still produced in Austria. Snow globes feature diverse scenes, ranging from popular holiday souvenirs, as with the Welsh snow globe (Fig. 56) to more seasonal collectibles featuring Christmas scenes and Disney characters as discussed below. As a collectable souvenir, the snow globe celebrates the memory of a treasured experience for the owner. The snow globe can be found anywhere in the world where there is a souvenir shop. I will argue it always commemorates an experience, which may be a place, building or monument, landscape, institution, person, event or any type of season. As noted above, the treasured experience associated with the souvenir object may be that of a place visited, an event attended or even such diverse experiences as participation in an election campaign or a corporate/charity event. In addition to the celebration of the treasured experience the souvenir offers its owner, I argue that luxury brands, retail outlets such as Harrods, Selfridges and JD sports, and institutions including local councils have all used snow globes as collectible totems and vehicles for advertising of their brand image. These institutions hijack the 
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treasured experience aspect of the souvenir to communicate their corporate identity.   As with many souvenirs, the snow globe lends itself readily to a process of collection, creating a treasured experience/re-experience and a record of the owner's life and travels. These objects themselves can in turn provide a reason or desire to travel to other destinations, giving the opportunity to purchase further souvenirs contributing to this collection. These objects, which are frequently purchased as gifts for family and friends, are a signifier, notification or reminder of the travels, experiences, personality, social status, habits and life-style of the giver.   In the analysis below of how the snow globe is used as a memorial of a treasured experience, several key institutions will be explored and the mechanism by which the beliefs and values of these institutions work to generate the meanings of the snow globe, thus also constructing the identities and ideologies of those institutions. The main constituents are leisure, tourists, British visitors, commerce/shopping and satire.  The institutions researched are the Welsh Tourist board, companies including Harrods and Selfridges, and Westminster Borough Council.   The concept of the signifier and signified explained in Chapter One shall now be applied in relation to the interpretation of various snow globes visited or purchased in London. I noted that when we are considering who is viewing what, 
where and how, we are also considering the role of cultural codes. Chandler (2002) states that 'If the relationship between a signifier and its signified is relatively arbitrary, then it is clear that interpreting the conventional meaning of signs requires familiarity with appropriate sets of conventions'(Chandler 2002: 148). This is termed the convention of codes. Chandler adds 'a code is a set of practices familiar to users of the medium operating within a broad cultural framework' (Chandler 2002: 149), or as Stuart Hall (1984) says 'there is no intelligible discourse without the operation of a code'(Hall 1984: 131).  
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Culture is based on conventions and codes and the snow globes included in this chapter provide examples of the way that all signs have meanings specific to members of a cultural group, generated by the values and beliefs of that group. This, I have demonstrated in this chapter is the ideological work that the souvenir performs, the work that is not the treasured experience memorial but the ideological meaning of the souvenirs. There are rules and conventions that form these meanings of the objects within that culture or institution. These are often inherited codes of understanding and procedure that govern the behaviour and relationship of individuals within any given group to objects and signs within their cultural environment. Each institution may exercise their cultural values through the objects, in an attempt to impose as it were, or tempt these values on other people or groups. The convention of codes related to these objects provides a political and commercial opportunity and set of social circumstances that play an important role in contributing to the person visiting further locations, and the compulsion that motives them to continue purchasing such souvenirs. This convention, together with the collection and recording logic of the treasured experience, is commercially exploited by manufacturers, institutions and organisations for the mass marketing, production and consumption of souvenirs. Steiner (2001) supports this argument by noting that:  Viewed in the context of other modes of mass production - the circulation of popular printed iconography, the proliferation of cheap cotton fabrics in the industrial revolution, or the seriality characteristic of post-modern networks of cultural expression - the logic of the touristic industry may be seen to be grounded in broader discourses of cultural truths and authenticities typically forged in the nexus of production and consumption in mass cultural and economic markets (Steiner 2001: 54).  The interpretation of souvenirs by different social groups is governed by the value codes that inhabit those groups. It is through these interpretations grounded in that culture that the demand or lack of demand and subsequent consumption is based. I argue that Steiner is drawing a comparison between the 
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production and consumption of souvenirs within the touristic industry with that of any other mode of mass production.   The collection of souvenirs from the experience of places visited expands the narrative of any singular object and forms a personal narrative and record of a 
Grand Tour that echoes the objects collected by wealthy individuals on display in National Trust stately homes. Personal collections will of course be determined by several variants, including budget constraints, individual tastes and a sense of aesthetics, yet within this context of the collection, each object has its own history of provenance, formed by the collector’s personal memories and experiences of that place or event. Stuart (1984) supports this in terms of the ‘personal’ collection of souvenirs as documentation of individual’s experiences mirroring those more monetary valuable acquisitions made by the state, private institutions and museums. Both types of collections, regardless of financial value are records of the treasured experiences. These many personal collections draw a narrative of the diversification of human experience of the world and perform the function as records of the historic and cultural experiences of the mass populace. This link or mirroring of the personal collection with the public collection of objects memorialising the treasured experience is supported by Stuart (1984), he writes that:   Even if not recorded categorically, as are the official metaphors of history and culture, these processes are apparent in the documentation and accessioning of museum exhibits belonging to the personal realm. The process of prioritization and privilege that exists on a grand scale in state and privately owned collections is virtually replicated in the acquisitioning of objects into a personal collection (Stuart 1984: 133).  As noted above the snow globe is today a popular souvenir collectable readily available and sold all over the world as mementoes of an experience, it has however been in existence for a long time; earliest examples of the globe are to be found in France from the early 19th Century. They are understood to have 
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evolved from the glass paperweight that was popular in Europe from the end of the 18th Century.  Early snow globes as we now recognise were available for sale at the 1878 Paris Universal Expo. They proved very popular and by 1879 five French companies were licenced to produce snow globes. Erwin Perzy, a manufacturer of medical surgical equipment, filed the first patent for a snow globe. Pichler (2010) reported in the Los Angeles Times that Perzy had previously been experimenting with designs for medical lamps that were bright enough to be used in complex surgical procedures. Using a convex cylinder filled with water, the refraction of the light could be amplified. He added various metallic particles to this mix to experiment with reflections. It is at this stage that he noticed the similarity of the particles to gently falling snowflakes when the vessel was shaken. Pichler (2010) documents the history of the first snow globe:  The first spherical globe he built contained silver dust as snow, with a miniature scaled model of the basilica of Mariazell placed in the base. This new interactive ornament fascinated people and in 1889 Perzy was commissioned to produce a snow globe to commemorate the International Exposition in Paris (Pichler 2010: 45).   This International Exposition incidentally also marked the centenary of the French revolution and one of Perzy’s initial designs was to have a guillotine snow globe. This design was rejected in favour of a snow globe incorporating a model of the newly built Eiffel Tower. So successful was Perzy’s snow globe design that he abandoned his surgical apparatus manufacturing in favour of producing snow globes for customers across Europe. This developed into a flourishing family business based in Vienna. The company still exists and employs several hundred workers. In the 1950s, the globes, which were previously made of glass, became available in plastic. Snow globes are now manufactured all over the world, ranging from cheap mass produced globes made in China, to gold and platinum versions designed and sold by Tiffany and Co.  
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This section includes four examples of collectable snow globes containing a range of objects and images.  Each snow globe detailed below is operating in different ways, conveying a range of messages by working with individual agendas and meanings. The actual snow globe structure is a vehicle onto which, or by which, these meanings are projected. In the same way that the tea towel examples above have been shown to act as a canvas through which cultural and commercial messages are conveyed, I shall demonstrate that the snow globe too performs this function, sometimes on a larger than expected physical scale. There are also five examples of giant snow globes, which appeared through the 2013 Christmas season in various parts of London, including Selfridges, Harrods, Piccadilly, Covent Garden and London Southbank Centre. These giant snow globes appear to be already reflexive, knowing, parodic objects, they are knowing post-modern winks seemingly planted as festive decorations, yet beckoning us to respond in some way, particularly commercially. They are urging us to do something, to stop and consider.   These over-sized festive interventions, either in shop windows or on the streets of London, are urging us to respond in some way, whether that is to enter the store to seek out bargain or prestige gifts, to hunt for a miniature version of the gigantic as is available in Selfridges, to buy Lego or visit Lego Land or to get on a Barclays hire bike and pedal. Even if the invitation is simply to sit on the steps of Eros and consider the splendour of London, each of these giant snow globes is recruiting us to interpret the institutions values and messages.    All the snow globe examples, of whichever size, have several things in common: image, text and in most cases sound or music. I shall be applying the concepts raised in Roland Barthes’s essay Rhetoric of the Image (1977), which I have discussed in Chapter One, together with other commentaries, to analyse the meaning within the enduring appearance and usage of the snow globe. Below I will demonstrate how the meaning and value of the snow globe souvenir is constructed and shaped, depending on the culture, social status, previous experience of the person who is attracted to it. I shall demonstrate how the meaning of a souvenir is used as a strategy for heritage production and 
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consumption, performing work outside that of the memorial of the treasured experience, that of the commercial and consumerist branding message.   
The Welsh snow globe/Welsh tourist board  The Welsh snow globe example was purchased from a seaside souvenir kiosk in Aberystwyth. It was manufactured in China and the retail price was £1.50. It depicts an image of Carnarvon Castle set in the countryside with daffodils and the Welsh Dragon. It is inscribed with the word 'Wales' in English and Welsh.  
 Figure 56– Welsh tourist board shop, Welsh snow globe (2014), plastic, 5x 7x 2cm.  The Welsh snow globe, as with all the other examples analysed in this writing, operates on one level as an advertisement.  It also acts as a souvenir reminding the owner/viewer of a past treasured experience, a distant place, a time in one’s history and gives some sort of essence as to the life, history and habitat of other cultures. Through clear use of branding with either image or text, the snow globe souvenir is clearly a vehicle for an embedded advertisement for Welsh tourism placed within our home on the mantelpiece or display shelf.   The Welsh snow globe is an example of what could be termed a kitsch ornament as described in Chapter One. It is mass-produced, made of low quality machine-formed plastic. It may be considered gaudy in appearance or in bad taste by members of some social classes and cultural groups, yet often for these same reasons it has mass appeal to other cultural groups. The way in which this 
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souvenir is understood by different audiences/markets as with the tea towels will be dependent their different social and cultural values.   As with examples of other snow globes such as the Eiffel Tower or Big Ben, due to the space constraint within the globe the image contained is usually reduced to a simple object with few components. The object inside the globe is chosen to be immediately identifiable, and usually acts as a minimal visual summary of the location or country. With this example, the red dragon would have been enough to indicate this is from Wales, however complete with the simple greenery, flowers and castle we have a small 3D scene that conveys certain Welshness.  To contextualise this Welshness it is useful for me to recap on Barthes analysis of the Panzani advert.  In Image-Music-Text (1977) Barthes analysis Panzani pasta adverts identifying four signs that relate to this concept. The first is a linguistic sign; in this advert both in French and Italian. The strap line ‘Pates, Sauce, 
Parmesan a l’Italiennne deluxe’ is relatively simple, although a basic understanding of French would be required to understand its translation. Then the actual word Panzani on the pasta products gives not simply the name of the firm but also, by its assonance, an additional signified, that of 'Italianicity' (Barthes 1977). The linguistic message is both denotational and connotational. The denoted message is the literal meaning of the labels on the produce, in this case the name of the company Panzani. The connoted message is ‘the sociocultural and personal associations’ (Lanir 2012: 15) drawn from the label; the word Panzani in the illustration connotes Italianicity.   Secondly ‘what we have in the scene represented is a return from the market’ (Barthes 1977:60). A signified which itself implies two values: ‘that of the freshness of the products and that of the essentially domestic preparation for which they are destined’ (Lanir 2012: 15). Its signifier is the half-open bag which lets the provisions spill out over the table, unpacked. Interpreting this first sign requires ‘only a knowledge which is in some sort implanted as part of the habits of a very widespread culture’ where 'shopping around for oneself' (Barnard 2001: 151) as opposed to bulk buying from a supermarket chain.  
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Thirdly the bringing together of the tomato, the pepper and the other yellow hue products in the poster; its signified is Italy, the colours of the flag or rather as Barthes says ‘Italianicity’. Barnard (2001) notes that ‘what one needs in order to understand this sign is familiarity with certain tourist stereotypes. One needs to know the colours of the Italian tricolour and the stereotype of pasta-eating Italians’ (Barnard 2001: 151).  The fourth sign is the visual composition of the image, evoking the memory of western painting traditions, an aesthetic signified, the 'nature morte' or, as it is better known, the still life; Barthes notes that the knowledge on which this sign depends is ‘heavily cultural’ (Barthes 1977: 101).  
 Figure 57 – Roland Barthes Image-music-text, Panzani advert (1977).   Returning to the Welsh snow globe, the text 'Wales' in English and 'Cymru' in Welsh confirms this denotative message. The fact that Wales is translated into two languages is significant, as it reinforces the importance of the Welsh language and nationalism and the fact that without government regulations, Welsh speaking pressure groups and rules relating to its translation on all public notices, street signs, documents and books, it would be in danger of gradually disappearing.  As with the Panzani advertisement (Fig. 57) used in Barthes' 
Image-Music-Text (1977), we have individual components building up the pure image: Dragon, landscaping, castle, Wales in two languages and of course the 
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actual globe construction with water and snow. Each of these is a discrete signifier, the signified meanings of which include Nationalism, beauty of unspoilt countryside, historical richness and preservation, and the importance of protection and continuation of the Welsh language to the various cultural constituencies that make up the audience or market for this product. As part of our treasured experience of visiting Aberystwyth, the Welsh Tourist Board is using this globe to perform nationalist ideological work in presenting all these signifieds to the consumer.  As with the souvenir tea towel and other items such as bookmarks, crested teaspoons, postcards and novelty teddy bears, the snow globe can, and often does, form part of a wider collection of artefacts commemorating our treasured experiences of various places visited either first hand or by friends and family. The use of bright colours, simplistic limited imagery, short linguistic captions and depictions of places and buildings of national significance invariably related to holidays and leisure time all convey a sense of a pleasurable and treasured experience imbued within these objects.  The Welsh snow globe appears to be intentionally light hearted and not to be taken to too seriously, it does however also contain codes and connotations that do have more serious roots, such as political notions of nationalism, historical pride and language preservation, the signifiers of which are present in the images and texts selected. There are political and nationalist connotations involved as well as the suggestion that Wales is a bright, friendly and interesting place to visit.  Arguably this snow globe still somehow does not seem to do justice to Wales and its staggering beauty. To reduce the vast Snowdonia national park to a small green patch of laminated plastic, the rich abundance of historical castles and medieval buildings to a postage stamp size grey wall and countless award winning Welsh villages to two clumps of yellow blur appears bathetic. The snow globe was on sale in a museum shop run by the Welsh National Parks, so in fact it was this very institution that reduced the beauty of Wales to this plastic object. As the National tourist board are constructing nationalism in this globe, perhaps on one level they have let themselves down. This is however the way in which 
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the snow globe operates. It gives very little useful or factual information regarding the place depicted, rather concentrates on a few simple popularist representations, which generally focus on one monument or object using condensed signifiers to give a brief impression of the place. The images used in is this globe only hint at the Welsh way of life; its agricultural economy could be summed up with the patches of green, the turbulent history of foreign invasion by the grey castle wall and its political debates regarding Welsh independence from Great Britain by the Red dragon and the Welsh translation of the word Wales, Cymru. As an ornament and souvenir of treasured experience visiting Wales, bought or as a gift or a souvenir, this is as much as is expected from the globe. We culturally understand its limitations and its gestural activity in providing signifiers that need little interrogation, particularly as the snow globe is to be found in souvenir stores worldwide. We have become accustomed to what it does and how it functions, although give these issues little thought. The snow globe object is so widespread and common that we rarely consider its purpose and meaning other than just a cheap souvenir. There does however seem to be no apathy regarding the snow globe's popularity and people’s attachment to such objects, range from fanatical collectors to snow globes being purchased as humorous tacky gifts. Here we have a clear example of different cultural groups interpreting the same object with different meanings depending on the social/cultural values they hold.   In the same way, an Eiffel Tower snow globe provides little information about France, its history, cuisine and way of life. Yet as with Barthes’s analysis of the 
Italianicity of the Panzani advert above, the Eiffel Tower snow globe does somehow convey Frenchness, as does a busker at St Pancras Euro-Star terminal playing Edith Piaf songs on an accordion. The model Eiffel Tower snow globe and the accordionist both make cultural learned links to other non-present signifieds. The Eiffel Tower and Edith Piaf songs create a pure image, which can be built up of other signifiers and signifieds that are not even visible or present in the object or the music. These signifieds such as fine food, chateaux and wine regions, Parisian romance, militant farmers and striking truck drivers are all formed from our own background-learned knowledge and experiences of the place, its people 
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and French stereotypes. These links we can call associations and are being used for commercialisation; this is the ideological work of branding. Below with the giant snow globe examples found around London Christmas 2013 I will now demonstrate and give examples of this ideological work of branding.  
Selfridges giant snow globe  The giant snow globes found in London in 2013, as discussed below, could be argued are public advertisements with a function similar to that of billboards.  Politically, the giant snow globes across London have also been used to signify a range of meanings to different audiences including philanthropy, nationalism, class and institutional values. We do not, indeed cannot, take the actual objects home, we do however interpret and respond to the corporate commercial messages which are alongside the warm cosiness of the Christmas scenes. In comparison with billboard advertising, these by construction are again reflexive, knowing, parodic or pastiche objects, viewers are driven to photograph them on mobile phones as they are unexpected interventions in the London city scape, so in fact, as with the miniature snow globes, we are taking the experience of London and encountering these objects, messages and meanings into our homes through photographic souvenir imagery.      
 Figure 58 – Zak Jones, Snow globe, Selfridges, Oxford Street, London (2013), photograph, 300 x 250 x 250 cm approx. 
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The Selfridges snow globe is just part of the many elaborate Christmas 2013 window displays decorating the store, yet the one which seems to draw the most attention from passers-by. It is an oversized snow globe with a built-in fan that blows the fake snow around inside the glass. The globe contains a detailed scaled down model of the Selfridges department store, the lights of which illuminate when the snow blows.  The globe also has integrated speakers playing popular Christmas carols, both religious and secular. The snow globe stand has a brass nameplate that is a precise copy of the Selfridges’ nameplates on the entrance columns of the actual store.   As a window decoration, the giant globe is not for sale, however on the 4th floor the Christmas Wonderland department had a large display area selling smaller versions. These were labelled as being made in Europe, presented in a Selfridges branded gift box. The Selfridges snow globes were priced at £25.00, including gift box and yellow carrier bag.   
 Figure 59 – Zak Jones, Snow globe Christmas gift, Selfridges, Oxford Street, London (2013), photograph, 10 x 5 x 5 cm approx.   Selfridges, along with several other London department stores including Harrods and Liberty are in themselves tourist attractions, as much as they are shops. I have already noted that in Barthes’s Rhetoric of the Image (1977) the Panzani advert contains three messages: first the linguistic message, second the 
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denotation and third the connotation. These are conveyed through linguistic substance, a pure image providing a series of discontinuous signs and individual real objects within the scene respectively. As with the Panzani advert, the snow globes in this section are all interpretable through the same mechanism. The Selfridges store, its construction and pure image all provide a series of discontinuous signs. The grand external architecture of the store, the neoclassical and art deco design, the solid brass window and door frames and immense central stain glass window are all signs, which could equally be found on a building such as the British Museum located only a mile away. These signs suggest a range of signifieds such as wealth, power, sophistication, artistic merit and understanding, fine material, quality craftsmanship and, with the central tower displaying an enormous British Union flag, imperial world dominance. These signifieds at the Selfridges store are intended to communicate with certain groups of people. It would be fair to say that Selfridges is a comparatively expensive store, and therefore the marketing profile of customers will include groups made up of more wealthy visitors and tourists, yet people from groups of lower income with different values may well be an audience tempted by lower cost items in the store or driven by an aspiration to share in perceived status of success through the purchase and ownership of a prestige material object. Visitors who would not normally shop in this prestige store may therefore purchase a small and inexpensive item, in order to feel the experience, demonstrate their aspiration, mimic another groups values and to be seen carrying the Selfridges bag. This shows the purchasing habits and values of a cultural group that belong to the signifieds of the Selfridges establishment, and the attempt by other groups to mimic traits of this group which may be considered to be higher class, wealthier, more successful or beautiful. The link between the values/knowledge and the meaning of this store and its merchandise is mediated by the people who experience it, the members of the cultural group who either do or do not hold those values, and who therefore either do or do not share the meanings.   The people entering this store and the purchasing choices they make I would argue are all examples of conspicuous consumption detailed in Chapter One, a 
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concept now fought by all social groupings regardless of class. On entering the store, further discontinuous signs such as bronze elevators, marble floors and staircases, stucco ceilings and magnificent display cases containing the merchandise are all symbolic signs of expense, excess, quality, uniqueness, style and flamboyance. Even the top hat and tail coated doorman gives the impression you are entering a palace. The intention is to elude the visitor to the impression of being rich or at least the treasured experience of such, yet if you are part of a different class/cultural group from the rich, these signs might also mean unattainable and be an unpleasant reminder of an unequal society. In its maze of departments, Selfridges allows you to purchase almost every conceivable item, from a toothbrush to a car, a bag of boiled sweets to a Rolex watch. Certainly you can purchase an equivalent item elsewhere for a fraction of the price, but the values of Selfridges include offering the finest quality materials, craftsmanship and provenance possible. This particular value is also stringently reflected in the pricing of the products. The signified here is quality of the object, thus suggesting the quality of the purchaser, and to demonstrate the level of your quality, wealth and sophistication, your purchases are tissue wrapped and packaged in a bright yellow Selfridges branded high-grade paper carrier bag with rope handles. To carry this bag, as with a green Harrods or purple Liberty equivalent, is to signify that you have made it in life, this bag has the meaning of or allows an experience a trapping of success.    The word Selfridges itself has become a connotative signifier, as has the word Panzani in Barthes’ example: it connotes the corporate values of high class and high quality. The lengthy process of establishing this signifier, in the case of Selfridges, Harrods and Liberty, have all resulted in the name, the actual word, itself being reproduced not only on high quality brass entrance plaques, merchandise and packaging, but have also evolved into faux heraldic coat of arms displayed on the side of the buildings. These stores, through words and Latin heraldic banners, are in fact attempting to position themselves through signifieds of honour, valour and even royalty. This strategy of using heraldic imagery and warrant signs can however prove to be precarious, as illustrated in 2000, when the Queen and Duke of Edinburgh stripped the royal warrants from 
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Harrods whilst under the ownership of Mohamed Al Fayed. In turn Al-Fayed publically burnt the 12 ft. royal warrant plaques and built an underground Egyptian style shrine in honour of Dodi Fayed and Dianna Princess of Wales, creating a new set of signs indicating signifieds of Egyptianicity, foreign power, 
love, death and corruption of the British establishment. Despite Al-Fayed's actions and the current ownership of Harrods by the Qatar Royal Family, Harrods still manages to signify or connote Britishness to many.  In Chapter One I discussed Jameson’s writings on how within contemporary culture parody is used in film, art work, objects and clothing to imitate, poke fun at and comment on an original work, its subject, author, style or some other target, by means of satiric or ironic imitation. Taking into consideration that the signifiers that are to be found in every part of the Selfridges store, the snow globe here offers a good example of a parodic souvenir which runs against the grain of so many of the signifieds of Selfridges. This is supported by Simon Dentith’s (2000) comment about parody: he says that it is ‘any cultural practice which provides a relatively polemical allusive imitation of another cultural production or practice’ (Dentith 2000: 65). The snow globe is generally considered to be a cheap kitsch souvenir ornament, and therefore, to position an oversized globe containing a model of its own store in the most public window display possible at the busiest time of year is an excellent example of parody used to a commercial end. This piece is coded in a way that immediately informs us of its ironic humour, as the signifiers of Selfridges do not usually allow this combination to happen; yet it has.  This trail of parody continues with the smaller versions available on the 4th floor. These objects are plastic; they are not of such high quality and workmanship. The Made in Europe label is a play on words with the Made in China phrase, but still suggesting a higher quality than 
Made in China. The Selfridges street scene inside the globe is extremely basic and formed of thin plasticised card; the brass Selfridges plaque is made from a low quality laminated paper material sprayed a gold colour and when handling this object, it feels light and unsubstantial.  The only signifiers that correspond with the Selfridges brand are the £25.00 price and the high quality complimentary gift box. This parody works well commercially however, as judging by the empty 
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shelves there are plenty of individuals eager to pay £25.00 just to be part of this seasonal post-modern twist.  These snow globes are aimed at richer and better educated clients. This group will understand the irony of Selfridges selling an expensive version of an object they would consider tacky and kitsch. In fact by purchasing the snow globe they are demonstrating their intelligence and getting the joke. There will be members of other less wealthy groups who see this snow globe as gaudy and a waste of money. They may understand the sense of irony, yet reject its humour and even be irritated by the meaning they interpret as upper class snobbery or vulgarity.  For this group there is an alternative more affordable snow globe available, discreetly labelled on the packaging as Cool Britannia Souvenir snow globe.  A less rich group may also understand the meaning of this lower priced snow globe as Selfridges mocking those of lower means, in effect creating a divide between the 
haves and have-nots by means of two different snow globes in the same store. Either way, purchasing whichever snow globe will be a reminder of the experience of visiting Selfridges.   
 Figure 60 – Zak Jones, Cool Britannia Souvenir Snow globe, Christmas gift, Selfridges, Oxford Street, 
London (2013), photograph, 12 x 6 x 6 cm approx.   
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The Harrods Christmas season snow globes  Not to be outdone by Selfridges’ giant snow globe window display, Harrods’s new Qatari owners constructed an equally large snow globe outside the Knightsbridge store this Christmas season. As a tourist experiencing London, the Harrods department store in Knightsbridge is just as likely to be an excursion destination as other visitor attractions such as Big Ben, Buckingham Palace or the Millennium Wheel. With its plethora of contrasting and often contradictory signifiers and, this year, its giant snow globe which I analyse in this section, Harrods and its setting is by far one of the most theoretically interesting stores in London in terms of semiotics.   Harrods, founded in 1824 by Charles Henry Harrod, occupies a five-acre (20,000 m2) site and has over one million square feet (90,000 m2) of selling space in over 330 departments making it the biggest department store in Europe. As with Selfridges and Liberty the pure image of the Harrods building externally and internally provides a series of discontinuous signifiers, signifying values of quality, luxury, richness, and in the case of Harrods especially, 
Britishness and the British Empire. The green colour, is one of the many signifiers of Harrods, the food hall sold British beef during the foot and mouth epidemic, and it is said that the Sultan of Brunei has Harrods freshly baked traditional English bread flown daily by private jet to his residence; even if untrue, the connotations of Britishness are still powerful (Dagnell 2015: 35). So entrenched is this Britishness signified, culturally known and understood worldwide, that Harrods has perhaps become the most famous shop in the world. The signifieds of richness, power and dominance have created something of a corporate ownership battleground over the years. Power and riches are however easily toppled and to remain at the top requires a fight.  Britain is no longer the industrial and manufacturing leader of the world, its empire is no more and the wealth of the British elite and its aristocrats barely competes with the enormous riches possessed by individuals from other parts of the world.  To own Harrods could be comparable to conquering Britain in some way. Mohamed Al-Fayed, owner of Harrods since 1985, conducted his chairmanship duties with ‘the 
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approach of a dictator following a military coup' (The Guardian 2013). Alex Baker (2013) writing in The Guardian reported that:  His daily walkthrough inspection of the store occasionally included militaristic on the spot dismissals of staff, likened to summary executions, often for offences such as 'incompetence and dereliction of duty (Baker 2013: 10).  There are many visual signifiers and actions to this conquering spirit to be found in Harrods including the Egyptian Hall, the golden statues of Al-Fayed adorning the staircases, the burning of the Royal warrants and the banning of the Duke of Edinburgh from the store in July 2000 (Scottish Herald 2000).   Al-Fayed had claimed that the Paris car crash killing Princess Dianna and his son Dodi Fayed, which is discussed in Chapter Three, was a result of a conspiracy, and later contended that the crash was orchestrated by the British MI6 on the instructions of Prince Philip Duke of Edinburgh.  Despite all these events the commercially successful signified of Britishness has however continually been upheld. Harrods is an example of the structure of the connotation of Britishness being constructed by the institution, in this case Harrods. This institution in turn uses its products to influence the meaning to its audience who experience the store, and the many different social/ cultural groups. The full-size mannequins of British policemen positioned throughout the store holding oversized notebooks stating that all shoplifters will be prosecuted remains perhaps a cynical nod to the British justice system. It was Al-Fayed himself who in October 2008 was questioned by the Metropolitan Police ‘in connection with an allegation of sexual assault on a girl under 16’ (CNN 2008). Also in 1998, Tiny Rowland the head of Lonrho mining conglomerate accused Al-Fayed of stealing papers and jewels from his Harrods safety deposit box. Al-Fayed was arrested, but the charges were dropped. Al-Fayed settled the dispute with a payment to his widow; he also sued the London Metropolitan police for false arrest in 2002, but lost the case.  
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 Following denial by Al-Fayed that it was for sale, Harrods was sold to Qatar Holdings, the sovereign wealth organisation of the State of Qatar in May 2010. A fortnight previously, Al-Fayed had stated:   People approach us from Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and Qatar. Fair enough. But I put two fingers up to them. It is not for sale. This is not Marks and Spencer or Sainsbury. It is a special place; visiting is an experience that gives people pleasure. There is only one Mecca (The Guardian 2010).   By comparing Harrods with Mecca Al-Fayed had created possibly one of the most historic signs in recent corporate history. As the birthplace of Muhammad and the site of Muhammad’s first revelation of the Quran, Mecca is regarded as the holiest city in the religion of Islam and pilgrimage to it known as the Hajj, which is obligatory for all able Muslims. Mecca is home to the Kaaba, Islam's holiest site, as well as being the direction used for Muslim prayer. Muslims will understand the meaning Al-Fayed intended when making this comparison, although many could well interpret this as being sacrilegious in comparing a shop with the Kaaba. There are other political and religious connotations: Al- Fayed may be understood as satirically mocking Judaism, with his comment regarding Marks and Spencer, which was founded by Michael Marks a Belarusian Jew from Slonim and Thomas Spencer a cashier from Skipton in North Yorkshire.  With his verbal attack on Sainsburys the potential satirical target is the British, the government and homosexuality that is forbidden in Islam. Sainsburys was established by John James Sainsbury in 1869, and is no longer run by the family although the Right Honourable Sir Timothy Sainsbury, former Tory MP and Minister is the life president of the company. His brother, The Hon. Simon Sainsbury was an eccentric quiet philanthropist who gave away £100 million and entered a civil partnership with his partner Stewart Grimshaw shortly before his death.  The narrative of the sale of Harrods and the comments made by Al-Fayed are important to note as they set out clearly his values and opinions regarding 
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religion, sexuality and his uncomfortable relationship with the British government. Despite his satirical attack on the British establishment, Al-Fayed continues to use the concept of Britishness as a strategic corporate identity of the Harrods store to attract buyers and as will be explained below, overtly piggy-backs souvenir objects such as snow globes to further his complaint. This is exemplified in the case of the Diana snow globes explored in Chapter Three - Innocence.   
  Figure 61 – Zak Jones, Harrods life size Snow globe with actors in costumes, Harrods, 
Knightsbridge, London (2013), photograph, 300 x 200 x 200 cm approx.   The Harrods snow globe (Fig. 61) contained five actors dressed in various Victorian costumes depicting characters from Charles Dickens stories including Scrooge, the despiser of Christmas from A Christmas Carol and Oliver Twist's Fagin, whom Charles Dickens described as a 'receiver of stolen goods’. The actors inside the globe sang popular Christmas carols in a slightly muffled choral karaoke style, which was amplified through speakers in the base of the globe. There was fake snow, however the globe was too large to shake and there were no air fans, thus the snow did not circulate. Accompanying the globe on the pavement was a vintage American Cadillac filled with Harrods gift boxes, an oversized Arabic incense burner and a rather bizarre pirate figure hopping around shouting happy Christmas, all complimented by a fleet of illegally parked 
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Lamborghinis and Ferraris in Qatar royal blue paintwork with UAE licence plates.  The contrasts and contradictions in terms of the same signifier having multiple signifieds, polysemy as Barthes calls it, is exemplified in the case of Harrods and as noted earlier, makes the Harrods snow globe and its setting on the pavement surrounded by other seemingly unrelated objects by far one of the most theoretically interesting, if not strange in London this season. Considering the ownership history of the Harrods store since 1985 detailed above, this snow globe is overtly and at the same time understatedly parodic. Intentionally or not, the whole Christmas scene on the street outside Harrods is poking fun at, yet embracing, Britishness and the concept of a traditional Christmas.    Unlike Selfridges, Harrods did not have an ornamental size snow globe depicting the pavement antics for sale inside the store. Instead had rows of Harrods branded traditional Christmas snow globes, which seemed rather predictable and European in style. The £24.99 price did however undercut Selfridges by a penny.  
 Figure 62 – Harrods.com, Harrods Christmas Snow globe (2013), 10 x 5 x 5 cm approx.   
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Piccadilly Circus Christmas snow globe  As with the Harrods snow globe, another example having connotations of 
Britishness, contrasting and often contradictory signifiers and an institution using an object's meaning to govern the interpretation of the audience experiencing it, is the giant globe erected over the Eros statue in Piccadilly, London. The bronze statue of Eros, which the snow globe covers, was erected in 1892 to commemorate the reformer, Anthony Cooper, the Seventh Earl of Shaftesbury, whose work for the poor led to calls for a memorial in his honour. Created by sculptor Alfred Gilbert, the 130-year-old sculpture is commonly known as the Eros statue, after the Greek god of love, but is actually of Anteros, the deity's brother. In this writing I shall use the name Eros to describe the statue.  The statue has 12 steps encircling it, and is a favourite place for tourists to meet and sit, especially Italians. This meeting place for Italian tourists is so well known, that it has become an essential experience of visiting London. Italians can often be heard saying ragazzi, andate a fare spese ci vediamo alla statua. In translation this literally means: guys, lets go and do our shopping and meet later 
at the statue.  It seems not to be necessary to indicate which statue to meet at, and there are many in London, as Italian visitors commonly know that Eros is the meeting point.    
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 Figure 63 – Zak Jones, Italian youth on steps of Eros statue, London (2013), photograph.   In October 2013 Westminster Council discussed the idea of encasing London’s Eros statue in a snow globe to protect it from being damaged over the festive season. The Piccadilly Circus statue has previously been a target of drunken revellers during the Christmas period. The statue was first vandalised as far back as 1937 when a man attempted to scale it, damaging the figure's bow. More recently, the archer's bow was bent and its string was broken, as Barcelona fans celebrated their club's Champions League win in 2011. The statue has previously been protected over the festive period by being shrouded in advertising hoardings.  By November 2013, the nine metre high PVC snow globe had been completed. The base of the globe had eight electronic commercial advertising panels. Fake polystyrene snow was blown around inside the globe by giant hidden fans. Westminster Council had made the decision not to encase the steps, so the function of the statue as the visitors meeting place continued.   
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 Figure 64 – Zak Jones, Piccadilly snow globe, London (2013), photograph, 900 x 900 x 900 cm approx.   Robert Davis, deputy leader of Westminster council, said:   This is an exciting project which will not only protect a Grade I listed statue in one of London's most recognised street scenes, but become another reason for people to come to experience the capital this Christmas. The temporary structure will have electronic screens, which will include Christmas messages from the council and also advertising and will be in place until January. Eros will be able to add its own festive touch to the West End. The snow globe would provide a historical precedent and provide a high quality structure to protect Eros over the Christmas period (BBC News: 19th Oct. 2013).   I argue that this statement is demonstrating many of the values held and agendas of Westminster Council. Firstly and dominantly that of protection; protection of property. Politically I would argue that this means protection of property before protection of people, as in Davis’s statement there is no mention of how this structure will prevent potential injury to revellers.  Secondly, the interpretation of this statement would indicate the values of the council to be centred on commercial interests and generating revenue, as the proposed structure is essentially a hexagonal advertising hoarding, the electronic panels providing an 
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opportunity for the council to rent advertising space. These panels were used by multinational retail groups to advertise in bright lights, adding to the existing lights for which the square is famous, which are exclusively composed of commercial advertisements. This interpretation was reinforced by the Metro newspaper report: ‘The construction of the snow globe festive focus for Christmas 2013 received mixed opinions’ (Metro December 20th 2013). The project, rather than being understood as a conservation/protection issue of the Eros statue, with the installation of the advertising projections, could be interpreted as further commercialisation of the Christmas season by multinational chains, and simply an extension of the corporate sponsored Christmas lighting and decorations throughout Regent Street and Oxford Circus.   A different interpretation of this project could arguably be more in line with the National Trust objectives of the conservation of British heritage sites described in Chapter Two. This meaning could be interpreted in a more charitable context, as conservation of the historic narrative of Lord Shaftsbury, in whose honour the Eros statue was built, and the poignancy of his philanthropic efforts at bettering the lives of the poor, which I have discussed in Chapter Three. If however this were to be considered as a core value of the council, I would argue that the panels would be displaying film documentary of the life and work of Lord Shaftsbury and that advertising would be non-commercial and offered to charities free of charge as a gesture of seasonal goodwill. The meaning here is also self-referential in that its interpretation acts as a strategy for political self-publicity signifying the council, through their appreciation and protection of London’s heritage sights, to be responsible, efficient and caring for the city, Londoners and visitors alike. The council did publicise that the revenue from the adverting would go to charity.   London experienced relatively mild weather during December 2013, although there were several days of very strong wind and rain. In the early hours of Christmas Eve, strong gales battered the capital and the snow globe deflated rather dramatically, providing a very different experience for visitors and passers-by. Westminster City Council had said that ‘the structure was designed 
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to deflate if any problems were detected’, though not however in such an epic fashion. The PVC cover had apparently been torn by the bow of Eros during particularly high gusts of wind, resulting in a large rip across the whole dome. With the giant fans still blowing, the snowflakes were forced out of the hole into Piccadilly Circus. Passers-by were treated to a fake snow blizzard with polystyrene snow reaching as far down Piccadilly as Green Park tube station. A Westminster council spokesperson who was investigating the incident reported that:  The PVC membrane was tested vigorously before it was put in place. As soon as we were aware there was an issue it was in the public interest to remove it straight away, and we are working with our contractors to establish the exact cause of what happened (BBC News: Dec. 25th 2013).  
 Figure 65 – BBC news, Deflating snow globe, London (Dec. 25th 2013).  On visiting the site a few days later, it became clear that the Council reports in the press had played down the full extent of the damage caused to the structure.  Five of the electronic panels were damaged and no longer lit, windpipes and cables were broken and laying on the steps and twisted metal and shattered wood were hanging down from the skeletal structure. The statue itself did however appear undamaged. Contractors arrived and assembled a steel barrier around the statue and steps to prevent any injury to passers-by.  This meant of course that the visitors meeting place was out of action for the whole of the 
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Christmas period including New Year’s Eve. The bright, festive and exciting snow globe in the heart of London lay in ruins.  
 Figure 66 – Zak Jones, Steel fencing, London (2013), photograph.   Following its destruction by December gales, the number of people visiting the site to see the aftermath of the globes destruction swelled to the point that the police erected temporary barriers along the pavements to prevent people congregating on the road and to keep the traffic flowing. The Council were accused of being incompetent, unfit for purpose and money wasters.  In its short existence, the globe certainly provided an unusual festive experience. On the night of its destruction, there was frenzied excitement as vast quantities of fake snow created an unexpected blizzard. People were collecting handfuls of snow and having what appeared to be flash-mob snowball fights. Tourists came rushing to the square to see the spectacle and the night was filled with hundreds of camera flashes. The existence of this oversized souvenir and its duality of function and meaning as an unforgettable treasured experience alongside the corporate message of the borough will remain as a souvenir in the memory and photographic images of visitors.  
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 Figure 67 – Zak Jones, Eros statue, London (2014), photograph.  A year on, Christmas 2014 has seen another attempt by the council to protect the statue with more rigorous planning. A similar construction has been erected by different contractors, forming a giant Christmas box of presents. A notable alteration from the 2013 design is that most steps surrounding the statue have been boxed-in preventing visitors from congregating comfortably. This, at least temporarily altered its meaning in the present as meeting place for Italian tourists as described above. The meaning has thus shifted to a nostalgic one signifying the place that tourists used to be able to meet in the past rather than a celebration of the treasured experience of visiting London. On my visit to the statue there were no tourists to be found near the structure and it was being patrolled by two Metropolitan police officers (Fig.67); a very different scene from Christmas 2013.  
 
London Southbank Centre snow globe  As part of the annual Southbank winter festival, Christmas 2013 saw the installation of a large outdoor snow globe adjacent to the steps of Charing Cross footbridge (Fig. 68). The Perspex globe was approximately six meters tall and contained a decorated Christmas tree. Surrounding the globe were wooden boxes painted in the style of Christmas presents incorporating bicycles and hand levers. Passers-by are invited to either pedal the bicycles or turn the hand levers, 
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generating power to illuminate the Christmas tree decorations and blow fake snow around inside the globe. The Southbank Centre's website read:  This year we need you to help us light up and power our Christmas tree snow globes. These bicycle-powered trees on Riverside Terrace, created by Vivid Design Works and Electric Pedals, need some serious pedal power, so come down and help us make the snow fall in our snow globes to light up winter (Southbankcentre.co.uk 2014).  
 Figure 68 – Zak Jones, Pedal power Christmas snow globe, London (2013), photograph.  In the weeks running up to Christmas whilst this snow globe was being installed, three bicycle-related headlines hit the London's press.  Mayor, Boris Johnson, officially opened a new extension to the cycle superhighway leading from Lewisham in South London to the City. The 2013 statistical figures for injuries and deaths suffered by cyclists in London were published and Barclays Bank announced that they were terminating their sponsorship contract of the London bike hire scheme. The bicycles were customised Brompton foldup bikes, which are a high-end expensive brand favoured by the more wealthy commuters to the city of London. The hand levers were difficult to operate, lighting scarcely any of the fairy lights. On a cold December evening the whole disused and unlit 
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installation drew very little interest. It would appear that the Southbank Centre noticed the publics general disinterest in the snow globe, as two weeks after it was installed, it was altered so that it lit itself without any participant pedalling, the snow blower however did not appear to be working.   Aesthetically, this installation does not look like a snow globe, its shape was not globe-like; rather it resembled more an ordinary Christmas tree housed within an oversized Victorian crystal bell jar. Visually its appearance lacked the parody and wit offered by the other giant snow globes to be found in London this Christmas. This is not to say it was lacking in meaning and signifiers, as there were plenty and the ideological work of branding and commercial advertising for its creators, Vivid Design Works and Electric Pedals is quite evident.   Due to its location on the Southbank with its proximity to music halls, theatres and art galleries, the audience of this globe is quite different from the other giant globes in London, which are centred more on retail outlets. This globe has an audience built of groups who have values and beliefs concerned more with art and music than visitors to touristic sites and commercial locations.  Despite its location however, the signifieds of this globe were not that of art and music culture, rather they were principally eco-power, climate change, renewable energy, health and fitness and the Christmas season. This slightly incongruous set of signifiers may account for the lack of enthusiasm I noticed on my visits to the snow globe to engage with the installation in that particular location. The fact that Brompton sponsored the cycles does indicate though meanings of quality and prestige that would arguably appeal to the type of audience who would attend classical concerts and cultural events at the Southbank centre. In part the signifieds of health/fitness, climate change and the Christmas season are ones that would perhaps be expected to appeal to the values and class of the audience that would likely attend the nearby Southbank Centre. However in conjunction with its surroundings and the lack of art and music signifiers these interpretations of its meanings seem to be rather overlooked.     
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Conclusion 
In this chapter I have explored how a souvenir can act and contain meaning as a positive record of a treasured experience for the possessor of a place or event and uncovered also the ideological political and commercial work being performed by the same souvenir. The same object will be understood differently by different groups of people according to their class, cultural values and judgement/taste. Several examples have been explored on how institutions demonstrate these differing tastes and their values, using souvenir objects as vehicles to influence negotiate those values with other individuals and groups.  Through the passage of time and events, such as the storm that destroyed the Piccadilly giant snow globe, we have seen how the interpretation of an objects meaning can shift considerably providing an explanation of the way souvenir objects have a true function; that of providing a metaphoric negotiation of the relation between past, present and future, indicating the significance of the role played by the past and the future in the present. I have given an account of the history of the snow globe and given several examples of why it continues to have an enduring appeal. In the case of Harrods and Selfridges the use of satire and contradictory meanings have illustrated how this simple souvenir object can act as a powerful commercial vehicle to influence the shopping decisions of the visitors to these stores. Politically the giant snow globes across London have also been used to signify a range of meanings to different audiences including philanthropy, nationalism, class and institutional values. By applying the theories of semiotics contained in the writings of Barthes and Chandler, I have used the examples of the miniature/giant snow globes and tea towels to uncover the meanings interpreted by different cultural groups and the connotations these objects are employing.  
This chapter has focused on the souvenir in terms of the positive experience, yet it has been clearly demonstrated that the negative issues of nostalgia and neutral innocence explored in earlier chapters are very much still at play. It has answered the research question; what role does the souvenir play in the proliferation of the heritage experience industry, by showing that in terms of my 
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three key concepts nostalgia, innocence and treasured experience, the same objects continue to possess the codes of all three, and should not be seen in isolation.  
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Conclusion   This thesis has addressed and answered the question: How can the concept of the souvenir be used to explain heritage production and consumption? The research set out with four principle aims: firstly to explain how the concept of the souvenir is more far reaching than the research title definition would suggest. Secondly to explore how the different functions of the souvenir include the generation of nostalgia, the making of treasured experience and the attempt at innocent or simple memorial and documentary. Thirdly to investigate how the souvenir is used by establishments such as the National Trust, British visitor attractions and commercial stores including London’s Harrods to create meanings for the would-be purchaser, in doing so sharing those institution’s agendas. Fourthly, my made artefacts have attempted to challenge these principles and the notion of the innocent or simply commemorative souvenir, showing in a combination of reasoned argument and humorous or satirical form how they are in fact doing some very un-innocent work.  I have argued that the same souvenir as part of a structural and relational complex system within the context of my three concepts; nostalgia, innocence and experience, provides different meanings to different individuals and groups of all three principles. Additionally, through the chapters of the thesis I have interrogated and provided answers to three vital subsidiary questions:  
• Firstly, what is heritage production and consumption? How does it operate, and what part does the production and consumption of souvenirs play?  
• Secondly, how do we understand cultural heritage and its relation to the souvenir? 
 
• Thirdly, what role does the souvenir play in the proliferation of the heritage experience industry in Britain?  
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This thesis has provided a theoretical account of the object, its meaning to its audience, where that meaning comes from and its connection to the members of cultural groups who hold or possess the values in relation to which the object is meaningful. I have explained what meaning is and how it is constructed, following a structuralist/cultural studies account of this and how pastiche, parody, kitsch, cultural codes and evocation all play a part in our interpretation of objects. Focusing on not only souvenirs but also punk culture and street objects, I have identified and explained the way in which objects are used to negotiate one individual or groups values over another’s.       Following the concepts provided by Barthes, Baudrillard and others, I have formed the following basic account of the souvenir object:   People are members of different cultural groups; the values and beliefs they hold are what make them members of those groups. These values and beliefs are also what generate the different meanings or connotations of souvenir objects. Different people and members of different cultural groups will also have slightly different takes on the ‘beliefs, values and knowledge that characterise the cultural group’ (Barthes 1977: 35). The meanings of the construct will therefore be different according to the social, gender and political characteristic of individuals within a group from those constructed by other people, even if these individuals are members of the same group.  In terms of heritage production and consumption, the souvenirs commonly available in gift shops are produced and sold with these cultural values being used as the backbone of the marketing strategy. Additionally this provides the opportunity for the institutions to negotiate their values over those of the audience. By identifying various groups, their beliefs, values and knowledge, I have been able to provide an explanation of the spectrum of meaning of the objects purchased, and the buyer’s intention and motivation. With the examples of my made artefacts I know my own beliefs and values and thus the meaning that these objects have for me. I have however also imagined or reconstructing the beliefs, values and knowledge of possible audiences and markets that 
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hypothetically I envisage viewing the objects. This has explained their either constructing and understanding or not constructing and understanding the meanings that I have constructed. Also we have seen how my made artefacts twisted this meaning creating a detournement of the coded meaning they possess for different individuals and groups. This has provided a theory of cultural difference and of how different meanings of the souvenir are possible, what the souvenir is, and what the souvenir does, due to the different values involved in different cultures.  Memory is a recurring theme as the object is meaningful partly as a product of memory, the past and the archive. This leads to the concept of the souvenir and into the relation of the object to the souvenir. The souvenir is a subset of the object, in the sense that all souvenirs are objects but not all objects are souvenirs. So when we are trying to understand and explain the nature of an object we have to take into account a huge range of logics and discussions. The positioning of the object in time, place, and being will alter how we categorise it and its meaning. The many logics I have discussed are all interlinked, sometimes complementary and often paradoxical. All the logics have continually related back to my key concepts of nostalgia, innocence and the treasured experience. Each chapter has focussed on one of these concepts, yet never in isolation rather always making links to the other concepts.    I began by exploring historical and contemporary understandings of the concept of nostalgia, its definition, its influence on philosophical and political thought and its use as a commercial opportunity in today’s heritage industry in order to be able to explain the meaning of the souvenir. Reporting on the results of surveys carried out at two different visitor centres, I explained how nostalgia is understood by different groups of people, often linked to pain, loss and yearning for the past and provided a critical analysis and explanation of how nostalgia is exploited in the merchandising of souvenirs to be found in gift shops at these locations. In the analysis of diasporas I showed how nostalgia is sometimes considered a tool, in which case there are three uses or functions of the souvenir: firstly to filter out the unpleasant aspects of the past and the lives we used to 
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have, secondly as a comforting mechanism helping us deal with the very real problems and anxieties of the present, and thirdly enabling us to look forward to the future. I have argued that nostalgia is not only longing for a time past, but a place belonging to the past informing the present and defining the future. As a space activated through memory and desire, signified by the souvenir, identity, social grouping and the values held by these groups are played out. By acting out this narrative we concede to falsifying the present in favour of authenticating the past. I have discussed the varied interpretations and understanding of the term ‘nostalgia’ to different individuals and groups, how the expression is used and how its meaning is interpreted through souvenirs available at gift shops. In terms of class we have seen how two different institutions, the National Trust and industrial era museums respond to different social groups understanding of nostalgia and use this as a commercial mechanism by which to supply and sell souvenirs through their gift shops. Through the analysis of particular souvenirs such as the cotton tea towels, I have demonstrated how the legacy of colonialism is still inherent in the production and marketing of souvenirs available to purchase today and how these colonial agendas are still very much at play through the concept of Britishness, and conspicuous consumption.   My second concept, innocence, focused in part on examples of souvenirs widely available to buy at times of distress, such as the death of Diana and the 9/11 attacks in New York, I have explored how a souvenir can connote, or be experienced as innocence to the owner, how it is considered in part as a record or a document and as an object that portrays the connotation of innocence.  However, this has revealed that whilst these souvenirs can be perceived to be innocent or neutral, they are not actually either innocent or neutral. They pretend to be innocent; they may even be experienced as innocent, but are nevertheless not innocent, as they are doing meaningful and therefore ideological work. This lack of innocence was demonstrated effectively when I drilled down into their means of manufacture, distribution and marketing, fully uncovering a very different work being carried out. Additionally I have shown how the marketing strategies and product placement of these souvenirs can be far from harmless. I explained this by demonstrating how souvenirs are often 
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used as vehicles of political positioning, used to negotiate one group or institutions agenda over that of another group. The use or function of the souvenir in these cases can be that they represent a group’s value and are conduits in communicating those values. I have demonstrated that the groups or institutions values communicated through the souvenirs, whilst connotations of innocence are being constructed by the institution, are still frequently harmful and detrimental to other groups. Additionally I argued that these souvenirs, existing in the present appear to be innocently nostalgic, they have connotations of innocence and neutrality, performing a function that is in the present, but that this is not possible. In the example of the teapots, they are ‘doing’ a job, creating a meaning, which harks back to the past, i.e. the working conditions during the period of the industrial revolution. So they are in the present and in themselves not nostalgic yet are too conduits to nostalgic thought and pain of the past. As souvenirs they seem to have an innocent quality, meaning and state of being which is free from moral wrong. Their apparent meaning of innocence gives the sense of an absence of guile or cunning connotations. They seem to have a certain naiveté; this I have demonstrated is not however always the case as for various audiences the meaning and interpretation that these objects generate will be different. In the case of my made artefacts the ‘Shaftsbury teapots’, I explained that for some these will be interpreted as neutral and decorative objects that illustrate interesting historical prints of industrial era scenes. For others the teapots with their prints of child labour and social housing solutions will trigger feelings against elitism, past social injustice and class struggles. For this latter group the connotations could be of anger that can be translated to current times, where many may still feel that modern working conditions are often unfair and housing shortages still very much a current concern.  Innocent souvenir objects including, tea towels snow globes and teapots are used as documentary evidence of having visited a place and a treasured experience but at the same time these objects are actually hiding a class, ideology, industrial and social history that is not innocent or neutral. The range of 9/11 snow globes also demonstrates how the original innocence of a commemorative snow globe can be satirically hijacked for political purposes. 
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 Objects represent a culture's values and are therefore meaningful. I have shown how individuals are buying into the values perceived to be represented by the object and thus making themselves into a certain kind of person and with the examples used, negotiating positions of innocence. Yet, a souvenir has no knowledge or understanding itself. It is the intervention of mankind that creates what objects represent or stand for and the meaning people attach to them. This is generated by the relation of the object to the cultural values of the group interpreting them. Things are meaningful because of the relations they enter into with people's values. Before that relation, there is no object. We cannot experience the objects outside of culture, other than as signifiers of cultural values, so they are all not innocent, but the ideological communicators of values and negotiations of political relations.  My third concept, the treasured experience, showed how souvenirs as objects are meaningful as, or which generate the meaning of, a treasured experience; holiday trinkets, fun gifts, snow globes and items that could be thought of as positive reflection on events such as excursions, visits, tours and holidays. Whilst considering the audience specific meaning of souvenirs, what these meanings are and what generates them from a more positive and celebratory view, I also demonstrated how the other less positive elements such as ideology, pain and exploitation, detailed above, still invade this meaning. I argued how the meaning of the souvenir can be different from the ‘positive’ souvenir as ostensibly a fun trinket celebrating a treasured experience but actually a ‘less positive’ record of ideology. I examined how the London department stores: Harrods and Selfridges manipulate the meaning of the snow globe and use it as a contemporary strategy to influence people’s mind to enter the stores and do shopping there; the snow globe here as with all the objects I discuss has a rhetorical, persuasive and therefore ideological function. This has provided a detailed explanation to the question of what is heritage production and consumption? How does it operate, and what part does the production and consumption of souvenirs play? There is a sense in which one looks forward to re-remembering the treasured experience in the future. This is part of the experience and meaning of this form or aspect of 
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the souvenir/object. The accounts of the Harrods, Selfridges and Westminster globes are not however only about generating or remembering treasured experiences, but also about constructing group identity, visitor’s experiences, tourism and exploitation and commercialisation, giving an explanation of how we understand cultural heritage and its relation to the souvenir. I have argued that cultural heritage is determined and identifiable in part by the souvenirs that individuals and groups purchase and desire to keep. The cultural heritage of different social and cultural groups is itself constructed by means of the souvenirs that they buy. This I have shown is constructed in three different ways - innocence, nostalgia and treasured experience.  When considering the question of what role does the souvenir play in the 
proliferation of the heritage experience industry in Britain? I have provided many answers by argument of the concept of the treasured experience. After an experience has taken place and is finished we may look forward to returning or repeating a similar experience in the future, to perpetuate the sense of wellbeing, relaxation or happiness. The souvenirs purchased on these occasions, now displayed at home, indicate that the place visited continues to be pleasant and joyful and will remain so for another year and into the future. The souvenir is now playing its own part in the proliferation of the heritage experience; encouraging us to repeat the experience, visit more attractions, browse more gift shops, spend more money and so on and so forth. The souvenir is both wittingly and unwittingly greasing the commercial wheels of heritage production and consumption.   If we combine the two concepts of nostalgia and the experience, nostalgia will remind us that the dream-like experience has not been lost; it still is a fantastic scene and the treasured experience endures through the object. The souvenirs work in this case is to perpetuate the past experience in the present and the hope is that it endures into the future. There is however a caveat here, as time has passed and the object cannot replace the experience only act as a reminder. This is the paradox, the deconstruction of the present into the moments of the past and the future that actually make it up. You do actually have some experience of 
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the past experience as you look forward or anticipate those future experiences in your experience of the souvenir object in the present. A holiday planned for next year could well be warm, pleasurable and comforting, yet that is not last year; last year is gone and only nostalgia exists. There is a commercial drive that the souvenir object will keep the experience alive, yet it has to be dead as its history. The contradiction active here forces the souvenir object of a treasured positive experience into the present and then again into the past and onto the future.  Past, present and future all become history basing themselves on the original nostalgia of the experience, therefore technically negative.   
Contribution to Original Knowledge   This thesis has demonstrated the important economic roles souvenirs play in heritage production and consumption. In contributing to original knowledge, the other less obvious tasks that souvenirs perform have been uncovered and proved; such as supporting class identity, acting as a vehicle for the demonstration of personal and institutional values, identifying individual and group hierarchy, providing social and political persuasions and defining boundaries in terms of taste, appropriateness and discernment.  It has been argued that the intention of the production and consumption of these objects to force or promise nostalgia into the future cannot be done literally but can be done metaphorically in that individuals hope and expect it to re-ignite. The souvenir reminds us of and reflects personal and group memories and experiences of the past, giving the knowledge or hope that our treasured experiences and nostalgic reminiscences will continue to kindle strongly tomorrow next week, or next year. This knowing and hoping for the future is part of the present experience of the souvenir object, which is a reminder of the past. So, these objects of nostalgia, innocence and the treasured experience perform an active loop in which through souvenirs, individuals and groups are constantly revisiting and chasing their memories. They provide an explanation of the way the souvenir objects have a true function; that of providing a metaphoric negotiation of the relation between past, present and future, indicating the significance of the role played by the past and the future in the present. 
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Appendix 1. Enhanced Details of Made Artefacts  Figure 9 – Zak Jones, Flower market project concept  (2013), digitally printed plastic manufactured inflatable, 1000 x 500 x 500 cm.  Project not realised.  Figure 10 –Zak Jones, Willy Wonka's guide to post-soviet building projects (2013), glazed ceramic 10 x 11 x 6cm.  Figure 14 – Zak Jones, Child worker in cotton mill (2014), ceramic teapot, decal print. 30 x 20 x 20 cm. Exhibited Ceri Hand Gallery, London, 2014.  Figure 16– Zak Jones, The Two Army Caps (2013), printed textile, 10 x 25 x 2 cm.  Figure 20 – Zak Jones, Figures (2013), Jelutong, fabrics, plastic 40 x 20 x 10 cm. Exhibited Ceri Hand Gallery, London, 2013. The Granary Gallery Berwick Upon Tweed, 2014.  Figure 24 – Zak Jones, 1970s tower block and Victorian terrace (2012), glazed earthenware ceramic, 50 x 25 x 25 cm.  Figure 44 – Zak Jones, Social housing, Lord Shaftsbury rally, child factory workers (2013), digitally printed decal, earthenware, 25 x 25 x 10cm each. Exhibited Ceri Hand Gallery, London, 2014.  Figure 46– Zak Jones, English Village (2014), wool cross-stitch, 20x 40cm. Exhibited Ceri Hand Gallery, London, 2014. MAC Gallery. Birmingham, 2015.  Figure 48 – Zak Jones, Resurgam (2014), bronze, 8x 7x 12cm approx. Exhibited Ceri Hand Gallery, London, 2014. Oriel Davis Gallery, Wales, 2015. London Art Fair, 2015.  Figure 49 – Zak Jones, Generation (2014) bronze cast chicken feet. 4x 5x 7cm approx. each, Image: Courtesy of The Crafts Council of Great Britain. Exhibited The Granary Gallery Berwick Upon Tweed, 2014. London Art Fair, 2015. ATS Gallery, London, 2016. Crafts Council of Great Britain, Belfast, 2017. Work available to view at Crafts Council of Great Britain, London.   
 
 
 
  
